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Chapter 1 

 

Preliminaries 
 
 

1.1 Introduction 

Every sentence has a subject and a predicate. This is illustrated in (1).  

 

(1) … dat Roos op straat fietst. 

that Roos on street bikes 

‘that Roos is biking on the street.’ 

 

In this example, the subject is Roos, and the predicate describes a property of Roos, 

namely that she is riding her bicycle on the street. In languages like Dutch, the subject 

cannot be omitted. If the subject is not present, the sentence becomes ungrammatical, 

as is shown in (2).  

 

(2) … *dat _ op straat fietst.  

that on street bikes 

 

In the generative-linguistic literature, it is generally assumed that there is a designated 

subject position (cf. McCloskey 1997 for a detailed overview of issues pertaining to 

subjecthood). That is, within the syntactic structure, subjects are located in the 

specifier position of IP (spec,IP). This can be illustrated for Dutch most clearly in 

embedded clauses. This is because the position of the subject in subject-initial main 

clauses is up for debate. According to Zwart (1993) the subject is in spec,IP in subject 

initial main clauses, while Den Besten (1977) argues that the subject is in spec,CP in 

such clauses. In this thesis I use embedded clauses throughout, in which it is clear that 

the subject is in spec,IP (since the CP-layer is filled by the complementizer). In 

embedded clauses, the subject immediately follows the subordinating conjunction (i.e. 

the C-head), this is illustrated in the examples in (3).                                         

 

(3) a. Ik zie [CP dat [IP de vrouw haar tanden met tandpasta poetst]]. 

 I see that the woman her teeth with toothpaste brushes 

 ‘I see that the woman is brushing her teeth with toothpaste.’ 

 

b. *Ik zie [CP dat [IP haar tanden de vrouw met tandpasta poetst]]. 

 I see that her teeth the woman with toothpaste brushes 

 

c. *Ik zie [CP dat [IP met tandpasta de vrouw haar tanden poetst]]. 

 I see that with toothpaste the woman her teeth brushes 

 

In the embedded clauses in (3), de vrouw ‘the woman’ is the subject, and it necessarily 

follows the complementizer, as in (3)a. Other constituents, such as the direct object 
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haar tanden ‘her teeth’ or the adverbial PP met tandpasta ‘with toothpaste’, cannot 

occupy this position or intervene between the subject and the complementizer, as is 

shown by (3)b and (3)c respectively. The subject position (i.e. spec,IP) seems to be 

uniquely reserved for subjects. This position can, however, also be filled by so-called 

expletives, as in (4).   

 

(4) Ik zag [CP dat [IP er1 gisteren een vrouw haar tanden met tandpasta 

poetste]]. 

I saw that EXPL yesterday a woman her teeth with toothpaste brushed 

‘I saw that a woman was brushing her teeth with toothpaste yesterday.’ 

 

In (4), the expletive pronoun er is in the position directly adjacent to the 

complementizer, and the lexical subject (the element bearing the role of agent) is 

lower in the clause. That the ‘real’ subject is lower in the clause, is for instance 

illustrated by the fact that there is an additional adverbial element gisteren ‘yesterday’ 

between een vrouw ‘a woman’ and the subject position (spec,IP).  

 That the expletive pronoun er is in subject position in (4), follows from the same 

tests we used to establish the subject position in (3). As is shown in (5), the expletive 

pronoun needs to be directly adjacent to the complementizer.  

 

(5) a. Ik zie [CP dat [IP er een vrouw haar tanden met tandpasta poetst]]. 

 I see that EXPL a woman her teeth with toothpaste brushes 

 ‘I see that a woman is brushing her teeth with toothpaste.’ 

 

b. *Ik zie [CP dat [IP haar tanden er een vrouw met tandpasta poetst]]. 

 I see that her teeth EXPL a woman with toothpaste brushes 

 

c. *Ik zie [CP dat [IP met tandpasta er een vrouw haar tanden poetst]]. 

 I see that with toothpaste EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 

In general, expletive pronouns are regarded as meaningless elements (Svenonius 

2001:4). This begs the question as to what the function of er is in constructions such 

as (4). Why can er be in subject position if it is not the ‘real’ subject and if the actual 

subject is present? In order to answer these questions, I examine the syntactic 

                                                           
1 In addition to expletive constructions¸ the pronoun er can be used in other syntactic 

configurations: in prepositional phrases (i), in locative constructions (ii), and in quantificational 

phrases (iii). I discuss these types of er in Chapter 5.  

(i) Zij zit er op. 

 she sits ER on 

 ‘She is sitting on it.’ 

(ii) Zij woont er. 

 she lives ER 

 ‘She lives there. 

(iii) Zij kocht er vier. 

 she bought ER four 

 ‘She bought four (of them).’ 
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properties of expletive er. I focus on the internal structure of this pronoun, identifying 

which features it realizes. I propose that properties of its internal structure account for 

its syntactic distribution. Thus, the main research question can be stated as follows: 

 

(6) Main research question: 

What is the internal and external syntax of expletive er? 

 

Following Cardinaletti and Starke (1994, 1999), I assume that pronouns have an 

internal syntactic structure, and I apply their analysis to Dutch expletive pronouns. 

More in particular, I argue that the expletive pronoun has a layered structure and that 

the various layers are spelled out by the different forms of the expletive pronoun, 

namely hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, d’r ‘there’, er ‘there’ and ’r ‘there’. I will reach the 

conclusion that all these instantiations of the expletive pronoun spell out at least a 

locative feature. Some of these forms also spell out additional features like proximate 

(hier ‘here’) or distal features (daar ‘there’). I will use the term R-expletives as a cover 

term for these different spell outs of the expletive pronoun. 

In addition to the internal structure of R-expletives, I also discuss their external 

distribution. That is, I examine the syntactic behavior of R-expletives. It will become 

clear that the locative feature that is part of the internal structure of R-expletives is of 

crucial importance to explain the syntactic distribution of R-expletives. Let me 

illustrate this with impersonal passive constructions in Dutch. In impersonal passive 

constructions, featuring intransitive verbs, there is no argument to move to the subject 

position (the agentive subject is absent because the agent role cannot be assigned by 

a passive verb and there is no other argument because the verb is intransitive), but the 

subject position still needs to be filled. An example of impersonal passives is provided 

in (7). 

 

(7) a. Ik denk [CP dat [IP er waarschijnlijk wordt gezongen]]. 

 I think that EXPL probably is sung 

 ‘I think that there is probably singing.’ 

 

b. *Ik denk [CP dat [IP waarschijnlijk er wordt gezongen]]. 

 I think that probably EXPL is sung 

 

In (7)a the subject position is filled by the expletive pronoun er. That er is in spec,IP 

follows from the fact that er needs to be directly adjacent to the complementizer. In 

(7)a, the adverb waarschijnlijk ‘probably’ follows the expletive pronoun, which is 

allowed. In (7)b, however, the adverb intervenes between the complementizer and the 

expletive pronoun, which is ungrammatical. This demonstrates that er needs to follow 

the complementizer. 

I show that the subject position in impersonal passives can only be occupied by 

locative elements. This is illustrated in (8). 
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(8) a. Ik denk [CP dat [IP daar/hier/er/in de tuin waarschijnlijk wordt     

gezongen]]. 

 I think that there/here/EXPL/in the garden probably is sung 

 ‘I think that there is probably singing there/here/in the garden.’ 

 

b. *Ik dacht [CP dat [IP toen/gisteren werd gezongen]]. 

 I thought that then/yesterday was sung 

 

In (8)a, the subject position is filled with a locative element, leading to a grammatical 

sentence. In (8)b, however, a temporal proform toen ‘then’ occupies spec,IP, which is 

not allowed. Interestingly, expletive er, can occur in subject position, as is shown in 

(9). 

 

(9) Ik dacht [CP dat [IP er gisteren werd gezongen]]. 

I thought that EXPL yesterday was sung 

‘I thought that there was singing yesterday.’ 

 

In Chapter 3, I will show that due to the locative feature that is part of the internal 

structure of R-expletives, these expletives (hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, d’r, er, ’r) are 

allowed to occupy the subject position in impersonal passive constructions. We thus 

see an interaction between the internal structure of R-expletives, and their external 

syntactic distribution.  

The final question I will answer in this thesis concerns the way the expletive 

pronoun appears in the structure. I argue that R-expletives are not present in the lexical 

numeration, but rather, that R-expletives are externally merged as a last resort in order 

to satisfy the EPP. In particular, I argue that R-expletives are the spell out of a locative 

feature on the functional category Io of the clausal structure. Thus, in expletive 

sentences such as the one in (4), repeated here in (10), the expletive pronoun er is 

externally merged in spec,IP, which spells out the locative feature of Io. I discuss the 

details of this analysis in Chapter 4.  

 

(10) … dat er gisteren een vrouw haar tanden met tandpasta poetste. 

 that EXPL yesterday a woman her teeth with toothpaste brushed 

 ‘that a woman brushed her teeth with toothpaste yesterday.’ 

  

 Before I turn to the nature of R-expletives, I first consider the syntactic structure 

of the Dutch clause in the next section.  

 

1.2 Syntactic structure of the Dutch clause 

In this section I will make explicit my assumptions about the structure of Dutch 

clauses. In Dutch declarative clauses, the (finite) verb needs to be in second position, 

this is called the V2-effect (Koster 1975, Den Besten 1977). An example follows in 

(11). 
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(11) Anna eet een ijsje. 

Anna eats an ice.cream 

‘Anna is eating an ice cream.’  

 

In this example, the subject is in first position, and is followed by the finite verb. As 

is illustrated in (12), the verb cannot occur in any other position. 

 

(12) a. *Eet Anna een ijsje.2 

 eats Anna an ice.cream 

 

b. *Anna een ijsje eet. 

 Anna an ice.cream eats 

 

The orders in (12), show that the verb can only appear in second position of the clause 

in declarative main clauses.  

 In Dutch main clauses with a straight word order, the subject occurs sentence 

initially, followed by the finite verb (11), hence the word order appears to be (S)VO. 

In embedded clauses, however, the verb is positioned sentence finally, as is shown in 

(13). 

 

(13) Ik zie dat Anna (*eet) een ijsje eet. 

I see that Anna an ice.cream eats 

‘I see that Anna is eating an ice cream.’  

 

This example shows that if the finite verb of the embedded clause follows the subject 

of the embedded clause (as in main clauses), the result is ungrammatical. The only 

appropriate place for the finite verb is at the end of the embedded clause. Accordingly, 

the word order of embedded clauses is SOV. This raises the question what the basic 

word order of Dutch is, is it underlyingly VO, i.e. head initial, as in main clauses, or 

OV, i.e. head final, as in embedded clauses? Koster (1975) and Den Besten (1977) 

argue that Dutch is an OV language underlyingly, which means that the VP and the 

extended projections of VP up till CP are all head final. CP itself is head initial. The 

finite verb moves to C in main clauses, the so-called verb second phenomenon, 

leading to the VO-order.  

The tree in (14) shows the derivation of the embedded clause in (13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 This order can be grammatical, but only if the sentence is intended as a yes-no question.  
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(14)        CP 

 

                C’ 

 

         dat            IP 

 

                Anna             I’  

 

                            vP              I 

                                             eet 

                 Anna             v’  

 

         VP            v 

                                            eet 

                                     V’   

 

                                                  DP            V 

                                                                   eet 

                                              een ijsje 

  

As indicated, the verb moves out of the VP to the head of IP, and the subject moves 

from spec,vP, the position in which the external argument Anna receives its theta role 

(see below), to spec,IP. In (15), I show the derivation of the main clause in (11). 

 

(15)           CP 

 

Anna            C’ 

 

         eet                IP 

 

                  Anna               I’  

 

                              vP              I 

                                                eet 

                   Anna           v’  

 

         VP            v 

                                            eet 

                                     V’   

 

                                                  DP            V 

                                                                   eet 

                                              een ijsje 

 

 

This tree shows how the verb moves out of the VP, to Io (as in the embedded clause 

above), and then further to the C-head, for reasons of V2. The result is a main clause, 
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with the subject in first position and the verb in second position.3 I follow the analysis 

by Koster (1975) and Den Besten (1977) and assume that the basic word order of 

Dutch is SOV. 

 Koopman and Sportiche (1991) show that the subject is base-generated in the 

specifier position of the lexical projection VP, as an external argument of the verb (the 

so-called VP-internal Subject Hypothesis). More recent analyses (Chomsky 1995, 

Kratzer 1996) have reinterpreted the VP-internal subject hypothesis in terms of the 

functional projection vP; that is, the external argument originates in the specifier 

position of so-called ‘little v’. Let me illustrate the VP-/vP-internal subject hypothesis 

with an example of quantifier stranding in (16) (Sportiche 1988). 

 

(16) a. Ik zag dat [IP [DP zij allemaal] [I [AdvP gisteren [vP renden]]]].  

 I saw that they all yesterday ran 

 ‘I saw that they all ran yesterday.’ 

 

b. Ik zag dat [IP zij [I [AdvP gisteren [vP [DP allemaal] renden]]]]. 

 I saw that they yesterday all ran 

 ‘I saw that they all ran yesterday.’ 

 

In (16)a, the subject zij allemaal ‘they all’ occurs in spec,IP. In (16)b, the subject is 

split: zij ‘they’ moves to spec,IP, allemaal ‘all’ is stranded and remains in spec,vP. 

This indicates that the subject originates within the vP and (partly or as a whole) 

moves higher to spec,IP.  

  The subject obligatorily moves to spec,IP to satisfy the EPP.4 The Extended 

Projection Principle was coined by Chomsky (1981), in order to explain why every 

sentence needs to have a grammatical subject (i.e. a spec,IP-position). It follows from 

theta theory that the verb determines the theta-structure; depending on the 

configuration one of its arguments (usually the agent if it is present) becomes the 

grammatical subject. This is illustrated in (17). 

 

(17) Tom drinkt een biertje. 

Tom drinks a beer 

‘Tom is drinking a beer.’ 

 

The verb drink ‘drink’ requires two arguments: a theme (the internal argument), and 

an agent (the external argument), in (17) Tom gets an agent role, and een biertje ‘a 

beer’ is marked as the theme. When there is no agent present, but just a theme, the 

                                                           
3 According to Zwart (1997), however, the basic word order of Dutch is SVO. He argues that 

all subject initial V2 sentences are IPs, with the subject in spec,IP and the verb in Io. Following 

Travis (1984), he argues that the CP-layer is not projected in Dutch straight order main clauses.  

Consequently, the position of the subject and the verb is the same in regular order main clauses 

an in embedded clauses. I briefly return to this issue in Chapter 3.  
4 The EPP is an extension of the Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981:29), which requires that 

lexical information is syntactically represented. This means that the lexical properties of heads 

are projected at all levels of syntactic representation (i.e. at D-structure, S-structure and LF). 
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theme becomes the grammatical subject, i.e. in passives of transitive verbs (18) or in 

ergatives (19). 

 

(18) Anne wordt gekust. 

Anne is kissed 

‘Anne is being kissed.’  

 

(19) De vrouw is gestorven. 

the woman is died 

‘The woman has died.’ 

 

In the passive transitive construction in (18), the agent is absent and the theme (Anne) 

is promoted as subject. In (19), the theme of the ergative verb sterven ‘to die’ is 

becomes the grammatical subject. However, there are also verbs that do not require 

any argument, or in fact do not even permit one, such as the passive intransitive verb 

in (20) where the agent of huilen ‘cry’ is suppressed since this is a passive construction 

and the verb does not select any other argument that can be promoted to subject (as is 

the case with passive transitive sentences like in (18)). 

 

(20) Er wordt gehuild. 

EXPL is cried 

‘There is crying.’ 

 

In these types of clauses, the subject position of the main clause in Dutch is occupied 

by the expletive pronoun er. From a semantic point of view, it is unclear what the 

function of this dummy pronoun is. This suggests that the obligatory presence of a 

subject in spec,IP involves more than the semantic requirement that all arguments be 

realized. According to Chomsky (1981) this is due to the EPP, which requires that the 

subject position (spec,IP) must be present at all levels of structural representation and 

that this position must be filled by some element (see also Rothstein 1983).    

I discuss the theoretical development of the EPP, and its consequences for the 

syntactic structure of Dutch, in detail in Chapter 3. In the current section it is important 

to observe that the EPP is able to describe the presence of the expletive pronoun in 

(20). Since the subject position is empty, some element needs to be merged in spec,IP 

in order to adhere to the EPP. Er is inserted in expletive constructions because in these 

configurations the lexical subject remains within the vP, so something else needs to 

satisfy the EPP (it remains to be established, why er is inserted and not another 

expletive pronoun. I come back to this issue in the Chapter 3). 

In this thesis, I argue that R-expletives are particularly suited to satisfy the EPP, 

due to their feature composition. R-expletives have a locative feature (I discuss the 

internal structure of R-expletives in detail in Chapter 2), which is able to satisfy the 

locative feature on Io (it is shown in Chapter 3 that, in Dutch, Io not only has unvalued 

Tense and Phi-features, but also an unvalued locative feature). In the next section, I 

briefly discuss the syntactic structure of pronouns. 
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1.3 Internal structure of pronouns 

Within recent generative theory, it is assumed that pronouns have internal 

grammatical structure (Cardinaletti 1994, Wiltschko 1998, Cardinaletti and Starke 

1999, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002, Van Koppen 2005, Gruber 2013, a.o.). This 

means that pronouns are not regarded as heads (see Abney 1987, Postal 1966), but as 

XPs with an elaborate internal structure. The extent of the structure depends on the 

type of pronoun. Three types of pronouns are traditionally distinguished (Cardinaletti 

and Starke 1994, 1995, 1999). Pronouns can be strong or deficient and the latter type 

can be further divided into weak or clitic pronouns. These three types of pronouns 

exhibit different syntactic, morphological, phonological and semantic properties. 

Cardinaletti and Starke (1994, 1995, 1999) argue that this is caused by the internal 

structure of these pronoun types. Thus, strong pronouns behave differently from 

deficient pronouns because they have a larger structure. Similarly, weak pronouns 

behave different from clitic pronouns because their structure is larger than that of clitic 

pronouns. This tripartition is depicted in (21). 

 

(21)         Pronouns 

 

Strong        Deficient 

 

               Weak          Clitic 

 

Let me illustrate the different syntactic behaviors of these pronoun types for Dutch. 

In this language, the second person plural pronoun wij ‘we’, can occur as the strong 

pronoun wij or as the deficient pronoun we, which show different syntactic properties. 

The strong pronoun wij ‘we’ can be used in a coordination structure, while the 

deficient pronoun we ‘we’ cannot, as is illustrated in (22)-(23)5. 

 

(22) Zij en wij/*we gaan op vakantie. 

theySTRONG and weSTRONG/weDEFICIENT go on holiday 

‘They and we are going on holiday.’ 

 

(23) *Ze en we gaan op vakantie. 

theyDEFICIENT and weDEFICIENT go on holiday 

‘They and we are going on holiday.’ 

 

Considering the fact that expletive er is a pronoun (Bennis 1986), it is a 

reasonable hypothesis that the expletive pronoun is also an XP. This begs the question 

whether the expletive pronoun, like strong, weak and clitic pronouns also has a layered 

internal structure corresponding with strong, weak and clitic expletives. I show that, 

in addition to er, the expletive pronoun can also be spelled out as d’r or ’r,, without 

any consequences for its semantic meaning. In other words, er and d’r can be used 

                                                           
5 This example shows that the impossibility of coordinating a strong pronoun and a deficient 

pronoun is not due to a violation of the Law of Coordination of Likes.  
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interchangeably, they only differ in their phonological form (Van Craenenbroeck 

2017). An example of expletive d’r/’r follows in (24). 

 

(24) … dat d’r/’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

On the basis of these and comparable arguments, I will argue that the internal structure 

of d’r and ’r is similar to that of er. 

In addition to these expletive forms, the locative pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ can also be used as expletive pronouns, as is illustrated in (25). 

 

(25) … dat daar/hier een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that there/here a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth (there/here).’ 

 

Note that in their expletive uses, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ retain (some of) their 

locative meaning. In (25), hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can express a proximate and 

distal location respectively. For this reason, it is better to label them as ‘semi-

expletives’. As we will see in Chapter 2, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ should be 

categorized as strong pronouns. Specifically, various grammatical tests show that hier 

‘here’ and daar ‘there’ behave like strong pronouns, which, as I will argue, means 

that they project a larger syntactic structure than expletive er/d’r/’r.  

 

1.4 Aims of this thesis 

In this thesis I will answer the main research question presented above, repeated here 

in (26). 

 

(26) Main research question: 

What is the internal and external syntax of R-expletives? 

 

There are three sub questions related to this question. These questions are crucial to 

the analysis of the expletive pronoun er in Dutch. I discuss them in turn below. 

 

(27) Research question I: 

What is the internal structure of R-expletives? 

 

Under the hypothesis that the internal structure of R-expletives determines its external 

distribution (as is shown above), it is imperative that we uncover the internal 

properties of R-expletives. We need to know its internal structure, and how its feature 

constellation is organized. In Chapter 2, I focus on the syntactic structure of R-

expletives.  

Furthermore, we need to know why R-expletives are present in the syntactic 

representation. By focusing on the syntactic function of er, we know what er does and 

why er is needed in certain environments.  
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(28) Research question II: 

What is the syntactic function of R-expletives? 

 

This question is further related to two issues: (i) why do R-expletives occur where 

they occur, and (ii) how do R-expletives get in that position. It was shown above that 

er is in subject position in expletive clauses (4). By answering the second research 

question of this thesis, we will see why R-expletives need to be in spec,IP. In Chapter 

3, I discuss my survey concerning impersonal passive constructions. In these 

constructions the argumental subject is absent, and an R-expletive is required. This 

makes these constructions an ideal testing ground to see what the syntactic function 

of R-expletives is. One of the results of the survey was that er and daar ‘there’ 

obligatorily appear in spec,IP. I argue that these elements need to be present in order 

to satisfy a locative feature on Io.  

 In addition to the internal structure of R-expletives (Research question I), and 

their syntactic function (Research question II), it is essential to know how R-

expletives enter the derivation, which is the topic of the third research question of this 

thesis:  

 

(29) Research question III: 

How are clauses containing R-expletives in spec,IP derived? 

 

In Chapter 4, I argue that R-expletives are the spell out of the locative feature on Io. 

The locative feature on the I-head gets spelled out as an R-expletive in its specifier, 

whereby the EPP is adhered to.   

 In order to fully answer the questions in (27)-(29), I investigate the various types 

of expletive constructions in the next section. Furthermore, I discuss the semantic and 

pragmatic properties of these expletive constructions, to get a complete picture of (the 

function of) expletive constructions. 

  

1.5 Expletive constructions in Dutch  

In this section I turn to the distribution of er in expletive constructions. Specifically, 

in what kind of expletive constructions er can be found. In section 1, it was shown 

that expletive constructions contain a semantically empty element in subject position 

(spec,IP). An example of such a construction is repeated in (30). 

 

(30) … dat [IP er een vrouw haar tanden poetst]. 

 that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

Expletive constructions can be categorized into various types: impersonal 

constructions, presentational constructions, and existential constructions. These are 

described in turn below. 
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1.5.1 Impersonal constructions 

Impersonal constructions lack a referential subject.6 These constructions involve so 

called impersonal verbs which lack a subject with a theta role. Instead, these verbs 

take an expletive subject. A typical example of an impersonal construction with an 

impersonal verb, is one that involves a raising verb, as in (31)7 (I return to the 

distribution of expletive het ‘it’ in section 1.5.7). 

 

(31) Het schijnt dat Marie ziek is. 

it seems that Marie sick is 

‘It seems that Marie is sick.’ 

 

The verb schijnen ‘to seem’, does not assign an external theta role and is hence is 

incompatible with an argumental subject, instead an expletive pronoun must be used.8 

This raising verb takes the expletive pronoun het ‘it’ as its argument; it cannot co-

occur with expletive er, as is shown in (32). 

 

(32) Het/*Er schijnt dat Marie ziek is. 

EXPL/EXPL seems that Marie sick is 

‘It seems that Marie is sick.’ 

 

Ruys (2010:159) argues that this is due to the fact that the expletive pronoun het ‘it’ 

must bear a theta role, while expletive er cannot. In his analysis, Ruys distinguishes 

between the verb schijnen ‘to seem’ and blijken ‘to turn out’. The former can only be 

combined with expletive het ‘it’ (32), while the latter can occur with both het ‘it’ and 

er (33).  

 

(33) Het/er blijkt dat Marie ziek is. 

EXPL/EXPL turns.out that Marie sick is 

‘It turns out that Marie is sick.’ 

 

                                                           
6 Impersonal constructions were common in Middle Dutch, an example is given in (iv). The 

verb typically appears in third person singular; the lexical subject is assigned dative case, and 

the object genitive case.  

(iv) Mi lanct waters. 

 I.DAT want.3SG water.GEN 

 ‘I want water.’  
7 Another type of impersonal construction involves so-called weather verbs, which require the 

expletive pronoun het ‘it’, and cannot occur with er (v). Chomsky (1981) analyses weather-it 

as a quasi-argument, not as a true expletive. 

(v) Het/*er regent. 

 it rains 

 ‘It is raining.’ 
8 Of course, an argumental subject can occur in the subject position of schijnen as a result of 

movement of the subject of an infinitival clause to the subject position of the schijnt, as in Marie 

schijnt ziek te zijn ‘Marie seems to be sick’.  In that case, we have a derived subject. 
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According to Ruys (2010) schijnen ‘to seem’ assigns a quasi-theta role, which can be 

assigned to het ‘it’, but not to er (32), since er is unable to carry a theta role. This also 

explains why only er can occur in passive intransitive constructions (in which the verb 

does not assign a theta role). This is exemplified in (34), where the CP-selecting verb 

redeneren ‘to reason’ is passivized. Given the observation that this verb does not 

allow a CP-place holder, expletive het ‘it’ cannot be used since it cannot appear as a 

CP-place holder, nor as an expletive since there no theta role available. Expletive er, 

however, is appropriate since er does not need a theta role.  

 

(34) Er/*Het werd geredeneerd dat Marie ziek is. 

EXPL/EXPL was reasoned that Marie sick is 

‘It is reasoned that Marie is sick.’  

 

 Another instance of impersonal constructions concerns passives of intransitive 

verbs. Intransitive (specifically, unergative) verbs do not have an object that can be 

promoted to subject in the passive and since the subject position needs to be filled, er 

appears. This is shown in (35). 

 

(35) Er wordt gelachen. 

EXPL is laughed 

‘There is laughing.’ 

 

The unergative verb lachen ‘to laugh’ is passivized, thus the agent-role is suppressed. 

Since there is no other argument that can be promoted to subject and Dutch requires 

an overt realization of the subject position (EPP), an expletive pronoun is inserted. 

Note that het ‘it’ cannot be used in this case (36), since het ‘it’ needs a theta role, 

which is not available in this structure (cf. Ruys 2010). 

 

(36) *Het wordt gelachen. 

it is laughed 

 

Thus, in impersonal constructions there is no external argument, and expletive het ‘it’ 

appears in subject position. In impersonal passives, expletive het ‘it’ is not allowed, 

instead, expletive er is used. The role of er in impersonal passive constructions is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  

 

1.5.2 Presentational constructions   

Presentational constructions are another type of expletive construction, in which the 

lexical subject remains within the VP and an expletive is merged in spec,IP. An 

example follows in (37). 

 

(37) … dat [IP er [vP een vrouw in de tuin staat]]. 

 that EXPL a woman in the garden stands 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden.’ 
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In this example, the DP-subject is not moved to subject position. Instead, the expletive 

pronoun er is merged in spec,IP. That the lexical subject is lower in the clause, is 

illustrated by the fact that an adverbial element such as vandaag ‘today’ can occur 

between een vrouw ‘a woman’ and the subject position occupied by er (38). 

 

(38) … dat [IP er vandaag [vP een vrouw in de tuin staat]]. 

 that EXPL today a woman in the garden stands 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden today.’  

 

That er is in subject position is demonstrated by (39), where we see that no element 

is allowed to occur between the complementizer and expletive er. This shows that er 

is directly adjacent to the complementizer, thus in spec,IP.    

 

(39) … *dat waarschijnlijk er een vrouw in de tuin staat. 

 that probably EXPL a woman in the garden stands 

 

Instead of expletive er, a locative adverb such as daar ‘there’ or here ‘hier’ can be 

used, as in (40). 

 

(40) … dat [IP daar/hier vandaag [vP een vrouw in de tuin staat]]. 

 that there/here today a woman in the garden stands 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden (there/here) today.’  

 

In (40), the DP subject does not move from its base position.  

Presentational sentences are characterized by the presence of a locative phrase 

in the clause, such as the PP in de tuin ‘in the garden’ in the examples above.9 The 

function of presentational constructions is to introduce a referent into the discourse, 

and to enable the possibility of making it available for predication in subsequent 

discourse (Lambrecht 1994:177).  

 According to Cann (2008:16), presentational sentences differ from other 

expletive constructions by being able to select a definite lexical subject. While other 

expletive constructions are subject to a definiteness effect and can only have indefinite 

subjects (41), presentational clauses do not show this restriction (42). 

 

(41) … *dat er de vrouw in de tuin staat. 

 that EXPL the woman in the garden stands  

 

(42) Look! There is the woman in the garden that you were looking for. 

 

In the English presentational sentence in (42), the expletive pronoun there and a 

definite lexical subject the woman co-occur, which does not result in an 

ungrammatical sentence. In Dutch, however, such presentational constructions are 

                                                           
9 Note that the Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst (online reference grammar of Dutch) 

(Geerts et al. 1984), describes presentational sentences as constructions that refer to the 

existence of some entity, rather than to the location of the referent. Thus, according to the ANS, 

presentational constructions do not require a locative phrase per se. 
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only allowed with the locative pronoun daar ‘there’ and hier ‘here’ (I discuss the 

expletive use of daar ‘there’ and hier ‘here’ in Chapter 2), and not with the expletive 

pronoun er, this is shown in (43)-(44). 

 

(43) Kijk, *er/daar is [DP de vrouw in de tuin] weer! 

Look EXPL/there is the woman in the garden again 

‘Look, there is the woman in the garden again!’  

 

(44) Ik geloof dat *er/daar [DP de vrouw in de tuin] weer is! 

I believe that EXPL/there the woman in the garden again is 

‘I believe that there is the woman in the garden again!’ 

 

If the presentational sentence is headed by the locative pronoun daar ‘there’, the 

sentence is fine, however, if expletive er is used, the result is ungrammatical.  

 In summary, presentational sentences are a specific type of expletive 

construction, in which the nominal subject is introduced (‘presented’) in the discourse. 

The DP-subject does not appear sentence-initially but remains within the vP, and a 

locative adverb or expletive pronoun is in subject position. Furthermore, 

presentational clauses with the locative adverb daar ‘there’ are not subject to the 

definiteness restriction, which means that in these clauses the lexical subject may be 

headed by a definite determiner. 

 

1.5.3 Existential constructions 

Typically, existential constructions can be distinguished from expletive constructions 

on the basis of the verb: existential sentences are constructed with the verb zijn ‘to be’ 

(expressing existence), while expletive constructions may contain any verb.10 In an 

extensive discussion of existential sentences, McNally (2011) lists five properties, 

which are manifested by existential constructions.11 First, she notes that existential 

sentences require an expletive subject. This can be observed for Dutch in the example 

in (45). 

 

                                                           
10 This includes transitive verbs. That is, transitive verbs are allowed in impersonal passive 

constructions (vi), and expletive constructions (vii).  

(vi) Er werd een nieuwe computer gekocht. 

 EXPL was a new computer bought 

 ‘A new computer was bought.’ 

(vii) … dat er een vrouw een nieuwe computer kocht. 

      that EXPL a woman a new computer bought 

      ‘that a woman bought a new computer.’  
11 Cruschina (2012:103) mentions a specific subtype of existential constructions, so called 

eventives. These existential constructions feature a past participle, and license an eventive 

interpretation (cf. Milsark 1974, McNally 1992), as in (viii).  

(viii) There has been a cake baked. 

Eventives are defined as those presentational sentences (Cruschina 2012 uses the terms 

existential and presentational interchangeably), that describe the occurrence of an event or 

something that happens at a given time and place (cf. Leonetti 2008: 141). 
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(45) … dat [IP er [vP een vrouw in de tuin is]]. 

 that EXPL a woman in the garden is 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden.’ 

 

In (45), the expletive pronoun er is in spec,IP. This follows from the fact that nothing 

can occur between the complementizer dat ‘that’ and er, as is shown in (46).  

 

(46) … *dat vandaag er een vrouw in de tuin is. 

 that today EXPL a woman in the garden is 

 

The argumental subject stays within the vP. This is shown in (47) where we see that 

the adverbial element vandaag ‘today’ can be placed between een vrouw ‘a woman’ 

and spec,IP.  

 

(47) … dat [IP er vandaag [vP een vrouw in de tuin is]]. 

 that EXPL today a woman in the garden is’ 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden today.’ 

 

Second, if existential constructions contain a verb, this is typically a verb with the 

meaning to be or to have, as in (45). Third, in all existential sentences there is a ‘pivot’ 

nominal which describes the entity whose existence is under discussion. In the 

existential example in Dutch in (45), een vrouw ‘a woman’ is the pivot. Fourth, a 

‘coda’ is present in existential constructions. This coda constitutes a phrase which 

assigns a certain property to the nominal subject (the pivot). Thus, in the example in 

(45), the locative PP in de tuin ‘in the garden’ specifies the location of the lexical 

subject and is thus the coda. Fifth, in many languages, an existential expression 

contains a locative expression which may be obligatory and whose content is often 

bleached.12 In other words, some locative element may be present which does not 

convey its locative semantics per se. The syntactic role this element plays, may vary 

per language. This is indeed what we see in Dutch: the expletive pronoun er occurs 

obligatorily and no longer expresses a locative meaning (see Chapter 2 for an 

extensive discussion of a locative element inherent to er; the diachronic properties of 

expletive er are briefly addressed in Chapter 5). The syntactic function of er is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3, for now I restrict myself to saying that expletive er is 

used in existential constructions in order to satisfy syntactic features on Io. 

  The term existential sentence is often used interchangeably with the term 

expletive sentence (Bennis 1986:174). In this thesis, I do not distinguish between 

                                                           
12 In English, for example, an existential sentence is formed with the pronoun there which can 

also be used to convey location (ix); in Danish, existential sentences are constructed with the 

expletive pronoun der, which can also express a locative meaning (x); other languages in which 

the existential pronoun is similar to a locative adverbial are Swedish (där ‘there’), Italian (c’e 

‘there is’ vs. ci ‘there’), French (il y a ‘there is’ vs. y ‘there’), to name just a few. 

(ix)  There she is vs. Jack lives there. 

(x) Der er en kvinde i haven.  vs.   Jack bor der. 

 EXPL is a woman in garden   Jack lives there 

 ‘There is a woman in the garden.’    ‘Jack lives there.’ 
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expletive sentences and existential sentences but refer to both as expletive 

constructions. I consider an expletive construction to be a syntactic configuration in 

which an expletive pronoun occurs in subject position (spec,IP), and where the lexical 

(i.e. argumental) subject stays within the vP (or is absent, as with impersonal 

constructions). The semantic meaning of expletive constructions, in particular 

existential sentences, is discussed in the following section. 

  

1.5.4 Semantic properties of expletive constructions 

Existential sentences can be characterized as constructions which express a 

proposition about the existence or the presence of someone or something (McNally 

2011:1830-1832). They serve primarily to introduce a novel referent to the discourse; 

this referent is expressed by the lexical subject. The expletive pronoun er is in itself 

meaningless (Milsark 1974, Chomsky 1986a, Svenonius 2001:4). Accordingly, in the 

existential sentence in (48), er does not contribute to the meaning of the proposition. 

This existential construction introduces the referent een vrouw ‘a woman’ to the 

discourse.   

 

(48) … dat er een vrouw in de tuin is. 

 that EXPL a woman in the garden is 

 ‘that there is a woman in the garden.’ 

 

 The semantic properties of expletive constructions are different from those of 

existential sentences since expletive constructions are not restricted to assert the 

existence or presence of an entity. We see this in the example in (49).  

 

(49) … dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

In (49), it is not the existence or presence of a woman which is addressed, but the 

observation that she is brushing her teeth, is established. If er precedes the lexical 

subject, the latter gets a non-generic, indefinite and non-specific reading. However, if 

er is absent, as in (50), een vrouw ‘a woman’ can get a generic reading. The embedded 

clause in (50) can mean that it is characteristic of women to brush their teeth. This 

reading is not available for the expletive sentence in (49).  

 

(50) … dat een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a woman brushes her teeth.’ 

 

The presence of expletive er changes the information structure of a sentence, which 

affects the semantic interpretation of the lexical subject (I come back to this in section 

1.5.5). Similarly, Diesing (1992:21) observes that an existential reading arises if the 

subject is interpreted at the VP-level at LF, while a generic reading is derived if the 

subject is interpreted at the IP-level.  
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Expletive constructions are subject to two semantic constraints, namely the 

definiteness restriction on the nominal subject (cf. Milsark 1974, 1979), and a 

semantic restriction on the predicate. I briefly discuss each of these constraints in turn 

below.  

The definiteness effect can be described as a restriction on the acceptability of 

definite and universal quantificational noun phrases, including proper names and 

personal pronouns, to appear as the lexical subject in expletive clauses.13 An example 

of the definiteness effect is given in (51). 

 

(51) … *dat er de vrouw/elke vrouw/Marianne/zij haar tanden poetst. 

 that EXPL the woman/every woman/Marianne/she her teeth brushes 

 

In this example, the nominal subject contains a definite determiner or universal 

quantifier, which leads to ungrammaticality. The definiteness effect requires the 

nominal subject to be indefinite. The subject may be unspecific indefinite (49), or 

specific indefinite (52).  

 

(52) … dat er een zekere vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that EXPL a certain woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that a certain woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

There are, however, a few exceptions to the definiteness restriction. Specifically, in 

certain contexts, a definite noun phrase can appear as the subject of the expletive 

construction. For instance, if the expletive construction contains a definite subject that 

is marked as introducing a new topic, the result is acceptable (53). 

 

(53) … dat er de volgende gastsprekers op het congres waren… 

 that EXPL the following invited.speakers at the conference were 

 ‘that there were the following invited speakers at the conference…’ 

               (Broekhuis and Keizer 2012:1080) 

 

In this example, the definite nominal subject contains the adverb volgende 

‘following’, which signals a new topic. In that case, the definiteness effect does not 

apply.  

 Another context in which the definiteness restriction does not apply, are so 

called list examples. These are sentences in which several DPs are numerated, as in 

(54). 

                                                           
13 Barbiers and Rooryck (1998:62) observe that demonstrative pronouns are possible in 

expletive constructions, as in (xi). It should be noted, however, that these demonstrative 

pronouns are restricted to certain contexts; only if the subject is in focus (indicated by capital 

letters in (xi)), or if the subject is specific, is a demonstrative pronoun allowed. In a typical 

expletive sentence as in (xii), demonstrative pronouns violate the definiteness restriction. 

(xi) Er is ook nog die buurman/DIT waar we het over hadden. 

 EXPL is also still that neighbor/this where we it about had 

 ‘There is also that neighbor/THIS we talked about.’ 

(xii) *Er is die buurman/dit. 

 EXPL is that neighbor/this 
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(54) Q: Wie was er vandaag op school?14 

 who was EXPL today on school 

 ‘Who was at school today?’ 

 

A: Nou, er was Feie en Isaac, en de juf en de gymlerares. 

 well EXPL was Feie and Isaac and the teacher and the PE-teacher  

 ‘Well, there was Feie and Isaac, and the teacher and the PE-       

teacher.’ 

 

In the answer in (54), the expletive pronoun er and a definite subject co-occur. The 

sentence is used to refer to more than one person, hence the term ‘list example’. In 

this specific type of expletive sentence, the definiteness restriction is absent since it 

allows proper names and definite DPs.15   

 In addition to the restriction on the definiteness of the subject, expletive 

constructions also exhibit a semantic constraint on the predicate. In particular, the 

subject cannot be modified by an individual-level predicate, but only by a stage-level 

predicate (Carlson 1977a). The precise definition of what counts as a stage-level 

predicate or as an individual-level predicate is a complex matter, which I will not deal 

with here. Generally, it can be said that stage-level predicates refer to accidental 

properties, while individual-level predicates describe essential ones (Diesing 1992, 

McNally 2011:1833). An example of this semantic restriction is presented in (55) and 

(56). 

 

(55) … dat er een vrouw ziek is. 

 that EXPL a woman ziek is 

 ‘that there is woman sick.’  

 

                                                           
14 The use of expletive er in wh-subject questions is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, therefore 

I do not go into the analysis of the occurrence of er in this example.  
15 The ANS also lists the following expletive contexts that allow a definite subject: (a) If the 

definite DP can be substituted by an indefinite DP with the same meaning, such as de kans ‘the 

chance’ in (xiii). 

(xiii) Er bestaat de kans dat we niet kunnen komen.  

 EXPL exists the chance/the possibility that we not can come 

 ‘There is a chance we will not be able to come.’    

(b) If that which is expressed by the definite DP can be interpreted as a comment to something 

else, e.g. de directeur bij wie je terecht kunt ‘the director to whom you can turn’ in (xiv). 

(xiv) Er is ook nog de directeur bij wie je terecht kunt. 

 EXPL is also yet the director at who you to can 

 ‘There is also the director to whom you can turn.’ 

(c) If the sentence expresses a habit, or repeated action, as in (xv). 

(xv) Er kwamen steeds dezelfde twee meisjes langsfietsen. 

 EXPL came continuously the.same two girls cycle.by 

 ‘The same two girls kept cycling by.’    
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(56) … *dat er een vrouw blond is. 

 that EXPL a woman blond is 

 

The coda in the expletive sentence in (55) is a stage-level predicate (ziek ‘sick’), which 

is fine. In the example in (56), however, the coda is an individual-level predicate 

(blond ‘blond’), which is a violation of the semantic restriction described above.  

 We have seen above that expletive constructions are subject to two semantic 

considerations. First, the nominal subject may not be definite or universal 

quantificational, it is subject to a definiteness restriction (except for certain specific 

contexts, e.g. when the subject is marked as introducing a new topic, and list 

examples). Second, the coda cannot be an individual-level predicate. 

 In addition to the semantic function of introducing new referent to the discourse, 

it has been argued that expletive constructions also have other semantic functions. For 

instance, Abott (1992, 1993, 1997) and Ward and Birner (1995) observe that expletive 

sentences can reintroduce or focalize referents that have already been mentioned in 

the discourse. This is illustrated in (57) (from the Challenger commission transcripts, 

cited in Ward and Birner 1995: 727).   

 

(57) I think there was one flight where we had one problem. It wasn’t ours, 

but there was that one flight. 

 

In this example, the expletive sentence there was that one flight in the second 

sentence, refers to an expression that appears in the previous sentence. Hence, here 

the expletive construction does not present a new referent to the discourse, but it refers 

to a proposition made in the prior sentence.  

 It has been shown above that expletive constructions can be used for various 

purposes. They can (i) introduce a new referent to the discourse (49); (ii) refer to more 

than one referent in list constructions (54); (iii) reintroduce or focalize referents that 

have previously been mentioned in the discourse (57). These different uses raise the 

question whether a uniform semantic and discourse function can be given for every 

construction that formally looks like an expletive sentence, or whether there are in 

fact several subtypes of existential sentences, perhaps with distinct semantics and 

pragmatics. McNally (2011) reviews the five most prominent proposals, which each 

have pros and cons. Since expletive constructions have comparatively little content, 

she suggests that different languages use different options for expressing an existential 

proposition (ibid.:1838). Cann (2008:18) concludes that presentational, existential, 

and locative readings cannot be semantically distinct. Since it is not my aim to come 

to a semantic theory of expletive constructions, I do not discuss these proposals but 

refer the reader to McNally (2011), and references cited therein. For the purpose of 

this thesis, which is focused mainly on the syntactic structure of expletive 

constructions in Dutch, and that of the expletive R-pronouns, the description of the 

semantic function of expletive sentences, presented above, suffices. Following 

McNally (2011), I adopt the position that the semantic function of existential 

constructions (including presentational clauses), is to assert the existence or presence 

of the referent of the lexical subject. Expletive sentences have a more general semantic 

function since they can be formed with other verbs than be or have. That is, expletive 

constructions are not restricted to assert the existence or presence of the subject. 
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Rather, the expletive pronoun er alters the information structure of a sentence (since 

the lexical subject does not directly follow the complementizer), whereby the lexical 

subject loses its generic meaning.  

 

1.5.5 Pragmatic properties of expletive constructions 

As we saw above, the semantic focus of existential constructions is to assert the 

existence or presence of the referent of the subject. Pragmatically, however, the focus 

lies on the presence of the lexical subject. According to Lambrecht (1994:179) the 

pragmatic function of existential sentences is not normally to assert the existence of 

some entity, but to introduce the nominal referent into the discourse world of the 

interlocutors by asserting its presence in a given location. In other words, the 

pragmatic function of an existential construction is to express the location of the 

nominal referent so that it can be identified by the speaker and hearer. Of course, by 

conveying the location of a referent, its existence is automatically asserted (cf. Moro 

2006, McNally 2011). Since information structure generally requires old information 

to precede new information, it follows that the newly introduced nominal referent is 

indefinite. In particular, the DP-subject must be new to the hearer, hence it needs to 

be indefinite. We can thus say that the definiteness restriction on the nominal subject, 

which was introduced in the previous section, is pragmatically motivated. 

 Bennis (1986) also argues that the distribution of expletive er can be accounted 

for by pragmatic principles. He presents the Empty Presupposition Condition 

(1986:225), which requires that every clause has a phrase which is in presupposition, 

i.e. which conveys known information. Furthermore, he introduces the Presupposition 

Hierarchy, according to which weak pronouns (such as er) should be regarded as most 

presuppositional, while non-specific indefinite DPs are least presuppositional. The 

Presupposition Hierarchy is repeated in (58). 

 

(58) Bennis’ Presupposition hierarchy (1986:223): 

+ presuppositional                                                      - presuppositional 

weak pron. – strong pron. – names – def. DP – indef. DP – indef. DP 

                                                       [specific] [non-specific] 

 

According to the Empty Presupposition Condition (EPC) at least one constituent 

should be presupposed, which means that every sentence requires minimally one 

presuppositional element. An indefinite DP can be presupposed if it interpreted as 

generic (ibid.:225), as in (59). 

 

(59) ... dat een vrouw hard werkt. 

that a woman hard works 

‘that a woman works hard.’  

 

Since there is no other presupposed phrase in (59), the indefinite DP een vrouw ‘a 

woman’ must be in presupposition, and therefore it is interpreted generically (so that 

the EPC is not violated). In the expletive sentence in (60), however, er is present, 

which is in presupposition (Bennis 1986:225). Consequently, the indefinite DP gets a 

non-generic interpretation.  
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(60) ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’  

 

Whether an indefinite DP is interpreted as generic or not, depends of the presence of 

er: if er is absent (59), the EPC requires that some other element is in presupposition, 

hence the indefinite DP is interpreted as generic since generic phrases are considered 

to be presuppositional. If, however, er is present (60), the EPC is adhered to (since er 

is presuppositional), and the DP is regarded as non-generic. Since the expletive 

pronoun er satisfies the EPC, the indefinite DP need not be presupposed, consequently 

it cannot be interpreted generically.  

 Bennis (1986) hence provides a pragmatic account for the presence of expletive 

constructions in Dutch (see also Broekhuis and Keizer 2012:1081). That is, the EPC 

and the Presupposition Hierarchy explain why er is present in expletive constructions: 

due to the absence of a presuppositional phrase in expletive constructions, expletive 

er is needed. If, however, the indefinite subject is generic or if it can be interpreted to 

the left on the presupposition hierarchy, there is another presupposed phrase and er 

may be absent. Yet, the EPC does not explain what makes er particularly suited to act 

as a presuppositional element.  

 Related to the pragmatic function of expletive constructions, is the information 

structure of such sentences. Information structure pertains to the interface between the 

structure and meaning of sentences, and the mental representation of information on 

the side of the interlocutors (Lambrecht 1994, Zimmerman 2016). Within the 

framework of information structure, it has been observed that linguistically coded 

information is structured in a specific way, such that it is adjusted to the context of the 

utterance, and the knowledge states of the discourse participants. Thus, the structure 

of the linguistic utterance is guided by pragmatic principles, and the mental 

knowledge of the speaker(s) and hearer(s). We see information structural properties 

reflected in the syntactic structure of expletive sentences, in the sense that old 

information must precede new information. Referents that are not yet introduced to 

the discourse should follow those referents that are already known. This is 

demonstrated in the word order of expletive constructions. Consider again the 

expletive construction in (60). Information structure prescribes that old information 

precedes new information. Thus, if the subject of a sentence consists of an unknown, 

or non-specific DP, it should appear low in the clausal structure. This is indeed what 

we see in the expletive construction in (60), the nominal een vrouw ‘a woman’ is 

indefinite and occurs low in the clause. The expletive pronoun er is in first position, 

and indicates that the subject contains new, unknown information. In other words, 

expletive er signals new information into the discourse. 

 It should be noted, however, that the indefinite subject DP is not necessarily 

unspecific. Broekhuis and Keizer (2012:1080), for example, observe that in some 

cases, the indefinite nominal subject of an expletive sentence allows a specific 

reading. Consider the examples in (61) and (62).  
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(61) … dat er <*een man> gister <een man> is overreden. 

 that a man yesterday a man is over.run 

 ‘that a man was run over yesterday.’ 

 

(62) ...dat er <een broer van mij> gister < een broer van mij > is overreden. 

   that EXPL a brother of me yesterday a brother of me is over.run 

   ‘that a brother of mine was run over yesterday.’ 

 

In (61) the subject follows the adverb and it is necessarily interpreted as non-specific. 

In (62), the subject can also occur to the left of the adverb, in which case it gets a 

specific reading. This shows that indefinite DP subjects of expletive clauses can be 

specific. 

 In this section, I presented a pragmatic explanation for the presence of er in 

expletive constructions (Bennis 1986). According to the Empty Presupposition 

Condition (ibid.:225), at least one phrase within a clause should be in presupposition; 

if no constituent is presupposed as in expletive constructions, er must be present. 

Furthermore, it was noted that information structure requires old (or known) 

information to precede new (or unknown) information. This is reflected in the 

structure of expletive constructions: in expletive constructions the nominal subject 

should typically be headed by an indefinite determiner, and the expletive pronoun er 

signals that the indefinite subject contains new information. I follow this approach 

and assume that expletive er is present in expletive constructions in order to draw 

attention to the lexical subject. In addition, expletive er cancels a generic 

interpretation of the subject, and so indicates that the subject should be construed as 

non-generic. In the next section, I investigate the syntactic distribution of expletive 

er.  

 

1.5.6 Syntactic properties of expletive constructions 

As was briefly introduced in section 1.1 above, in declarative main clause expletive 

constructions, the expletive pronoun typically occurs sentence initially, as in (63)16. 

 

(63) [CP Er [C’ poetst [IP er [I’ poetst [vP een vrouw haar tanden poetst] poetst]]]]. 

EXPL brushes a woman her teeth 

‘There brushes a woman her teeth.’  

 

The most common analysis of expletive constructions is that the lexical subject 

remains in a lower position in the clause, presumably its base position within the vP 

(Koopman and Sportiche 1991; Broekhuis and Keizer 2012:1080). Because the 

subject stays within the vP, the canonical subject position (generally assumed to be 

spec,IP) is empty. Since the EPP requires that some element fills spec,IP, expletive er 

is merged in this position (see section 1.2 above and Chapter 3, for a detailed 

discussion of EPP properties). In subject initial main clauses, the next step is that er 

moves to spec,CP, which yields the (main clause) word order pattern with the finite 

verb in second position. That the lexical subject is lower in the clause, can be seen in 

                                                           
16 Recall that IP is head-final.  
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(64), where the adverbial element vaak ‘often’ can be placed in between een vrouw ‘a 

woman’ and the subject position.  

 

(64) [CP Er [C’ poetsti [IP er [I’ poetsti vaak [vP een vrouw [v’ poetseni [VP haar 

tanden [V’ poetseni]]]]]]]].  

EXPL brushes often a woman her teeth 

‘There brushes a woman her teeth often.’ 

 

If, however, the subject moves to spec,IP, expletive er cannot appear (65). 

 

(65) *Er [IP een vrouwj [I’ poetsti [vP een vrouwj [v’ poetseni [VP haar tanden [V’ 

poetseni]]]]]]. 

 

If the first position of the clause is occupied by some other element, such as an 

adverbial expression (66), the expletive pronoun directly follows the finite verb. 

 

(66) [CP Gezwind [C’ poetsti [IP er [vP een vrouw [v’ poetseni [VP haar tanden [V’ 

poetseni]]]]]]]. 

swiftly brushes EXPL a woman her teeth 

‘Swiftly a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

In this example, the adverb gezwind ‘swiftly’ is in first position, followed by the finite 

verb, which has moved to C (due to the V2-restriction), and expletive er occurs after 

the verb. Also in inverted word order structures such as yes-no questions, expletive er 

immediately follows the finite verb, as is shown in (67). 

  

(67) Poetste er gisteren een vrouw haar tanden? 

brushed EXPL yesterday a woman her teeth 

‘Did a woman brush her teeth yesterday?’  

 

As in other expletive sentences, in declarative main clause expletive 

constructions, the verb agrees with the lexical subject. This is illustrated in (68). 

 

(68) *Er poetst vrouwen hun tanden. 

EXPL brush.3SG women their teeth 

 

In (68), there is an agreement mismatch between the verb and the nominal subject. 

That is, the verb is specified for third person singular, which does not match the plural 

features of the nominal subject. This shows that the agreement properties of the verb 

in expletive constructions is related to the lexical subject, and not to the expletive 

pronoun. This is also the case in embedded expletive clauses (69) and inverted main 

clause expletive sentences (70) 

 

(69) *Ik zie dat er vrouwen hun tanden poetst. 

I see that EXPL women their teeth brush.3SG 
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(70) *Poetst er vrouwen hun tanden? 

brush.3SG EXPL women their teeth? 

 

1.5.7 Expletive het ‘it’ 

Besides the expletive pronoun er, Dutch also has the expletive pronoun het ‘it’. In this 

section, I briefly discuss its syntactic distribution and show het ‘it’ behaves differently 

from expletive er.  

 As we saw in section 1.5.1, the expletive pronoun het ‘it’ occurs in raising verb 

constructions, as in (71).  

 

(71) Het schijnt dat Marie ziek is. 

it seems that Marie sick is 

‘It seems that Marie is sick.’ 

 

In these constructions, the lexical subject gets a theta role in the lower clause and 

hence does not raise to the matrix subject position. In this case, the expletive pronoun 

het ‘it’ appears as the argument of the raising verb. Expletive er cannot be used in 

combination with a raising verb (72) (recall that Ruys (2010) argues that this is due to 

the fact that er is unable to carry a theta role). Consequently, the example in (72) is 

ungrammatical because the verb is unable to assign its theta role (which is a violation 

of the theta criterion (Chomsky 1981:36)).   

 

(72) *Er schijnt dat Marie ziek is. 

EXPL appears that Marie sick is 

 

 Expletive het ‘it’ can also be used as an argument of weather verbs, as is 

illustrated in (73). 

 

(73) Het/*er sneeuwt. 

it/EXPL snows 

‘It is snowing.’ 

 

Chomsky (1981:323-325) has argued that weather it is in fact not an expletive, like 

er, but rather a so-called quasi-argument, because it behaves in some respects like an 

argument: het ‘it’ receives a theta role from the verb snow (cf. (73)), which is 

impossible for expletive er. Furthermore, het ‘it’ can bind PRO, unlike expletive er. 

This is shown in (74) and (75).  

 

(74) Het is [na PRO drie weken geregend te hebben], alsnog mooi weer geworden. 
it is after PRO three weeks rained to have yet beautiful weather become 

‘It became nice out, after having rained for three weeks.’ 

 

(75) *Er is [nadat PRO een optocht te zijn geweest], hier vaak een feest. 

EXPL is after PRO a parade to be been here often a party 
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Bennis (1986:98-103) also argues that het ‘it’ is not a true expletive because het ‘it’ 

does bear referential properties. This is illustrated by the fact that het ‘it’ can also be 

used in other constructions, with verbs that do not exclusively refer to weather 

conditions, as is shown in (76) (ibid.:97).  

 

(76) a. Het/mijn neus/het huis is koud. 

 it/my nose/the house is cold 

 ‘It/my nose/the house is cold.’  

 

b. Het/de wond trekt dicht. 

 it/the wound pulls closed 

 ‘It is clouding over/the wound is healing.’ 

 

c. Het/de kamer wordt donker 

 it/the room becomes dark 

 ‘It/the room is getting dark.’ 

 

In (76), either het ‘it’ or a DP-argument can be used as the subject. This seems to 

suggest that het ‘it’ is similar to other referential expressions, which suggests that het 

‘it’ is not a true dummy pronoun, but that it has referential properties.     

 Another argument concerns agreement: the verb agrees with het ‘it’, as shown 

by singular number on the finite verb (77). This is not necessarily the case with 

expletive er, as is shown in the previous section ((67)-(70)). 

 

(77) Het sneeuwt/*sneeuwen. 

it snow.SG/snow.PL  

‘It is snowing.’ 

 

In this example, the verb needs to be singular and apparently agrees with the singular 

feature of het ‘it’.  

 In addition to the occurrence of het ‘it’ with weather verbs and raising verbs, het 

‘it’ can also occur as a place holder for subject clauses, as in (78). 

   

(78) Het is duidelijk dat Anna getalenteerd is. 

it is obvious that Anna gifted is 

‘It is obvious that Anna is gifted.’ 

 

Here, het ‘it’ appears as the external argument of the verb in the main clause and refers 

to the embedded clause. Expletive er cannot occur in such contexts, as is shown in 

(79).  

 

(79) *Er is duidelijk dat Anna getalenteerd is. 

EXPL is obvious that Anna gifted is 

 

Again, het ‘it’ is assigned a theta role by the verb, which is not possible for er.     

 In this section I have shown that in addition to expletive er, Dutch also has the 

expletive pronoun het ‘it’. This pronoun is used with weather verbs, raising verbs and 
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as a place holder for subject clauses. In these instances, het ‘it’ seems to behave like 

an argument, in the sense that it can carry a theta role. In fact, it has been argued that 

het ‘it’ has referential properties (Bennis 1986). This contrasts with expletive er which 

is unable to bear a theta role and has no referential meaning.  

 

1.6 Outlook 

In this thesis, I investigate the internal structure of expletive R-expletives and its 

syntactic distribution. In Chapter 2, I focus on the syntactic make up of R-expletives. 

Following Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) and Dechaine and Wiltschko (2002), I 

assume that pronouns are not heads, but phrases, which have an internal syntactic 

structure. We will see that this also applies to R-expletives, and that these pronouns 

have an articulated syntactic structure. Furthermore, I show that er, d’r, ’r are 

syntactically related to the locative pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’. In Chapter 

3, I discuss the syntactic function of R-expletives. I present a case study concerning 

the distribution of R-expletives in impersonal passive constructions. In addition, I 

argue that, in Dutch, Io has an unvalued locative feature which can be valued by an R-

expletive in spec,IP. In Chapter 4, I introduce a case study on the presence of expletive 

er in wh-subject extraction clauses. Furthermore, I propose that er values the locative 

feature on the verb. In other words, er is externally merged in spec,IP as a last resort 

to host the locative feature on Io. In Chapter 5, I conclude and briefly consider the 

implications of my analysis for other types of er. I also discuss the variation of R-

expletives in older stages of Dutch, in Dutch dialects and in related Germanic 

languages.  

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Chapter 2 

 

The internal structure of er 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I focus on the internal structure of R-expletives in standard Dutch. I 

argue that R-expletives have an articulated syntactic structure and that the variants of 

er can spell out different chunks of this structure. The argumentation for this complex 

structure, which I base on the pronominal structures by Cardinaletti & Starke (1994, 

1999) and provide in section 3, comes from the distributional properties of the 

expletives (section 2), again applying the argumentation by Cardinaletti & Starke to 

the empirical domain of Dutch expletive pronouns. By presenting the internal 

structure of Dutch R-expletives, I address the first research question of this thesis, as 

formulated in the previous chapter, and repeated here in (1).  

 

(1) Research question I: 

What is the internal structure of R-expletives? 

 

2.2 Pronouns 

It is generally accepted by now within the framework of Generative Grammar that 

pronouns are not heads (cf. Abney 1987, Postal 1966), but rather that they have an 

articulated internal structure (Cardinaletti 1994, Wiltschko 1998, Cardinaletti and 

Starke 1999, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002, Van Koppen 2005, Gruber 2013).There 

are many different proposals about the exact internal structure of pronouns, I will base 

myself here on one of the first proposals, namely the one by Cardinaletti and Starke 

1999.1 In section 2.2.1, I discuss the distinction Cardinaletti and Starke make between 

strong, weak and clitic pronouns. Sections 2.2 through 2.5 discuss the syntactic 

distribution of pronouns as well as their morphological, phonological and semantic 

properties. Section 2.6 summarizes these properties and section 2.7, finally, provides 

the analysis of strong, weak and clitic pronouns. I apply their analysis to the Dutch R-

expletives in section 2.3 of this chapter. 

 

                                                           
1 Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002) also argue that pronouns have internal structure and that there 

are three different types of pronouns with varying sizes. Their analysis of the structural 

representations of pronominal types resembles the one by Cardinaletti and Starke quite closely. 

There is a crucial difference, however and that is that Dechaine and Wiltschko’s proposal is 

based mainly on the binding properties of a pronoun. Since it is impossible to test binding 

properties of expletive pronouns, I do not follow the (influential) analysis of Déchaine and 

Wiltschko (2002) in this thesis. 
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2.2.1 Types of pronouns 

Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) (hereafter C&S) start from Italian, and observe that in 

this language, the third person plural feminine pronoun esse ‘they’ and loro ‘they’ 

have a different syntactic distribution. Esse ‘they’ can refer to both human and non-

human entities but cannot be used in a coordination structure (2) (ibid.:41).  

 

(2)                                                                          <+human>     <-human> 

Esse (*e quelle accanto) sono troppo alte.              √                   √ 

3.PL.F.NOM and those besides are too tall/high 

‘They are too tall/high.’ 

 

Loro ‘they’, however, can be coordinated, but can only refer to human participants 

(3). 

 

(3)                                                                          <+human>     <-human> 

Loro (e quelle accanto) sono troppo alte.               √                    * 

3.PL.F.NOM and those besides are too tall/high 

‘They and those besides are too tall/high.’ 

 

Many languages, e.g. French (4)-(5), do not have different pronouns correlating with 

these two pronominal contexts.  

 

(4)                                                                          <+human>     <-human> 

Elles sont trop grandes.                                           √                    √ 

3.PL.F.NOM are too tall 

‘They are too tall.’ 

 

(5)                                                                          <+human>     <-human> 

Elles et celles d’à côté sont trop grandes.                √                    *   

3.PL.F.NOM and those at side are too tall 

‘They and the ones on the side are too tall.’ 

 

In French, elles ‘they’ can be used to refer to human entities (4), and can be used in a 

coordination structure (5). If, however, this pronoun occurs in a coordination, it can 

no longer refer to a non-human referent. According to C&S, the loss of the non-human 

interpretation can be understood if we view elles ‘they’ as the surface reflex of two 

distinct grammatical elements. In other words, the <+human> pronouns and <-

human> pronouns in (4)-(5) have the same phonological form but they are in fact two 

different pronouns.  

C&S argue that there are more properties correlating with these two classes of 

pronouns, pertaining to syntax, morphology, prosody and semantics. These 

differences lead C&S to propose that there are three distinct pronoun types each with 

their own syntactic, morphological, phonological and semantic properties. In 

particular, they argue that there are strong pronouns, and deficient pronouns. The latter 
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group can be further divided into weak pronouns, and clitic pronouns.2 This is 

illustrated in (6). 

 

(6)         Pronouns 

 

                       Strong          Deficient 

 

                                                           Weak           Clitic 

 

C&S use the different syntactic, morphological, phonological and semantic properties 

of the three pronoun types as diagnostics to distinguish these pronominal categories. 

I discuss their diagnostics in the next sections. 

 

2.2.2 Syntactic distribution of the three pronoun types 

The three pronoun types distinguished by C&S have a different syntactic distribution. 

This becomes clear if we consider the Italian pronouns lui ‘him’, loro ‘them’ and gli 

‘him’ which each occupy a different position within the clause, as is illustrated in (7)-

(9). 

 

(7) Non (*a lui) diro mai (*a lui) tutto a lui. 

not to himSTRONG I.will.say never to himSTRONG everything to himSTRONG 

‘I will not say everything to him.’                                (C&S 1999:102) 

 

(8) Non (*loro) diro mai loro tutto (*loro). 

not to.themWEAK I.will.say never to.themWEAK everything to.themWEAK 

‘I will not say everything to them.’                                               (Ibid.) 

 

(9) Non gli diro mai (*gli) tutto (*gli). 

not to.himCLITIC I.will.say never to.himCLITIC everything to.himCLITIC 

‘I will not say everything to him.’                                                 (Ibid.) 

 

These examples show that the three forms Italian has for expressing the masculine 

dative, have a different syntactic distribution. The strong pronoun a lui needs to stay 

in its base (i.e., a position following the verb and the direct object) and is not allowed 

to move up (7), the weak pronoun loro occurs in a derived position (8) (i.e., a position 

in between the verb and the direct object), and the clitic gli is also in a derived position, 

but has to be left-adjacent to the finite verb (9).  

 A second test to distinguish strong and deficient pronouns concerns peripheral 

positions such as clefts, left and right dislocations structures as well as in isolation. 

Strong pronouns can typically appear in those positions but deficient pronouns cannot. 

This is again shown for Italian in (10) and (11) (C&S 1994:6). 

 

 

                                                           
2 Not all languages have three types of pronouns, there are languages with less than three classes 

of pronouns. In these languages one or more of the pronoun types is not realized. 
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(10) Maria/lei/*essa, lei e bella. 

Maria/sheSTRONG/sheWEAK she is pretty 

‘Maria/she is pretty.’ 

 

(11) Chi e bella? Maria/lei/*essa. 

who is pretty Maria/sheSTRONG/sheWEAK  

‘Who is pretty? Maria/she is.’ 

 

In (10), we see that only the DP Maria and the strong pronoun lei ‘she’ can occur 

sentence initially in a left dislocation structure, but not the weak pronoun essa ‘she’. 

In a similar vein, in (11), this lexical DP and this strong pronoun can be used in 

isolation as an answer to a question, but the weak pronoun is not possible in this 

context. This distinction also applies to long distance extraction clauses in Dutch. In 

this language, only strong pronouns can be extracted across the complementizer, weak 

pronouns cannot, as is shown in (12).    

 

(12) Jij/*je, denk ik, dat het gedaan heeft. 

youSTRONG/youWEAK think I that it done has 

‘I think that you did it.’  

 

Another context that separates strong and deficient pronouns concerns 

coordination structures (cf. also Kayne 1975:85). Whereas strong pronouns can occur 

in a coordinated structure, deficient pronouns cannot. This is illustrated in (13) for 

Dutch. 

 

(13) a. Jij en Marie/zij zijn aardig.  

    youSTRONG and Marie/sheSTRONG are nice 

    ‘You and Marie/she are nice.’ 

 

b. *Je en ze zijn aardig. 

    youDEFICIENT and sheDEFICIENT are nice 

    ‘You and she are nice.’ 

 

The strong form of the second person singular pronoun jij ‘you’ can be coordinated 

with the DP Maria, and with the strong form of the third person singular pronoun zij 

‘she’ (13)a. However, (13)b shows that the corresponding deficient forms of these 

pronouns je ‘you’ and ze ‘she’ cannot be used in a coordination structure.  

Also within the class of deficient pronouns, the syntactic behavior of weak 

pronouns is different from that of clitics. An example comes from Dutch and concerns 

the placement of interjections (Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen 2000:13). Clitics 

typically attach to the complementizer in subordinate clauses and to the finite verb in 

inverted main clauses (at least in certain Germanic languages). It is therefore expected 

that an interjection cannot be placed between a complementizer or a finite verb and a 

clitic. Weak pronouns on the other hand are XPs, and as a result they can be 

disconnected from their linguistic environment by an interjection. Thus, the difference 

between weak pronouns and clitic pronouns is that weak pronouns allow an 
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interjection to occur between the pronoun and a complementizer or finite verb, 

whereas clitic pronouns do not.  

 

(14) … dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, ze vandaag niet komt. 

     that to all probability sheDEFICIENT today not comes 

     ‘that it is unlikely that she will come today.’  

 

(15) … *dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, ’ie vandaag niet komt. 

     that to all probability heDEFICIENT today not comes 

 

(16) Gisteren heeft, denk ik, ze niet zo veel gedaan. 

yesterday has think I sheDEFICIENT not so much done 

‘I think she did not do mich yesterday.’ 

 

(17) *Gisteren heeft, denk ik, ie niet zo veel gedaan. 

yesterday has think I heDEFICIENT not so much done 

 

It follows from (14) and (16) that ze ‘she’ is allowed, which shows that it is not a clitic 

but a weak pronoun. In (15) and (17), however, we see that the pronoun ’ie ‘he’ cannot 

be separated from the complementizer or finite verb. This indicates that ’ie ‘he’ is in 

fact adjoined to these elements, which implies that it should be categorized as a clitic 

pronoun.   

An alternative test that sets apart weak pronouns from clitic pronouns is the 

ability to occur sentence initially in verb second (V2) languages. An example comes 

from Olang Tirolese (a Germanic variety spoken in the town of Olang in Northern 

Italy) in (18). 

 

(18) Es/*S isch toire. 

ItDEFICIENT/itDEFICIENT is expensive 

‘It is expensive.’           (Oberleiter and Sfriso 1993, cited in C&S:166) 

 

The V2 constraint requires that the finite verb must be preceded by maximally one 

constituent in main clauses, so that the verb is in second position (V2). It follows from 

the example in (18), that the pronoun s ‘it’ is unable to meet the V2 requirement, 

which indicates that s ‘it’ is a clitic pronoun. If we interpret the V2 restriction as the 

demand that that the verb must be preceded by a maximal projection, it follows that 

the example in (18) is out, assuming that the clitic s ‘it’ is a head. Weak pronouns, 

however, are able to adhere to the V2 constraint, as can be seen in (19) (C&S 

1994:26).  

  

(19) [CP Es [C’ isch [IP es [I’ isch toire]]]]. 

itWEAK is expensive 

‘It is expensive.’                                                   

 

Dutch is also a verb second language, and also here we see that a weak pronoun (ze 

‘she’) is able to occur sentence initially, whereas this is not allowed for the clitic 

pronoun (’ie ‘he’). This is illustrated in (20).   
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(20) Ze/*’ie zingt een lied. 

sheWEAK/heCLITIC sings a song 

‘She sings a song.’                                                   

 

This section showed that the three pronominal types that are distinguished by 

C&S differ with respect to their syntactic distribution. Next, I turn to the 

morphological properties of strong pronouns, weak pronouns and clitics (section 

2.2.3).  

 

2.2.3 Morphological properties of the three pronoun types 

The difference between strong pronouns, weak pronouns and clitics is in some 

languages reflected in the morphophonological structure of their pronouns. In 

languages with a morphologically transparent pronominal system, deficient pronouns 

are systematically reduced with respect to their strong counterparts. Furthermore, 

clitic pronouns are morphologically reduced with respect to weak pronouns. An 

example follows from Dutch and Olang Tirolese in (21)-(23). In Dutch, the 

nominative third person singular masculine personal pronoun hij ‘he’ has two 

different forms: a strong form hij and a weak form ’ie. In Olang Tirolese, the expletive 

pronoun es ‘it’ also has two shapes: a weak form es and a clitic form s.  

 

(21) Strong      Weak      Clitic 

hij                             ’ie         ‘he’                                     standard Dutch   

                  es            s             ‘it’                                         Olang Tirolese 

 

(22) a. Hij staat voor de deur.                                                    standard Dutch 

    heSTRONG stands before the door 

    ‘He is in front of the door.’  

 

b. … dat ’ie voor de deur staat.                              standard Dutch 

     that heCLITIC before the door stands 

     ‘that he is in front of the door.’   

 

(23) a. Es isch toire.                                                                     Olang Tirolese 

    itWEAK is expensive 

    ‘It is expensive.’                                                         (C&S 1994:26) 

 

b. … dass z toire isch. 

         that itCLITIC expensive is 

         ‘that it is expensive.’                                                            (Ibid.) 

 

In standard Dutch, there is no weak form of the pronoun hij ‘he’; in Olang Tirolese, 

there is no strong form of the pronoun es ‘it’. As C&S (1994:20) remark not all 

languages have all three pronoun types, they can have less than three but never more 

than three.  
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2.2.4 Phonological properties of the three pronoun types 

The first phonological difference that distinguishes strong pronouns from deficient 

pronouns is the ability to carry contrastive stress. Strong pronouns can bear 

phonological stress, but deficient pronouns cannot. We see this in Dutch in (24)-(25).3 

 

(24) *Ik zie əM. 

I see himWEAK 

 

(25) Ik zie HɛM. 

I see himSTRONG  

‘I see him.’ 

 

The weak pronoun ’m ‘him’ resists phonological stress, that is, by stressing the weak 

pronoun the sentence becomes ungrammatical (24). This is not the case in (25), here 

the strong pronoun hem ‘him’ can be phonologically stressed. 

 The second phonological difference between strong and deficient pronouns 

concerns the fact that deficient pronouns are subject to phonological processes such 

as sandhi, while strong pronouns are not. In French, for instance, liaison seems to 

occur only with deficient elements.4 In (26) for example, the pronoun elles ‘they’ can 

be analyzed as deficient, and liaison is grammatical. In the preverbal position of a 

complex inversion structure as in (27) however, a strong pronoun is required, and 

liaison is not allowed (the underlining in these examples indicates that the final 

consonant is pronounced).  

 

(26) Elles ont dit la verité. 

theyDEFICIENT have said the truth 

‘They have said the truth.’                                              (C&S 1994:14) 

 

(27) *Quand elles ont-elles dit la verité?’ 

when theyDEFICIENT have-they said the truth                                        (Ibid.) 

 

Furthermore, deficient pronouns are able to constitute a single prosodic unit with an 

adjacent element, which is not possible for strong pronouns. The ability to 

prosodically restructure (i.e. to form a prosodic unit with another element), is 

independent of the prosodic weight of the (pro)nominal, as is shown in (28)-(29), 

where the proper name Al contrasts with the pronoun il ‘he’.  

 

(28) Al   mange beaucoup.  

Al  eats much 

‘Al eats a lot.’ 

  

 

                                                           
3 Phonological stress is indicated by capital letters. 
4 Liaison is the pronunciation of an unrealized word-final consonant, immediately before a 

following vowel sound.  
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(29) Il mange beaucoup. 

heDEFICIENT eats much 

‘He eats a lot.’ 

 

In (28), the proper name Al and the adjacent verb do not constitute a prosodic unit, 

they remain two independent words, here represented by two separate underlinings. 

In (29), however, the deficient pronoun il ‘he’ (which forms a minimal pair with Al), 

does restructure which is indicated by single underlining. Here the deficient pronoun 

(il) and the verb (mange) form one prosodic unit (ilmange) (C&S 1994:14).  

 

2.2.5 Semantic properties of the three pronoun types 

C&S show that only deficient pronouns can function as an expletive (30), as the 

subject of an impersonal construction (31), as a non-referential dative (32) and as a 

generic subject (33), as is illustrated below (Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen 

2000:7). 

 

(30) Expletive 

Het/*Dat schijnt dat Sinterklaas naar Nederland komt. 

itDEFICIENT/thatSTRONG seems that St. Nicholas to Holland comes 

‘It seems that St. Nicholas is coming to Holland.’ 

 

(31) Impersonal 

Ze/#Zij voorspellen mooi weer. 

theyDEFICIENT/theySTRONG beautiful weather 

‘One predicts beautiful weather.’ 

 

(32) Non-referential dative 

Geef ’m/#hem van katoen! 

give himWEAK/himSTRONG of cotton 

‘Go for it!’ 

 

(33) Generic 
Leeuwen houden niet van water. Ze/#Zij zwemmen dan ook bijna nooit. 

Lions like not of water theyDEFICIENT/theySTRONG swim then also almost never 

‘Lions don’t like water. As a result, they hardly ever swim.’ 

 

If we were to replace the deficient forms with strong pronouns the sentences become 

either ungrammatical or the interpretation changes into something different.   

Moreover, strong pronouns invariably refer to humans (see also Corver and 

Delfitto 1999), while deficient pronouns can refer to human and non-human entities 

alike, this is demonstrated in (34)-(35). 

 

(34) Zij staan op tafel. 

theySTRONG stand on table 

‘They are standing on the table.’  
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(35) Ze staan op tafel. 

theyWEAK stand on table 

‘They are on the table.’  

 

In (34), the strong pronoun zij ‘they’ can only apply to human referents, while the 

deficient pronoun ze ‘they’ in (35), can refer to both human entities and non-human 

entities (e.g. flowers). The non-human reading is not available in (34). 

According to C&S these differences between strong pronouns and deficient 

pronouns, are due to the fact that strong pronouns have a semantic range of their own, 

whereas deficient pronouns do not. Since strong pronouns cannot occur in expletive 

constructions (30) or impersonal sentences (31), it follows that they have a semantic 

range of their own. Consequently, deficient pronouns are either not referential (as in 

expletive, impersonal, or non-referential dative constructions (30)-(32)), or their range 

is restricted by an element prominent in the discourse (33). 

The discussion of the semantic differences between strong pronouns and 

deficient pronouns ends this section. The differences between the three types of 

pronouns relating to morphology, syntax, phonology and semantics are summarized 

below (section 2.2.6). 

 

2.2.6 Interim summary 

In the previous section, I discussed C&S’s approach to pronouns. According to their 

analysis, pronouns should be treated as grammatical items which have a complex 

internal structure. The class of pronouns can be divided into three types: (i) strong 

pronouns, (ii) weak pronouns, (iii) clitic pronouns. These three pronominal types have 

their own syntactic, morphological, phonological and semantic characteristics. That 

is, each type of pronoun has different distinctive characteristics which are typical of a 

specific pronominal category. These properties are summarized in the table in (36) 

(Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen 2000:7).  
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(36)  

 

  

Strong pronouns 

Deficient pronouns 

Weak pronouns Clitic pronouns 

Syntax/ 

Morpholo-

gy 

Can occur in 

peripheral positions. 

Can occur in a 

coordination 

structure. 

Does not attach to 

complementizer/verb. 

Can satisfy V2. 

Morphophonologi-

cally strong XP. 

Cannot occur in 

peripheral positions. 

Cannot occur in a 

coordination 

structure. 

Does not attach to 

complementizer/verb. 

Can satisfy V2. 

Morphophonologi-

cally reduced XP. 

Cannot occur in 

peripheral positions. 

Cannot occur in a 

coordination 

structure. 

Attaches to 

complementizer/verb. 

Cannot satisfy V2. 

Morphophonologi-

cally reduced X’. 

Phonology/ 

prosody 

+ Contrastive stress. 

- Prosodic 

restructuring. 

- Contrastive stress. 

+ Prosodic 

restructuring. 

- Contrastive stress. 

+ Prosodic 

restructuring. 

Semantics + Own semantic 

range. 

- Own semantic 

range. 

- Own semantic 

range. 

  Table 1. Grammatical properties of strong pronouns, weak pronouns and clitic pronouns. 

 

C&S relate the grammatical properties summarized in (36), to different internal 

structures. They argue that each pronominal category has a particular syntactic 

structure. I discuss these structures in the next section (2.2.7). 

 

2.2.7 Internal structure of pronouns 

We saw above that C&S argue that there are three pronominal categories: strong 

pronouns, weak pronouns, and clitic pronouns. Strong pronouns stand in opposition 

to weak pronouns and clitic pronouns; the latter two can be grouped together as 

deficient pronouns. This is illustrated in (6) and repeated here as (37). 

 

(37)         Pronouns 

 

                      Strong          Deficient 

 

                                                          Weak          Clitic 

 

C&S propose that the three pronominal categories each have their own distinct 

syntactic structure. The internal structure of strong pronouns, weak pronouns and 

clitic pronouns, is illustrated in (38)-(40) (C&S 1999:86-87). 
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(38)         CP                                                                               Strong pronouns 

 

C       ΣP 

 

          Σ          IP 

 

                       I                LP 

 

 

 

(39)          ΣP                                                                                Weak pronouns 

 

Σ         IP 

 

            I                 LP 

 

 

 

(40)         IP                                                                                  Clitic pronouns 

   

I                LP 

 

              

 

The structures above parallel sentential structures in the sense that they all contain an 

IP-layer. The structure in (38) also contains a CP-layer. It should be noted that these 

layers are nominal and that the representations in (38)-(40) are therefore nominal 

structures. We see in (38)-(40) that all three (pro)nominal types realize a lexical 

projection (LP), which is dominated by the functional projection IP. C&S use IP as a 

cover term that encompasses a set of functional projections.  

 Weak pronouns and strong pronouns, in turn, also project a ΣP, clitic pronouns 

do not. C&S assume that the ΣP-layer hosts the prosody related features of the lexical 

head Lo, such as the ability to bear (lexical) word accent. Since clitics do not realize a 

ΣP-layer, they do not have any space for prosodic features. Consequently, they cannot 

carry lexical word accent (cf. section 2.2.4 for the phonological properties of the three 

pronominal categories).  

 The referential CP-layer in (38) distinguishes strong pronouns from deficient 

pronouns. This topmost functional category contains referential features. The absence 

of this projection in the structure of weak pronouns implements why they cannot refer 

on their own. Since weak pronouns lack a referential CP-layer and thus a referential 

index, they need to be linked to some element with a referential index in order to 

become interpretable at LF (or they can be used as expletives/impersonals/non-

referential datives/generics cf. (30)-(33)). The presence of this layer with strong 

pronouns also clarifies why these cannot occur as expletives. Expletive constructions 

only allow elements without a referential index, but because strong pronouns project 

a referential CP-layer, they cannot be used as expletive pronouns. 
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 The structures above explain the syntactic, morphological, phonological and 

semantic properties listed in the table in (36). First, morphophonological reduction is 

a direct reflex of structure: strong pronouns have the most elaborate morphological 

form and project the largest structure (CP). Deficient pronouns lack a CP-layer and 

have a less elaborate morphological realization. The most deficient pronoun, a clitic 

pronoun, is morphologically the most reduced pronoun. Second, as C&S (1994:61) 

note, deficient pronouns are not ‘major constituents’5 (a central notion in prosody), 

consequently, only deficient pronouns are subject to restructuring processes, and 

strong pronouns are not. Third, from the absence of Σ-features in clitics, it follows 

that clitic pronouns cannot have word accent.    

  Above, I demonstrated that there are three pronominal types, which each have 

their own syntactic projection. Pronouns can be divided into (i) strong pronouns, (ii) 

weak pronouns, and (iii) clitic pronouns, whereby each pronominal category is 

associated with a particular syntactic structure. Strong pronouns realize the most 

structure, while clitic pronouns have the least structure (cf. (38)-(40)). The three 

pronoun types can be distinguished on the basis of their syntactic, morphological, 

phonological, and semantic properties (see the table in (36)). In this thesis, I focus on 

Dutch R-expletives. This raises the question to which pronominal categories these 

pronouns belong. In the following section, I will argue that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 

should be categorized as strong pronouns, and er, d’r, ’r as a weak pronouns.  

 

2.3 Internal structure of expletive forms 

In this section, I explore the pronominal nature of R-expletives. I apply the tests 

proposed by C&S above (provided that they are suitable for expletive constructions) 

to R-expletives. I use the characteristics summarized in the table in (36) as diagnostics 

to establish the category of hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r, and ’r.  

 

2.3.1 Related expletive forms in Dutch 

Recall from Chapter 1 that in addition to expletive er (41), there are also other 

elements that can be used as expletives in Dutch, these are hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, 

d’r, and ’r (42)-(45).6  

 

(41) ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’  

 

(42) ... dat hier een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that HIER a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth (here).’  

 

                                                           
5 C&S define major prosodic constituents as elements which constitute an independent (above 

word-level) prosodic domain (1999:42).  
6 Recall from Chapter 1 that er is phonologically realized as /ɛr/ and ’r as /ər/. 
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(43) ... dat daar een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that DAAR a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth (there).’  

 

(44) ... dat d’r7 een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that D’R a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(45) ... dat ’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that ’R a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

If hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are used as expletive pronouns, they can still express 

their locative meaning (as indicated by their English translations).8 However, hier 

‘here’ and daar ‘there’ cannot occur in expletive constructions in which the locative 

meaning of these pronouns is not allowed to surface (46).  

 

(46) ... dat *hier/*daar/er/d’r/’r 26 letters in het alfabet zijn. 

that HIER/DAAR/EXPL/D’R/’R 26 letters in the alphabet are 

‘that there are 26 letters in the alphabet.’  

 

In (46), a locative interpretation of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ is infelicitous under 

the assumption that the letters of the alphabet are never in a specific location. In the 

Wambeek dialect of Dutch, though, the locative adverb dui ‘there’ can be used in 

expletive sentences such as (46), as is illustrated in (47) (Van Craenenbroeck in 

prep.:8).9 

 

(47) ... omda dui mo vier priemgetalle klanjer zen as tien. 

because EXPL only four prime.number smaller are as ten 

‘because there are only four prime number smaller as ten.’ 

 

The locative meaning of dui ‘there’ is not and cannot be expressed in (47). Similarly, 

in the dialects of Tienen and Jeuk the locative pronoun daar ‘there’ can occur in 

expletive constructions (48)-(49) (Barbiers et al. 2006). This is also the case in 

standard Dutch (50).  

  

(48) ... of daar staat iemand in den hof.                                       Tienen Dutch10 

    or DAAR stands someone in the garden 

    ‘whether there is someone in the garden.’ 

 

                                                           
7 D’r can also be pronounced as t’r, I do not distinguish between these two forms, and take t’r 

to be an allophone of d’r.  
8 Given their locative meaning, I called them ‘semi-expletives’ in Chapter 1. 
9 Wambeek Dutch is spoken in Belgium, in the province of Flemish-Brabant. 
10 Tienen Dutch is spoken in Belgium, in the province of Flemish-Brabant. 
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(49) ... of daar iemand in den hof sta.                                             Jeuk Dutch11 

    or DAAR someone in the garden stands 

             ‘whether there is someone in the garden.’ 

 

(50) ... dat daar iemand in de tuin staat.                                            

         that DAAR someone in the garden stands 

‘that there is someone in the garden.’ 

 

In (42)-(45), we saw that, in standard Dutch, hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r, 

and ’r can occur as expletive pronouns and that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have a 

proximate/distal meaning. Philippa et al. (2003) and Van Craenenbroeck (in prep.:7) 

note that er is a reduced form of the distal locative pronoun daar ‘there’. I also regard 

d’r and ’r as shortened forms of daar ‘there’. Consequently, there are three expletive 

pronouns that are related to daar ‘there’: er, d’r, and ’r.  

 In the next section, I apply the grammatical tests put forward by C&S (cf. 

sections 2.2.2-2.2.6 above), to determine the pronominal category of hier ‘here’, daar 

‘there’, er, d’r, and ’r.  

 

2.3.2 Pronominal status of Dutch expletives 

In this section I apply the tests introduced by C&S (1994, 1999), Van Craenenbroeck 

and Van Koppen (2000) to R-expletives to investigate their categorical nature. There 

are two groups of tests; the first set distinguishes between strong and deficient 

pronouns (section 2.3.2.1), the second separates weak pronouns from clitic pronouns 

(section 2.3.2.2). 

 

2.3.2.1 Strong pronouns versus deficient pronouns 

The first test that makes a distinction between strong pronouns and deficient pronouns, 

concerns the ability of strong pronouns to occur in peripheral positions. C&S (1994:5) 

show that only strong pronouns can occur in peripheral positions, deficient pronouns 

cannot. One relevant context of peripheral positions concerns left and right 

dislocation. It is expected that only strong pronouns can be left and right dislocated 

but deficient pronouns cannot. In the examples below hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r 

and ’r occur in a left dislocation structure.   

 

(51) Hier, hier poetst een vrouw haar tanden.  

HIER, HIER brushes a woman her teeth  

‘Here, here a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(52) Daar, daar poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

DAAR, DAAR brushes a woman her teeth  

‘There, there a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

                                                           
11 Jeuk Dutch is spoken in Belgium, in the province of Belgian Limburg. 
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(53) *Er, er poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

EXPL EXPL brushes a woman her teeth  

 

(54) *D’r, d’r poetst een vrouw haar tanden.  

D’R D’R brushes a woman her teeth  

 

(55) *’R, ’r poetst een vrouw haar tanden.  

‘R ‘R brushes a woman her teeth  

 

These examples show that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can be left dislocated, but er, 

d’r, and ’r cannot. On the basis of this test the former can be categorized as strong 

pronouns, and the latter as deficient pronouns.  

A similar result comes from long distance extraction tests. If hier ‘here’, daar 

‘there’, er, d’r and ’r, are moved across the complementizer, only hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ give a grammatical result (56)-(57). The pronouns er, d’r, and ’r do not allow 

such movement (58)-(60).  

 

(56) Hier denk ik dat regelmatig een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

HIER think I that regularly a woman her teeth brushes 

‘Here I think that a woman regularly brushes her teeth.’  

 

(57) Daar denk ik dat regelmatig een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

DAAR think I that regularly a woman her teeth brushes 

‘There I think that a woman regularly brushes her teeth.’  

 

(58) *Er denk ik dat regelmatig een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

EXPL think I that regularly a woman her teeth brushes 

 

(59) *D’r denk ik dat regelmatig een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

D’R think I that regularly a woman her teeth brushes 

 

(60) *’R denk ik dat regelmatig een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

’R think I that regularly a woman her teeth brushes 

 

These examples show that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have the same distribution as 

strong pronouns, while er, d’r and ’r do not.  

 A second test that distinguishes between strong pronouns and deficient 

pronouns, concerns coordination. C&S (1994:7) argue that only strong pronouns can 

be coordinated, deficient pronouns cannot.  

 

(61) Hier en daar poetsen vrouwen hun tanden. 

HIER and DAAR brush women their teeth 

‘Here and there women are brushing their teeth.’ 

 

(62) *Er en d’r poetsen vrouwen hun tanden. 

EXPL and D’R brush women their teeth 
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(63) *Er en ’r poetsen vrouwen hun tanden. 

EXPL and D’R brush women their teeth 

 

The example in (61) shows that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can be coordinated, while 

this is not possible for er, d’r and ’r (62)-(63). This test implies that hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’ are strong pronouns, and that er, d’r and ’r are deficient pronouns.  

 Third, strong pronouns differ from deficient pronouns with respect to their 

morphophonological structure (cf. section 2.2.3). Strong pronouns have more 

phonological material than their deficient counterparts. In (64), we see that hier ‘here’ 

and daar ‘there’ are phonologically more elaborate than er, d’r, and ’r, containing two 

consonants and a long vowel. 

 

(64) Strong                Deficient 

hier / daar          er / d’r / ’r 

 

 The fourth test that distinguishes strong pronouns from deficient pronouns, 

involves the ability to bear contrastive stress. It was observed above that strong 

pronouns can be contrastively stressed but weak pronouns cannot (section 2.2.4). 

However, this test is difficult to apply to sentences with the locative adverbial hier 

‘here’/daar ‘there’ since it is unclear whether we are testing the referential (i.e., 

deictic) use or the (semi-)expletive use of these forms. In Dutch, there is no overt 

boundary between spec,IP and spec,vP, hence it is unclear where the subject is. By 

inserting an adverb such as waarschijnlijk ‘probably’ the subject remains low, as is 

illustrated in (65)a. In this example focus is indicated by capital letters. 

 

(65) a. ... dat HIER/DAAR waarschijnlijk een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

        that here/there probably a woman her teeth brushes 

        ‘that a woman is probably brushing her teeth HERE/THERE.’  

 

b.    ... *dat ER/D’R/’R waarschijnlijk een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

        that EXPL/D’R/’R probably a woman her teeth brushes 

      

The example in (65)a shows that here ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can be contrastively 

stressed. Since these pronouns can also be used in an adverbial sense it could be that 

they function as adverbs in (65)a. However, as (65)b shows, er/d’r/’r cannot be 

contrastively stressed, which clearly indicates that these expletive forms behave 

differently from here ‘here’/daar ‘there’.  

  The final test that sets apart strong pronouns from deficient pronouns, is 

concerned with the fact that strong pronouns have a semantic range of their own, while 

deficient pronouns do not. C&S note that strong pronouns cannot occur in an expletive 

construction because they have a semantic range. We saw above that hier ‘here’, daar 

‘there’, er, d’r, and ’r can be used in expletive sentences (41)-(45), leading to the 

conclusion that these pronouns should be categorized as deficient pronouns. However, 

we also saw that if we look at expletive constructions where a locative interpretation 

is impossible, the pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are infelicitous (46). I repeat 

the relevant example in (66). 
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(66) ... dat *hier/*daar/er/d’r/’r 26 letters in het alfabet zijn. 

that HIER/DAAR/EXPL/D’R/’R 26 letters in the alphabet are 

‘that there are 26 letters in de the alphabet.’  

 

The pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ cannot be used in the expletive construction 

above, because they have their own semantic range. Hier ‘here’ refers to a location 

close to the speaker (proximate), while daar ‘there’ specifies location further away 

from the speaker (distal). Er, d’r, and ’r, on the other hand, can occur in the expletive 

sentence, which shows that these pronouns lack a semantic range. This indicates that 

hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ should be treated as strong (locative) pronouns, also in 

their semi-expletive use, and er, d’r, and ’r as deficient pronouns.  

 The four tests applied above show the same result: the semi-expletive pronouns 

hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ behave like strong pronouns, whereas er, d’r, and ’r show 

the characteristics of deficient pronouns. I therefore conclude that hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ are strong pronouns and that er, d’r, and ’r should be classified as deficient 

pronouns. Next, we need to determine whether er, d’r, and ’r are weak pronouns or 

clitics. This is done in the following section. 

 

2.3.2.2 Deficient pronouns: weak pronouns versus clitic pronouns 

There are three tests that distinguish clitic pronouns from weak pronouns, based on 

the grammatical properties of the pronominal categories, summarized in the table in 

(36). The first test that sets apart clitic pronouns from weak pronouns, concerns the 

placement of interjections. Clitics typically attach to the complementizer or finite 

verb. Consequently, a clitic cannot be disconnected from these elements by an 

interjection, whereas weak pronouns do allow this. This test is applied to the deficient 

expletive pronouns in (67)-(69). 

 

(67) ... dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that to all probability EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 ‘that it is likely that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(68) ... dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, d’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that to all probability D’R a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that it is likely that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(69) ... dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, ’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

 that to all probability ’R a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that it is likely that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

These sentences show that er, d’r and ’r can be separated from the complementizer 

by an interjection. This indicates that these expletive forms cannot be classified as 

clitics, and should be categorized as weak pronouns.  

 The second test that distinguishes clitic pronouns from weak pronouns involves 

the ability to satisfy V2 restrictions. Dutch main clauses are subject to the so called 

V2 constraint (Koster 1975, Den Besten 1977), which requires that the finite verb 
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must be in second position (70). If the finite verb is preceded by more than one XP 

(71), or if the verb is in first position (72), the sentence is ungrammatical.  
 

(70) [CP Eva [C’ eet [IP Eva [I’ eet [vP Eva [v’ eten [VP een banaan [V’ eten]]]]]]]]. 

Eva eats a banana 

‘Eva is eating a banana.’  

 

(71) *Eva een banaan eet. 

Eva a banana eats 

 

(72) *Eet Eva een banaan.12 

eats Eva a banana 

 

Clitic pronouns cannot occur sentence-initially, in contrast to weak pronouns. In the 

examples below, we see that er, d’r and ’r can occur in first position (73)-(75). This 

means that these expletive forms have the syntactic distribution of weak pronouns. 

 

(73) Er poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

EXPL brushes a woman her teeth 

‘There brushes a woman her teeth.’  

 

(74) D’r poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

D’R brushes a woman her teeth 

‘There brushes a woman her teeth.’  

 

(75) ’R poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

’R brushes a woman her teeth 

‘There brushes a woman her teeth.’ 

 

These results indicate, again, that er, d’r and ’r should be categorized as weak 

pronouns.  

 The third test that discerns clitic pronouns from weak pronouns is related to the 

morphophonological structure of these pronouns. C&S (1994:26) note that weak 

pronouns pattern between clitic pronouns and strong pronouns: they have less 

morphophonological material than strong pronouns, but more than their clitic 

counterparts. In (76) below, it can be seen that er, d’r and ’r pattern alike: they each 

have a vowel or schwa and one or two consonants.  

 

(76) Written form:     Morphophonological form: 

er:                       /ɛr/ 
d’r:                     /dər/  
’r:                       /ər/        

 

It follows from (76), that we should classify er, d’r and ’r as weak pronouns.  

                                                           
12 This sentence is grammatical as a yes-no question, with a raised intonation; this reading is 

not intended in this example, however. 
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 The tests applied in this section show the same result: er, d’r and ’r behave like 

weak pronouns. I therefore conclude that these R-expletives should be categorized as 

such.   

 

2.3.2.3 Interim summary 

The various tests presented in section 2.3.2.1, demonstrate that hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ should be categorized as strong pronouns. I discussed four tests, which indicate 

that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ behave like strong pronoun and er, d’r,’r like deficient 

pronouns. Furthermore, in section 2.3.2.2, I presented three tests that distinguish clitic 

pronouns from weak pronouns. These tests showed that er, d’r and ’r should be 

categorized as weak pronouns. These results are summarized in the table in (77).  

 

(77)  

  

 Strong pronouns 

hier + daar 
Weak pronouns 

 er, d’r, ’r 
Syntax/ 

morphology 
Can occur in peripheral 

positions. 

Can occur in a coordination 

structure. 

Has more 

morphophonological material 

than weak pronouns. 

 

 

 

Cannot occur in peripheral 

positions. 

Cannot occur in a coordination 

structure. 

Has less morphophonological 

material than strong pronouns. 

 

Satisfies V2; i.e. can occupy 

spec,CP of main clause. 

Allows interjection to occur 

between C and weak pronoun. 
Phonology/ 

Prosody 
Not applicable. 

 
Not applicable. 

 
Semantics + Own semantic range. - Own semantic range. 

        Table 2. Grammatical properties of hier, daar, er, d’r, and ’r. 

  

The tests discussed above lead to the conclusion that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are 

strong pronouns, and that er, d’r, ’r are weak pronouns. Implementing this result in 

the pronominal division of C&S in (6), leads to the configuration of Dutch R-

expletives as in (78). 

 

(78)        Pronouns 

 

                       Strong          Deficient 

                     hier/daar 

                                                            Weak           Clitic 

              er/d’r/’r 

 

As C&S argue (cf. section 2.2.7), each pronominal category is related to a specific 

internal structure. I apply the structure of C&S to the Dutch R-expletives in the next 

section.  
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2.3.3 Syntactic structure of Dutch expletives 

Recall from section 2.2.7, that C&S argue that strong pronouns and weak pronouns 

have related internal structures, in the sense that the structure of weak pronouns, is 

part of the projection of strong pronouns. I repeat the internal structure of strong 

pronouns, weak pronoun and clitic pronouns in (79)-(81). 

 

(79)         CP                                                                               Strong pronouns 

 

C                ΣP 

 

          Σ          IP 

 

                       I                LP 

 

 

  

(80)          ΣP                                                                                Weak pronouns 

  

Σ         IP 

 

            I                 LP 

 

 

 

(81)         IP                                                                                  Clitic pronouns 

 

I                LP 

 

              

 

The three pronominal categories each realize a lexical projection (LP), which is 

dominated by the functional projection IP. Weak pronouns and strong pronouns, also 

realize a ΣP, clitic pronouns do not. This projection hosts the features of the pronoun 

which are related to prosody. Finally, strong pronouns also project a CP-layer hosting 

referential features.   

In section 2.3.2.1, it was shown that the (semi-)expletive forms hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’, should be categorized as strong pronouns, according to their grammatical 

behavior. I propose that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have the following internal 

structure: 
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(82)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST]  Σ            IP 

                    [ə]13 

                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 

 

The pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have the lexical projection LP as their base.  

I follow Kayne (2005) and propose that LP hosts a silent noun PLACE. I assume that 

existence is intrinsically linked to location because existence has to take place 

somewhere, that is, it is impossible to exist and not be somewhere. Similarly, Moro 

(2006:232, footnote 10) notes that location is a metaphoric way of expressing 

existence. The location of existence is expressed by the covert noun PLACE.  

Kayne (2005:67) argues that in English, the locative pronouns here and there 

project an unpronounced noun, which corresponds to overt place. He builds on a 

proposal by Katz and Postal (1964), who argue that here and there are compositional 

proforms which carry a covert noun place in their structure. They propose that these 

locative pronouns have the structure as in (83). 

 

(83)            Adverblocative 

 

Preposition     Noun Phrase 

at 

            Definite            Noun 

   

    this             is/at         pro 

                                              PLACE   

                                  (Katz and Postal 1964; from Pantcheva 2008:307) 

 

We see in (83), that there and here project a null preposition at, and a covert noun 

place. Based on non-standard English expressions like that there place and this here 

place, Kayne (2005:67 argues that there is a close resemblance between locative here 

and there and the phrases [this here place] and [that there place], as in (84)-(85). 

 

(84) a. It’s been here for a long time. 

b. It’s been in this place for a long time. 

 

                                                           
13 As will be explained below, the schwa is overruled by the strong vowels /i/ and /ɑ/, which is 

why the schwa cannot be overtly realized. Since this sound is covert, I omit it from further 

representations of the internal structure of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’.  
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(85) a. It’s been there for a long time. 

b. It’s been in that place for a long time. 

 

These examples show that here and there are parallel to this here place and that there 

place, respectively, except that the simple locatives here and there have an 

unpronounced counterpart of place and an unpronounced determiner instead of this 

and that. In other words, the locative pronouns here and there are embedded in a larger 

DP with an unrealized determiner and noun. This is depicted in (86), where capital 

letters represent unpronounced elements. 

 

(86) here = [DP THIS here PLACE] 

there = [DP THAT there PLACE] 

 

Kayne (2004, 2005) argues that the pronouns here and there contain an unrealized 

determiner and an unpronounced noun, which corresponds to overt place. Although 

there is no lexical noun present in the structure, a covert form of this noun is projected 

by here/there.14 I extend this analysis to the internal structure of Dutch expletives, as 

in (82), where LP projects a silent noun PLACE.  

 The observation that existence is in some way tied to location, is captured by 

the locative feature in the functional projection IP in (82). This feature is inherited 

from the silent noun PLACE in LP. Since R-expletives are related to location in some 

way, it follows that the locative feature is present in all expletive forms, hence this 

feature is in IP. Furthermore, since a subset of functional (i.e. non-referential) material 

is in IP (according to C&S), the locative feature should be in IP.  

 It can be seen in (82), that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ also project a ΣP, which 

is where prosodic features reside. The ΣP of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ is filled with 

a schwa ([ə]), but this sound is overruled by the strong vocals [i] and [ɑ], respectively.  

Finally, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ project a referential CP-layer. In this phrase the 

referential properties of these R-pronouns are projected: hier ‘here’ expresses that the 

point of reference is close to the speaker (proximate), while daar ‘there’ indicates that 

the point of reference is far from the speaker (distal).  

 I propose that the weak pronouns er, d’r and ’r have the internal structure of 

weak pronouns as proposed by C&S. The structure of er, d’r and ’r is given in (87). 

 

                                                           
14 Noonan (2017) proposes a similar analysis along the lines of Kayne (2005) and argues that 

German place adpositions have a complex internal structure and involve an abstract nominal 

category, which expresses a locative dimension. Accordingly, the R-pronoun da ‘there’, which 

can also be used as an expletive pronoun (i), has an extended internal structure, which contains 

a silent noun place.  

(i) Da putzt eine Frau sich die Zahne. 

 there brushes a woman REFL the teeth 

 ‘There is woman brushing her teeth.’ 
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(87)             ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
               I                LP 

                                          r 

                                   [LOC]         PLACE 

                    

Expletive er, d’r, ’r start with the lexical projection PLACE just like hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’. This projection is merged with IP, which carries a locative feature. The 

prosodic properties of these expletive forms reside in ΣP. The Σ-head can be filled 

with /ɛ/ (resulting in er), /də/ (which spells out as d’r), or /ə/ (culminating in ’r). Er 

and d’r are interchangeable, they differ only in phonological form (cf. Chapter 1, 

section 5.3). Note that the combination of /ɛr/ and /dər/ is illegitimate, that is, /dɛr/ is 

not a potential spell out (with the exception of the form /dɛr/ in the fixed expression 

her en der ‘here and there’ and in the archaic word herwaarts ‘hither’).  

  The structures in (82) and (87) show that R-expletives have a locative feature 

in Io. These expletive pronouns do not express a specific location but they refer to the 

existence of some element, and as a consequence to its location. In other words, R-

expletives appear in expletive constructions and since expletive sentences assert the 

existence of a certain element, these pronouns also refer to the location of that element, 

via their locative feature.  

It can be seen in (82) and (87), that the syntactic structure of hier ‘here’, daar 

‘there’, er, d’r, and ’r overlaps: they all have a covert PLACE as their base, which 

merges with locative r; the weak pronouns er, d’r and ’r also project a ΣP; the strong 

pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’, in turn, realize a referential CP on top of ΣP. 

This shows that the internal structure of these expletive forms ‘grows’, from ΣP (weak 

pronouns er, d’r and ’r), to CP (strong pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’). 

Furthermore, since all expletive forms have a locative feature in Io (which can be 

further specified in CP), they each have a locative meaning. In the next chapter, I show 

that the locative feature of these expletive pronouns, can enter into an agreement 

relation with an unvalued locative feature on the finite verb.  

 The structures depicted in (82) and (87), also explain the different syntactic, 

phonological and semantic properties of the Dutch R-expletives. It was shown that 

only the strong pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can occur in peripheral positions, 

while the deficient pronouns er, d’r, and ’r, cannot. This indicates that the former must 

be strong pronouns, and the latter deficient pronouns. The internal structure hier ‘here’ 

and daar ‘there’ reflect this, since they have more structure than er, d’r and ’r. 

 Second, the coordination test showed that only strong pronouns can be 

coordinated and that weak pronoun cannot. We saw that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 

can occur in a coordination structure (this is also true for the fixed expression her en 

der ‘here and there’), as opposed to er, d’r and ’r. C&S observe that only this is due 

to the CP-layer of strong pronouns; only CP’s can be coordinated (1994:39).  

 Third, morphophonological reduction directly follows from the structures 

depicted above. Hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ realize more structure than er and d’r, 

namely CP, ΣP and IP, while the latter project only ΣP and IP. As the structure of a 
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grammatical element increases, so does its morphological structure, which is what we 

see in (82) and (87).  

 Fourth, er, d’r and ’r can satisfy the V2 restriction since these expletive forms 

have the structure of an XP.  

 The fifth test demonstrated that er, d’r and ’r can be separated from the 

complementizer by an interjection. This is because they do not have the structure of 

heads but that of phrases, which allow them to be separable from C.  

Finally, the last test demonstrated that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have a 

semantic range of their own, whereas the other expletive forms do not. Hier ‘here’ 

and daar ‘there’ express a proximate and distal meaning respectively (irrespective of 

the context), while er, d’r and ’r do not and depend on the context for an interpretation.    

This result also follows from the internal structure of these pronouns. Since hier ‘here’ 

and daar ‘there’ project a CP (which is where referential properties are hosted), they 

project a semantic range. The weak forms, however, do not realize a CP-layer, 

consequently, they lack any referential properties. Furthermore, we saw in (46) that 

hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ cannot be used in expletive constructions that disallow a 

locative meaning. This follows from the internal structure of these pronouns: since 

hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ carry a specific locative feature (proximate and distal 

respectively), they are incompatible with an expletive construction that refuses a 

locative interpretation. 

This shows that the grammatical properties of hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r 

and ’r discussed in section 2.3.2, can be explained by their internal structure, 

illustrated in (82) and (87).  

   

2.4 Conclusion 

Following recent literature on pronouns (cf. Cardinaletti 1994, Wiltschko 1998, 

Cardinaletti and Starke 1999, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002, Van Koppen 2005, 

Gruber 2013), I assume that pronouns do not represent simplex grammatical 

categories, instead, pronouns are treated as phrases, which have their own internal 

syntactic structure. In particular, I follow C&S who distinguish three pronominal 

types: (i) strong pronouns, (ii) weak pronouns, (iii) clitic pronouns. These pronouns 

have distinct syntactic, morphological, phonological, and semantic properties, which 

can be used as diagnostics to determine the pronominal type of a pronoun. 

Furthermore, every pronominal type has its own syntactic structure. These structures 

are related; strong pronouns project the largest structure, weak pronouns realize less 

structure than strong pronouns, and clitic pronouns have the least structure. 

 In section 2.3, I showed that, in addition to expletive er, the pronouns hier ‘here’, 

daar ‘there’, d’r, and ’r, can also function as expletive pronouns in Dutch (with the 

proviso that hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ are restricted to expletive constructions which 

allows their locative meaning to surface). On the basis of various grammatical tests, 

hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ were categorized as strong pronoun, and er, d’r and ’r as 

weak pronouns. This means that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ realize the structure of 

strong pronouns, and er, d’r and ’r that of weak pronouns. The internal structures of 

these expletive forms are illustrated in (88)-(89). 
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(88)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST] Σ            IP 

  

                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 
                                                      

 

(89)              ΣP                                                      Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə]  
               I                LP 

                                      [LOC] 

               r             PLACE 

          

The structures above implement the intuition that the more structure a pronoun 

realizes, the ‘stronger’ it is morphologically. Put differently, the morphological 

complexity of a pronoun is reflected in its underlying structural complexity. Weak 

pronouns (89), for example, exhibit less structure than their strong counterparts (88), 

because they are morphologically reduced in comparison to strong pronouns.  

 The Dutch R-expletives have the lexical projection PLACE as their base, which 

is merged with the functional projection IP which is endowed with a locative feature 

in Io. This explains why expletive constructions often convey a locative meaning as 

well. In the next chapter, I show that the locative feature of R-expletives in Dutch, has 

certain repercussions for their occurrence in impersonal passive constructions.  

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Chapter 3 
 

Er and the EPP1
 

 
 
3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I argued that Dutch R-expletives have an internal structure 
and share the same base structure. The syntactic structures of the expletive pronouns 
are repeated in (1) and (2) below. 
 

(1)             ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       
  
    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
               I                LP 

                                          r 
                                   [LOC]          PLACE 

 
(2)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   

 
                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 
[PROX] [DIST] Σ            IP 
  
                                   I                LP 
                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 
                                                       

In this chapter, I focus on the second research question of this thesis: 
        

(3) Research question II: 
What is the syntactic function of R-expletives? 

 
To answer this question, I look at the distribution of er in impersonal passive 
constructions (4). In these constructions there is no referential subject, but an R-
expletive is required. Instead of the lexical subject, some other element needs to 
satisfy the EPP (I discuss the EPP in detail in section 3.2).  
 

                                                           
1 The survey and analysis presented in this chapter, is joint work with Heidi Klockmann 
(Utrecht University) and Coppe van Urk (Queen Mary University of London). We presented 
our work at the Eleventh Tbilisi Symposium on Language, Logic and Computation (September 
2015, Tbilisi), and at the Utrecht Syntax Interface Meetings (October 2015, Utrecht University). 
I have made some alterations in the original analysis. 
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(4) Er werd gelachen. 
EXPL was laughed 
‘There was laughing.’ 

 
In the example above, the expletive pronoun er satisfies the EPP-requirement. Since 
no argumental subject is present in impersonal passive constructions, these 
configurations are the perfect test case to see what the syntactic function of er is.  

In order to investigate which other elements are able to occur in impersonal 
passive sentences, we administered a questionnaire. In this questionnaire, we tested 
which other (locative) elements are allowed in impersonal passive clauses. I describe 
this study in detail in section 3.   
 In section 3.4, I provide a syntactic explanation for the presence of R-expletives 
in impersonal passive constructions. I argue that er is inserted in spec,IP in order to 
satisfy an unvalued locative feature on Io. I show that Dutch allows hier ‘here’, daar 
‘there’ and er to satisfy the EPP, because it can value the locative feature on Io. 
Following Ritter and Wiltschko (2009), it is demonstrated that Io can be instantiated 
by (combinations of) various features: e.g. Tense, Person (for instance in Blackfoot) 
and Location (as in Halkomelem Salish). I propose that Dutch Io has unvalued Tense 
and Phi-features, as well as an unvalued locative feature. The R-expletives in Dutch, 
which project a locative feature in their internal structure, can check the locative 
feature of Io.   
 
3.2 Extended Projection Principle 

In one of its first formulations, the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) was defined 
as the requirement that “clausal structures must have subjects” (Chomsky 1981:131). 
In configurational terms, this means that something needs to appear in spec,IP to 
satisfy the EPP requirement on Io. Specifically, something with nominal features 
needs to appear in spec,IP to check the nominal features of the I-head. DP-subjects, 
for instance, carry the appropriate nominal features and can thus satisfy the EPP on 
Io. Such subjects can appear overtly, as in Dutch (5), or covertly, as in Italian (6).  
 

(5) ... dat zij een ijsje koopt. 
that she an ice cream buys 
‘that she buys an ice cream.’ 

 
(6) Compra un gelato. 

buy.3.SG an ice cream 
‘She buys an ice cream.’ 

 
In (5) the subject is expressed by the phonologically overt subject form zij ‘she’. In 
the Italian example in (6), the subject occurs covertly, and is recoverable via the 
morphological ending –a (indicating third person singular) on the finite verb. In 
Dutch, the subject leaves spec,vP and moves to spec,IP to check the nominal features 
of the I-head. In null subject languages like Italian, the subject is not obligatorily 
overtly expressed in spec,IP, as in (6). Rizzi (1982) argues that in these languages, 
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there is actually a subject present in spec,IP, but this element is covert. The unrealized 
subject is called pro. According to Rizzi, pro agrees in nominal features with Io, 
fulfilling the EPP requirement. 
 Another point of view is that in null subject languages, the morphological 
marking on the verb satisfies the EPP, instead of a nominal subject in spec,IP (Borer 
1986; Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998). According to Taraldsen (1978) the 
verbal morphology has the necessary nominal feature, consequently the verb in Io 
adheres to the EPP requirement. I remain agnostic about the precise satisfaction of the 
EPP in null subject languages, for the purposes of this thesis it is relevant to point out 
that the EPP is proposed as a universal constraint, which applies to all languages. In 
the next section, I briefly sketch the development of the EPP. 
 
3.2.1 Development of the EPP  

The EPP has evolved from being a property of the clause, to a feature on the I-head. 
Within the era of Phrase Structure rules (Chomsky 1965), a prototypical transitive 
sentence was said to be generated according to the following Phrase Structure Rules: 
 

(7) -  S  NP (AUX) VP    
-  VPV (NP) 

 
The rules in (7) prescribe that a sentence consists of a nominal phrase followed by an 
auxiliary and a verb phrase, whereby the verb phrase is said to be composed of a verb 
and a nominal phrase. From these rules it follows that every subject is sentence initial 
and that every sentence needs to have a subject. In the 1980s, the model of Phrase 
Structure rules was replaced by the model of X-bar Theory. Within this theory the 
subject is still required to always be present, but it no longer needs to be overtly 
present. This means that the subject position can also be filled with covert material. 
The EPP requires spec,IP to be occupied, which can be done in various ways: for 
instance by a DP (8), an expletive pronoun such as there (9) or it (10), by PRO2 (in 
control constructions) (11), and possibly by referential pro in pro-drop languages such 
as Italian (6).  
  

(8) [IP A mani [I’ is [vP a man [v’ is in the kitchen]]]].3 
 

(9) [IP There [I’ is [vP a man [v’ is in the kitchen]]]]. 
 

(10) [IP It [I’ seems [CP that Heidi will be on time]]]. 
 

(11) Tomi promised Sander [CP [IP PROi to come to the party]]. 
 

                                                           
2 PRO (so called big PRO) is understood as a cover term for pronouns without phonetic 
properties which are the subject of infinitival constructions (Chomsky 1981), as is exemplified 
in (i). 
(i) Roos convinced Annaj [CP [IP PROj to go to sleep].  
3 I abstract away from a precise analysis of copular constructions. 
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In (8), the nominal subject a man moves from spec,vP to spec,IP to satisfy the EPP 
requirement of Io. In (9), the nominal subject remains within the vP, and spec,IP is 
filled by the expletive pronoun there, instead of the theta-role bearing subject (a man). 
In (10), the lexical subject is also not in spec,IP and the expletive pronoun it is 
inserted, thereby satisfying the EPP. In control sentences such as (11), it is argued that 
PRO occupies the subject position of the embedded clause, whereby the EPP 
requirement of the lower clause is met. We thus see that the EPP is not restricted to 
finite clauses, but also applies to control sentences.   
 In the further development of the theory, the subject position is deconstructed. 
The various properties of the subject, such as agreement, are teased apart and are no 
longer assigned to a single position. Consequently, the question arises where the EPP 
applies: in every subject position (spec,AgrSP, spec,IP, etc.) or only in spec,IP. In a 
similar vein, the Split-Infl Hypothesis (Pollock 1989) proposes that the properties of 
the I-head are distributed over several functional heads: the marking of tense is said 
to take place in tense phrases (TP), and number agreement in agreement phrases 
(AgrP). Again, this begs the question whether the EPP is also split. It is subject of 
debate whether the EPP holds for spec,TP or for spec,AgrP or for both positions. 
Pollock (1989:384) argues that the subject is generated as the specifier of AgrP and 
then moves to spec,IP; whereas Belletti (1990) assumes a reversed ordering of TP and 
AgrP, and claims that subjects move from spec,VP to spec,AgrP. Thus, according to 
Pollock (1989) the EPP is in spec,IP, while Belletti (1990) argues that that the EPP is 
in spec,AgrP.  
 With the introduction of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), the EPP is 
not only associated with the subject position(s) but also with the object position. That 
is, not only the subject position (AgrsSP) but also the object position (AgrOP) is said 
to have an EPP property (Chomsky 1995). Since the EPP is then (also) associated with 
objects, it can no longer be defined as the requirement that every clause has a subject 
(as in Chomsky 1981). Instead, the EPP is reformulated as the requirement that the 
head carrying it, needs a filled specifier.4 This means that the EPP is no longer a 
requirement defined at the clausal level (e.g. the entire CP), but has turned into a 
feature associated with various functional heads. Being a feature, it has to be checked 
in the course of the derivation and is no longer a clausal principle that syntactic 
representations are subject to (Mohr 2004:24).  
 A different approach is taken by Holmberg (2000) and Landau (2007). They do 
not treat the EPP as a syntactic feature that needs to be satisfied, but as a phonological 
constraint. Holmberg (2000) discusses Stylistic Fronting in Icelandic, where non-
nominal material such as PPs, NegPs, AdvPs or verb particles can occur in subject 
position. According to Holmberg, these elements move to this position for EPP 
reasons. To account for the fact that material of any kind can occur in spec,IP, 
Holmberg argues that the EPP is in fact a phonological requirement. He proposes that 
Io has a feature [P] (which stands for Phonological), which requires that overt material 
must be present in the specifier of Io. An example of Stylistic Fronting in Icelandic 
follows in (12). 

                                                           
4 I.e. filled by a syntactic category which is either overt (e.g. it, there, the man) or covert (PRO, 
pro).  
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(12) Þeir sem [IP [PP í Ósló [hafa verið í Ósló segja að …]]] 
those that in Oslo have been say that 
 ‘Those that have been in Oslo say that …’           (Holmberg 2000: 449) 

 
In this example the PP in Oslo moves to subject position (spec,IP) in order to satisfy 
the EPP in Io. According to this analysis the EPP can be reformulated as the 
requirement that some phonologically realized element is present in spec,IP.  
 Summarizing the above, we can say that the EPP has evolved from a syntactic 
principle which requires that every sentence contains a subject, to a syntactic (or 
phonological) feature on Io. This feature can be satisfied by overt material or covert 
material. In this thesis the focus is on Dutch, and the EPP is taken as the restriction 
that, in finite clauses, the position of spec,IP is filled by something with overt material 
(following Holmberg 2000). The requirement that this element is overt (and not 
covert), follows from the fact that Dutch is not a null subject language and as a result 
does not allow null subjects to occur.5 In the next section (3.2.2), I focus on the EPP 
in Dutch in specific.  
 
3.2.2 EPP in Dutch 

It follows from the previous section that the EPP in Dutch can be described as the 
need for some element to occur overtly in spec,IP. In other words, in order to satisfy 
the EPP on Io, its specifier must be filled. This is illustrated (13).  
 

(13) … [CP dat [IP *(Anna) [vP Anna een kusje geeft]]]. 
 that Anna a kiss gives 
 ‘that Anna is giving a kiss.’ 
 

That the DP Anna is in spec,IP in (13) follows from (14) and (15). 
 

(14) … *[CP dat [IP een kusje [vP Anna een kusje geeft]]]. 
 that a kiss Anna gives 

 
(15) … *[CP dat [IP wel [vP Anna een kusje geeft]]]. 

 that PPI Anna a kiss gives 
 
In (14), the direct object precedes the subject Anna, leading to ungrammaticality. In 
(15), the (unstressed) positive polarity item wel ‘indeed’ -an adverbial element that 
occurs very high in the clausal structure- is merged in front of the subject, which also 
leads to ungrammaticality. These examples show that the lexical subject needs to be 
in the position directly adjacent to the complementizer, namely spec,IP.   
 As we have seen in the previous chapters, not only the lexical subject can occur 
in spec,IP, also an expletive pronoun is allowed to occupy this position.  
 

                                                           
5 I focus here on standard Dutch. Note that there are some dialects of Dutch which allow null 
subjects to occur in certain environments (Barbiers et al. 2006). 
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(16) … [CP dat [IP er [vP iemand6 een kusje geeft]]]. 
 that EXPL someone a kiss gives 
 ‘that someone is giving a kiss.’ 
 

In addition to er, the other Dutch expletive forms discussed in Chapter 2, can also 
occupy the specifier position of Io (17).  
 

(17) … [CP dat [IP hier/daar/d’r/’r [vP iemand een kusje geeft]]]. 
 that HIER/DAAR/D’R/’R someone a kiss gives 
 ‘that someone is giving a kiss.’  
 

Similar to the lexical subject in (13), the expletive pronouns need to directly follow 
the complementizer, as is shown in (18)-(19). 

 
(18) … *[CP dat [IP een kusje er [vP iemand een kusje geeft]]]. 

 that a kiss EXPL someone gives 
 

(19) a. ... *[CP dat [IP wel er [vP iemand een kusje geeft]]]. 
   that PPI EXPL someone a kiss gives 
 

b. ... [CP dat [IP er wel [vP iemand een kusje geeft]]]. 
    that EXPL PPI someone a kiss gives 
    ‘that someone is indeed giving a kiss.’ 
 

 Impersonal passive constructions are characterized by the fact that they lack a 
lexical subject. This makes them particularly suited to investigate the exact 
contribution of expletive pronouns to the syntactic configuration. In (20), for instance, 
there is no subject that carries a theta-role. In such contexts we see that some other 
element than the subject is in spec,IP, in order to satisfy the EPP. In (20) the expletive 
pronoun er is used.  
 

(20) … [CP dat [IP er werd gelachen]]. 
 that EXPL was laughed 
 ‘that there was laughing.’   

 
As in (17), the other expletive forms can be used, in addition to er, cf. (21). 
 

(21) … [CP dat [IP hier/daar/d’r/’r werd gelachen]]. 
 that HIER/DAAR/D’R/’R was laughed 
 ‘that there was laughing.’  

 
That the expletive pronouns are in spec,IP, follows from (22), where we see that er 
and its related forms, need to be directly adjacent to the complementizer.  
 

                                                           
6 In expletive constructions, the nominal subject needs to be indefinite. I describe this 
definiteness effect in Chapter 1 (section 5.4). 
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(22) a. ... *[CP dat [IP wel hier/daar/er/d’r/’r werd gelachen]]. 
    that PPI EXPL was laughed 
 

b. … [CP dat [IP hier/daar/er/d’r/’r wel werd gelachen]]. 
     that EXPL was laughed PPI was laughed 
     ‘that there was indeed laughing.’ 

 
The unstressed adverbial positive polarity item wel ‘indeed’, cannot intervene 
between the expletive pronoun and the complementizer. That is, er and its related 
forms need to be in spec,IP as in (22)b. 

The data above show that expletive er (and its related forms) occur in subject 
position and thereby satisfies the EPP requirement of Io, in finite embedded clauses 
and impersonal passive constructions. It has been observed by Zwart (1992) that not 
only the DP-subject and the expletive pronoun can satisfy the EPP property of Io, but 
also some full prepositional phrases seem to be able to appear in spec,IP, as in (23).  
 

(23) … [CP dat [PP in de tuin] werd gelachen]. 
 that in the garden was laughed 
 ‘that there was laughing in the garden.’  

 
If the unstressed adverb wel ‘indeed’ intervenes between the complementizer and the 
prepositional phrase, the result is ungrammatical (24)a. This shows that the 
prepositional phrase is in spec,IP, as in (24)b.  
 

(24) a. ... *[CP dat wel [PP in de tuin] werd gelachen]. 
   that PPI in the garden was laughed 
 

b. … [CP dat [PP in de tuin] wel werd gelachen]. 
     that in the garden PPI was laughed 
     ‘that in the garden there was indeed laughing.’ 

  
The prepositional phrase in de tuin ‘in the garden’ is in spec,IP in (23), and thereby 
satisfies the EPP. However, in a preliminary survey (N=9), it was found that Dutch 
speakers give mixed judgments when confronted with locative and non-locative 
prepositional phrases in spec,IP. When these speakers were presented with the 
examples in (25) and (26), most of the informants rated these sentences as not good. 
 

(25) ??Werd in het park gedanst? 
was in the park danced 
‘Was there dancing in the park?’  
 

(26) ??Werd tijdens de vergadering gelachen? 
was during the meeting laughed 
‘Was there laughter during the meeting?’  
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The speakers rejected both sentences, which indicates that the type of prepositional 
phrase is not important: both locative PP (25) and temporal PP (26) were judged as 
unacceptable.  
 In order to systematically investigate and assess to what extent Dutch speakers 
allow various types of elements to satisfy the EPP, we designed a questionnaire. We 
presented speakers with impersonal passive constructions of various kinds. We used 
impersonal passive constructions, so that it is clear that it is not the lexical subject that 
satisfies the EPP. Instead, an expletive pronoun is needed. This makes these 
constructions the ideal environment to investigate the syntactic contribution of the 
expletive pronoun. Since the argumental subject is not overt in passive constructions 
and there is no other argument present to be raised to the subject position, some other 
element needs to be in spec,IP to adhere to the EPP property of Io. I describe this 
questionnaire in detail in the next section (section 3.3).  
  
3.3 Questionnaire   

Above I showed preliminary evidence which suggests that locative phrases can satisfy 
the EPP in Dutch, in addition to the expletive pronoun er and nominal phrases. An 
immediate question is to what extent this generalization holds when tested against a 
larger audience, and whether there are other adverbials which are capable of satisfying 
the EPP. To this end, we conducted a large-scale questionnaire aimed at answering 
the following questions: 
 
 (ii) a. Can locative elements satisfy the EPP in Dutch? 
       b. Can other types of adverbial expressions satisfy the EPP, and if so, what  

 elements? 
       c. Is expletive er always obligatory?  
 
By answering these questions, the syntactic function of expletive er becomes 
apparent. If we know when er is needed, and when not, we can see what er contributes 
to the syntactic configuration.  

In this section I discuss the format of the questionnaire (sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), 
and the major findings (section 3.3.3).  
 
3.3.1 Methodology 

We composed an online grammaticality judgment task. The written questionnaire 
consisted of 70 test sentences, spread over ten pages so that each page had 10 
sentences. The participants were asked to rate each sentence on a Likert scale ranging 
from 1 to 5. The participants were informed that the lowest score indicated “I would 
never say it like this”, and that the highest score should be read as “I would say it like 
this”. We chose these definitions since we were concerned with whether a sentence is 
possible in a speaker’s idiolect. That is, we wanted to investigate whether a sentence 
is acceptable for an informant, not whether the sentence is found to be in accordance 
with the prescriptive rules of the informant. Since we were not interested in 
prescriptive norms, we tried to avoid terms such as grammatical or ungrammatical. 
This indirect way of asking grammaticality judgments (i.e. informants are not asked 
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whether a given sentence is grammatical or not) prevents the respondents from 
answering too much from a normative perspective (cf. Cornips and Jongenburger 
2001a,b). In order to leave some room for the speakers’ own interpretation we did not 
provide paraphrases for the scores in between (i.e. 2, 3 and 4). The scale and the 
definitions given to the lowest and highest value were shown on every page. The 
questionnaire began with a page asking participants for background information on 
native language, age, gender, place of birth and youth, whether they had lived abroad 
longer than a year, and any other languages or dialects which they spoke. This was 
followed by a page with instructions where the participants were introduced to the 
questionnaire and where the 5-point scale was explained to them. All instructions were 
in Dutch. Once ready, the participants were directed to the next pages with the 
question sentences. They could take as much time as needed but could not return to 
the previous page to change earlier judgments.  
 In Spring 2015, we posted the questionnaire on social media and in the 
newsletter of the Dutch Linguistics Society (Genootschap Onze Taal). The 
questionnaire was hosted on the online platform Survey Monkey®. The link to the 
questionnaire available for two weeks, after this period, we closed the questionnaire 
and people were no longer able to fill it in. There were 9 versions of the questionnaire 
to avoid any influence of the order of presentation on the results. A computer script 
was created which would cycle through and direct each successive participant to a 
different version7. This ensured that every version had roughly the same number of 
respondents. In total, there were 932 participants who took part in the questionnaire. 
However, we needed to exclude some of them because (a) their native language was 
not Dutch; (b) they did not provide any native language information; (c) they failed 
to fill in the questionnaire completely.  
 The questionnaire also contained 16 control sentences to ensure that informants 
judged the test sentences knowingly, i.e. not automatically, possibly without even 
having read the sentence. Respondents who made three or more mistakes on the 
control sentences were also excluded from analysis. This left us with a pool of 671 
native Dutch speaking participants who finished the questionnaire in a useable 
manner. I describe the content of the questionnaire in detail in the next section (3.3.2).   
 
3.3.2 Test sentences 

As mentioned above, the questionnaire was set up to systematically investigate 
whether locative elements can satisfy the EPP, what other types of adverbial 
expressions can satisfy the EPP, and whether er could be omitted. In order to address 
these questions, we varied two factors in the test sentences: (i) the presence or absence 
of er, and (ii) the type of adverbial expression. Each sentence thus has two versions: 
one with er and one without er. There were nine adverbial types, which varied by 
form and content. Given the preliminary evidence that locatives are able to satisfy the 
EPP, we wanted to investigate whether this was dependent on the form of the locative. 
In Chapter 2 we saw that the distribution of the strong expletive pronoun hier ‘here’ 
and daar ‘there’ was different from that of the weak expletive pronouns er, d’r and 
’r. Consequently, various types of locative phrases were included: locative proforms, 

                                                           
7 Many thanks to Marcin Juszkiewicz for his assistance with the script.  
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locative adverbs and full PPs. We also wanted to know to what extent temporal 
adverbial expressions could be used to satisfy the EPP requirement. Preliminary 
evidence suggested that they could not (cf. (26) above), but we chose to add them to 
the questionnaire, in order to determine whether this truly held. The following 
temporal phrases were included: temporal proforms, temporal adverbs and full PPs. 
These considerations led to the following nine conditions types, listed in (27). For 
each condition I also give the set of adverbial expressions that were used. 
 

(27) a. No adverbial expression. 
b. Negative/positive adverb: niet ‘not’, wel ‘indeed’. 
c. Temporal proform: toen ‘thenPAST’, nu ‘now’, dan ‘thenFUT’. 
d. Locative proform: hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’. 
e. Temporal adverb: morgen ‘tomorrow’, gisteren ‘yesterday’, 
 eergisteren ‘the day before yesterday’. 
f. Locative adverb: beneden ‘downstairs’, binnen ‘inside’, buiten 
 ‘outside’. 
g. Temporal PP: na het feest ‘after the party’, tijdens de lunch ‘during 
 lunch’, voor het diner ‘before dinner’. 
h. Locative PP: aan het strand ‘at the beach’, op het plein ‘at the 
 square’, in het park ‘in the park’. 
i. Other PP: dankzij de band ‘thanks to the band’, ondanks het weer 
 ‘despite the weather’, vanwege de ramp/het feest ‘because of the 
 disaster/the party’. 

 
It can be seen in (27) that the adverbial expressions we used range from short forms 
(e.g. wel ‘indeed’, nu ‘now’) to longer forms (beneden ‘downstairs’, eergisteren ‘the 
day before yesterday’).  
 The test sentences we used were all impersonal passives formulated as yes-no 
questions, an example follows in (28). The two conditions that varied were the 
presence or absence of er and the type of adverb.  
 

(28) Werd er gehuild? 
was ER cried 
‘Was there crying?’ 
 

We used intransitive impersonal passive constructions throughout because they lack 
an overt subject and hence, any nominal material. The advantage to this is that there 
is no nominal DP that can potentially be used to satisfy the EPP, instead of the 
adverbial expression or expletive pronoun. If there is no expletive in the impersonal 
passive sentence, then this leaves only the adverbial expression as a possible candidate 
for the EPP. The grammaticality judgment then reflects to what degree the adverbial 
expression can be used to satisfy the EPP.  
 The use of yes-no questions was intended to control for V2 effects (cf. Chapter 
1, section 2). In a declarative sentence as in (29) below, which is subject to V2-
movement, it is impossible to determine whether the locative pronoun daar ‘there’ 
occurs in spec,IP or spec,CP.  
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(29) Daar werd gehuild. 
there was cried 
‘There was crying (there).’ 
 

If we follow the influential work of Den Besten (1977), daar ‘there’ should be placed 
in spec,CP in (29). Recall from Chapter 1 that according to his analysis, Dutch 
declarative main clauses have the same structure as embedded clauses. Consequently, 
since embedded clauses contain a CP-layer, main clauses do so too. Hence the locative 
pronoun in (29) is said to be in spec,CP, see (30)a. A different point of view is that of 
Zwart (1993), who argues that there is no CP-layer in Dutch declarative main clauses 
with a regular order. Consequently, daar ‘there’ in (29) is in spec,IP (see (30)b), not 
in spec,CP. Since nothing can intervene between daar ‘there’ and the verb in (29), it 
is impossible to determine where the locative actually is, cf. (30). 
 

(30) a. [CP Daar [C’ werd [IP daar [vP gehuild [I’ werd]]]]].  
b.             [IP Daar [I’ werd [vP gehuild]]].             
 

In the configuration in (30)a, the locative pronoun is in spec,CP; in (30)b, daar ‘there’ 
is in spec,IP. However, the spell out of both structures is the same, namely as in (29). 
In order to avoid this unresolved matter, we decided to formulate the test sentences as 
yes-no questions (28), where the V2 restriction does not apply. In questions, the verb 
moves obligatorily to C to check its features, and the specifier of the CP remains 
empty. This holds for both the analysis of Den Besten (31)a and that of Zwart (31)b.  
 

(31) a. [CP [C’ Werd [IP er [vP
 gehuild [I’ werd]]]]]. 

b. [CP [C’ Werd [IP er [I’ werd [vP
 gehuild]]]]]. 

 
Consequently, we can be certain that the locative is not in spec,CP. The speaker is 
forced to interpret the expletive pronoun or adverb in some position below the CP-
layer, presumably spec,IP. For this reason, all test sentences were given in a yes-no 
format.  
 We crossed the two conditions, adverbial expression type and the presence or 
absence of er, creating sets of minimal pairs within the adverbial conditions. 
Representative examples for each adverbial expression condition, with and without 
er, are given in (32)(31)-(40) below. 

 
(32) No adverbial expression: 

Werd (er) gehuild? 
was EXPL cried 
‘Was there crying?’ 
 

(33) Positive adverb: 
Werd (er) wel gehuild? 
was EXPL PPI cried 
‘Was there indeed crying?’ 
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(34) Temporal proform: 
Werd (er) toen gehuild? 
was EXPL then cried 
‘Was there crying then?’ 
 

(35) Locative proform: 
Werd (er) daar gehuild? 
was EXPL there cried 
‘Was there crying there?’ 
 

(36) Temporal adverb: 
Werd (er) gisteren gehuild? 
was EXPL yesterday cried 
‘Was there crying yesterday?’ 
 

(37) Locative adverb: 
Werd (er) buiten gehuild? 
was EXPL outside cried 
‘Was there crying outside?’ 
 

(38) Temporal PP: 
Werd (er) na het feest gehuild? 
was EXPL after the party cried 
‘Was there crying after the party?’ 
 

(39) Locative PP: 
Werd (er) op het plein gehuild? 
was EXPL at the square cried 
‘Was there crying at the square?’ 
 

(40) Other PP: 
Werd (er) vanwege de ramp gehuild? 
was EXPL because.of the disaster cried 
‘Was there crying because of the disaster?’ 

 
The various adverbial conditions, and the presence or absence of er, together produced 
18 independent conditions. To avoid any effects related to the choice of verb, we used 
27 different unergative verbs; each participant saw each verb only twice. Some 
example verbs are given in (41). 
 

(41) zingen ‘to sing’, huilen ‘to cry’, lachen ‘to laugh’, lunchen ‘to have 
lunch’, werken ‘to work’, eten ‘to eat’, klappen ‘to clap’. 

 
We made sure all the verbs we used were of the same type, i.e. that they were all 
unergative. Each verb was used twice in each questionnaire so that we could test 
minimal pairs. For example, the same verb and adverb condition would occur both 
with er and without er, as demonstrated in (42). 
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(42) a. Werd er binnen schoongemaakt? 
 was EXPL inside cleaned 
 ‘Was there cleaning inside?’ 
 
b. Werd binnen schoongemaakt? 
 was inside cleaned 
 ‘Was there cleaning inside?’ 

 
 The test sentences were presented in a random order to ensure that participants 
did not see every sentence, with and without er, in consecutive order. Because we 
wanted to test the verbs with every condition, we had to cross verb choice with the 18 
conditions (i.e. the conditions listed in (31)-(40), with and without er). This produced 
a total of 486 test sentences. These were split over nine questionnaires, where each 
questionnaire consisted of 54 test sentences. Each of the 18 conditions was tested three 
times per questionnaire version. We also included 16 control sentences, which were 
the same for every version of the questionnaire. There were eight grammatical control 
sentences and eight ungrammatical control sentences. In total, this resulted in nine 
questionnaire versions, with 70 sentences each, of which 54 were test sentences and 
16 were control sentences.  

After this presentation of the design of the questionnaire, let me proceed to 
present the outcome of this investigation (section 3.3.3).  
 
3.3.3 Results 

Our questionnaire consisted of 54 test sentences and was adequately (see for criteria 
section 3.3.2 above) completed by 671 participants, which leaves us with 36,234 data 
points. In some of our analyses it was necessary to convert the grammaticality 
judgment responses of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 into a dichotomous scale of “grammatical” or 
“ungrammatical”. We coded a response of 1, 2 and 3 as ungrammatical and a response 
of 4 and 5 as grammatical. We applied this grouping for the sake of simplicity, that is, 
to make the data more insightful and to enable statistical analyses. The scores 1 and 2 
are at the lower end of the grammaticality judgment scale and are used to indicate that 
speakers “[…] would never say it like this”; the values 4 and 5 are situated at the 
higher end of the scale and are taken together to demonstrate that the participant “[…] 
would say it like this”. If a speaker approves of a sentence, (s)he will assign a value 
of 4 or 5, if there is some doubt the speaker is likely to assign the value 3. We grouped 
the value of 3 together with 1 and 2, because if the sentence is not rated as a 4 or 5, 
this means that the speaker would not “[…] say it like this”. I will clearly indicate in 
the sections below whether the data represents the use of the dichotomous variable 
(i.e. grammatical/ungrammatical), or the tiered variable (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
 In the next sections, I describe the various statistical analyses we ran on the data. 
These analyses aim at answering the questions presented in (ii) above and repeated 
here in (43). 
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(43) a. Can locative elements satisfy the EPP in Dutch?  
b. Can other types of adverbs satisfy the EPP, and if so, what      
    elements?  
c. Is expletive er always obligatory? 

    
We made sure that the choice of verb and the questionnaire version did not influence 
the judgments of the participants (section 3.3.3.1). To address the first research 
question (43)a, we looked at the effect of adverbs to see whether they can be used to 
satisfy the EPP requirement. In order to answer the second research question (43)b, 
we investigated whether some adverbs are better suited for this purpose than others. 
Finally, we examined the role of er in test sentences without an adverb, to investigate 
whether er is obligatory in these sentences (section 3.3.3.2).The effect of adverbs is 
presented in section 3.3.3.3. The results are briefly summarized in section 3.3.3.4. 
 
3.3.3.1 Verb and questionnaire version 

An underlying assumption in our questionnaire was that the choice of verb should not 
affect the grammaticality judgment, and neither should the questionnaire version. For 
this reason, we examined the confidence intervals for each verb and each 
questionnaire version. Roughly speaking, the confidence interval calculates to what 
extent the results, if they were repeated, would give a similar outcome (cf. Field et al. 
2012). In calculating the confidence intervals, we made use of the dichotomous 
grammatical/ungrammatical variable. The results did not identify any questionnaire 
version which stood out. This indicates that no questionnaire version was answered 
consistently differently than the other eight questionnaire versions.  
 With regard to verb type, however, one verb, namely genieten van ‘to enjoy’ 
stood out from the other verbs, that is, the judgments of the sentences containing this 
specific verb was notably different from that of the sentences with the other verbs. 
Given our assumption that verbs should not play a role in the grammaticality 
judgment, we decided to exclude all data points which used the verb genieten van ‘to 
enjoy’.  
 We used the data from all nine questionnaires, with the exception of the test 
sentences which figured the verb genieten van ‘to enjoy’. In the next section, I 
describe how we examined the role of er in the impersonal passive sentences.  
 
3.3.3.2 The role of er in sentences without an adverb 

Impersonal passive sentences are formed with a participial form of the lexical verb 
and an auxiliary, which carries the agreement and tense information. The presence of 
an expletive pronoun generally seems to be obligatory in impersonal passive 
constructions. We argued that this is for EPP purposes (section 3.2.2). We wanted to 
verify that this also held true in our data set. The prediction is that in the No Adverbial 
Condition (i.e. in sentences where there is no adverbial expression present), where 
only the expletive pronoun is available to satisfy the EPP, the sentences without the 
expletive pronoun are judged ungrammatical. Conversely, we expect that sentences 
with the expletive pronoun are judged grammatical. To verify this, we calculated the 
frequency of grammatical and ungrammatical judgments (using the dichotomous 
variable) for sentences where er is present and for sentences where er is absent. An 
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example of a test sentence, with and without er, and their rating is given in (44) and 
(45).  
 

(44) Werd geschilderd? 
was painted 
‘Was there painting?’ 
 
Mean rating: 1.28 
 

(45) Werd er geschilderd? 
was EXPL painted 
‘Was there painting?’ 
 
Mean rating: 4.65 
 

These examples show that, on average, test sentences with er are rated as grammatical 
(4.65 on a scale of 1 to 5), while the sentences without er are rated as ungrammatical 
(1.28). The raw frequency counts are provided in the table in (46), and visualized in 
the graph in (47).  
 

(46)  
 Without er With er 

Grammatical 55                     2.8% 1784               92.4% 
Ungrammatical 1876               97.2% 147                   7.6% 

                      Table 1. Grammaticality counts in the No Adverbial Condition. 
 

(47) Grammaticality counts in the No Adverbial Condition (in percentages). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
There is a clear trend, in that when er is absent, the majority of the judgments are 
“ungrammatical”, whereas when er is present, the majority of the sentences are judged 
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“grammatical”. This confirms our hypothesis that er contributes to the grammaticality 
of sentences. Since there is no other material in these sentences that can satisfy the 
EPP, it must be er which does the job. Hence, the data in (46) and (47) demonstrate 
that er satisfies the EPP in these sentences. 
 I have now established that er is present in impersonal passive constructions in 
order to adhere to the EPP restriction. In the following section, I investigate whether 
locative adverbs are also able to satisfy the EPP, and whether there are also other 
adverbs that can do this, thereby providing an answer to the questions listed in (43).  
 
3.3.3.3 The effect of adverbs 

Having confirmed that expletive er is a vital contributor to grammaticality, I now turn 
to investigate the role of adverbial expressions, to see whether adverbial expressions 
have a similar effect on the grammaticality of the test sentences. I first focus on test 
sentences where er is absent, so that er cannot be a potential source of grammaticality. 
These sentences (i.e. without er) reflect to what degree participants allow a particular 
adverbial expression to satisfy the EPP. If we compare the different adverbial 
conditions to the No Adverbial Condition, where there is no adverbial expression, we 
can determine the contribution of the adverbial expression to the grammaticality of 
the impersonal passive construction. I first look at the set of temporal adverbial 
expressions (section 3.3.3.1), I then turn to locative adverbial expressions (section 
3.3.3.2), finally I consider negative/positive adverbs and other types of adverbial 
expressions (section 3.3.3.3). 
 
3.3.3.1 Temporal adverbial expressions 

The temporal adverbial expressions we used are listed in (27) above. We grouped the 
adverbial expressions into three types: proforms, adverbs, and prepositional phrases. 
An example sentence of a temporal proform follows in (48), with the mean rating.  
 

(48) Wordt nu gelachen? 
is now laughed 
‘Is there laughter now?’ 
 
Mean rating: 1.44 

 
We see that when er is absent, and a temporal proform is present, the participants 
judge the sentence to be ungrammatical. That is, the construction in (48) gets an 
average rating of 1.44, which is low. In (49), we see an example of a temporal adverb, 
again with the mean rating.  
 

(49) Werd eergisteren gevoetbald? 
was day.before.yesterday soccer.played 
‘Was there soccer playing the day before yesterday?’ 
 
Mean rating: 2.15 
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When a temporal adverb such as eergisteren ‘the day before yesterday’ is used instead 
of er, the sentence is judged ungrammatical. That is, it receives a score of 2.15 on 
average. An example of a temporal PP follows in (50).  
 

(50) Werd tijdens de lunch gefeest? 
was during the lunch partied 
‘Was there partying during lunch?’ 
 
Mean rating: 2.58 

 
The mean rating of this sentence is somewhat higher than the other temporal adverbs 
in (48) and (49), but the overall rating is still ungrammatical according to our 
dichotomous classification (i.e. 1, 2, 3 are ungrammatical and 4, 5 are grammatical). 
 These examples show that, on average, a temporal adverbial cannot be used 
instead of expletive er. That is, when er is absent, and a temporal adverbial occurs in 
its place, the sentence is judged ungrammatical. This trend is not restricted to these 
specific examples. In the table in (51), I provide the mean grammaticality judgments 
for each temporal adverbial type. It can be seen that the scores of (48)-(50), are not 
very different from the grammaticality judgments of the other temporal adverbial 
expressions.  
 

(51)  
 Mean rating Standard deviation 
No adverbial 1.25 0.72 
Temporal proform 1.88 1.25 
Temporal adverb 1.96 1.28 
Temporal PP 2.60 1.46 

                      Table 2. Grammaticality judgments for temporal adverbials. 
 
The table above indicates that the mean rating for the temporal PPs barely rises above 
the midpoint of the scale (2.5), and the mean ratings of the temporal proforms and 
temporal adverbs remain well below that midpoint. This seems to suggest that these 
temporal elements are not able to satisfy the EPP. However, if we take individual 
differences into account, we see that for some informants temporal PPs are 
grammatical (2.60 + 1.46 = 4.06).    
 Another relevant comparison is the comparison between temporal adverbs when 
er is not present, and temporal adverbs when er is present. That is, the comparison 
between grammaticality judgments given to sentences with a temporal adverb and no 
er, and grammaticality judgments given to sentences where a temporal adverb co-
occurs with er. Given the previous data, we know that in the absence of any other 
material, i.e. in the No Adverbial Condition (52), er serves to make the sentence 
grammatical (53). 
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(52) Werd geschilderd? 
was painted 
‘Was there painting?’  
 
Mean rating: 1.28 
 

(53) Werd er geschilderd? 
was EXPL painted 
‘Was there painting?’  
 
Mean rating: 4.65 

 
The expectation is then that all impersonal passive sentences with er are 
“grammatical”. If a speaker has a need to express some particular adverb within an 
impersonal passive construction, then it is expected that the sentence which includes 
both the adverb and er (54), should be the most grammatical variant of that sentence. 
 

(54) Wordt er nu gelachen? 
Is EXPL now laughed 
‘Is there laughter now?’ 

 
In other words, we can imagine the +er option as being the standard of grammaticality 
for a particular adverb type. Assuming that this approach is valid, then it also makes 
sense to consider the contribution of er to the grammaticality of some adverb type. If 
the difference is small, the adverb and er basically do the same thing; if the difference 
is large, then we know that er is necessary, and the adverb cannot satisfy the EPP.  
 Looking again at the temporal adverbials in (55), we see a considerable 
difference between the ratings of the sentences when er occurs together with a 
temporal adverbial expression, and when the temporal adverbial expression occurs by 
itself. We calculated the significance of these results with the Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test.8 The difference in ratings of sentences with a temporal proform with er and those 
of sentences with a temporal proform without er, is significant (p-value <0.01). This 
also applies to the difference between judgments of sentences with a temporal adverb 
with er, and judgments of sentences with a temporal adverb without er (p-value 
<0.01). The difference between judgments of sentences with a temporal PP with er 
and those of sentences with a temporal PP without er is not significant (p-
value=0.895), however. This means that the differences in judgments between 
sentences with a temporal PP and er, and those with a temporal PP without er, could 
be based on chance. 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
8 I thank Cora Pots for helping me with these statistical analyses. 
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(55)  
 Mean +er Mean -er Difference 
Temporal proform 4.67 1.88 2.79 
Temporal adverb 4.49 1.96 2.53 
Temporal PP 4.53 2.60 1.93 

Table 3. Grammaticality judgments for temporal adverbials compared 
to er.  

 
When the temporal adverbial expression occurs by itself, the sentences are judged as 
ungrammatical (as we also saw in (51)), however, if er is added the sentences become 
fully grammatical. The scores in (55) thus show a substantial effect on the 
grammaticality of sentences with a temporal proform or a temporal adverb, when er 
is inserted.  

From these results I conclude that temporal adverbials are not able to satisfy the 
EPP. In the next section I look at locative adverbials to see whether these have the 
same effect as temporal adverbials. 
 
3.3.3.2 Locative adverbial expressions 

I now consider locative adverbial expressions, to see whether these adverbial 
expressions behave similarly to temporal adverbial expressions. As with temporal 
adverbial expressions, we used three different forms of locative adverbial expressions: 
proforms (hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’), adverbs (beneden ‘downstairs’, binnen ‘inside’, 
buiten ‘outside’)9 and prepositional phrases (aan het strand ‘at the beach’, op het plein 
‘at the square’, in the park ‘in the park’). In (56) I give an example of a test sentence 
with a locative proform, and the mean rating hereof.  
 

(56) Werd daar gekookt? 
was there cooked 
‘Was there cooking?’ 
 
Mean rating: 3.86 
 

Even though er is absent in this example, the participants still rate the sentence as 
grammatical, with a mean score of 3.86. In (57) the locative proform is replaced with 
a locative adverb.  
 

(57) Werd buiten gezongen? 
was outside sung 
‘Was there singing outside?’ 
 
Mean rating: 2.13 

 

                                                           
9 According to Jackendoff (1977) and Van Riemsdijk (1978) these locative adverbs are in fact 
intransitive prepositions in English and Dutch respectively (though see Pretorius 2017:156 ff. 
who argues that intransitive adpositions are not underlyingly intransitive).  
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In this example er is absent and instead the locative adverb buiten ‘outside’ is used. 
This test sentence is rejected by our participants, indicating that the adverb buiten 
‘outside’ is not able to satisfy the EPP. Finally, let us look at the results for locative 
PPs as in (58). 
 

(58) Werd aan het strand hardgelopen? 
was on the beach run 
‘Was there running on the beach?’ 
 
Mean rating: 2.94 
 

This test sentence is also rated rather poorly (2.94), which indicates that the sentence 
is ungrammatical. The table in (59) provides the overall mean rating for each locative 
adverbial expression type. 
 

(59)  
 Mean rating Standard deviation 
No adverbial 1.25 0.72 
Locative proform 3.80 1.35 
Locative adverb 2.53 1.43 
Locative PP 2.75 1.48 

Table 4. Grammaticality judgments for locative adverbials.  
 
Similar to temporal adverbial expressions, the mean rating for locative adverbs and 
PPs are low, which indicates that these adverbials are unable to satisfy the EPP. The 
locative proforms (hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’), however, seem to stand out, with a mean 
rating of 3.80.  
 If we compare each locative adverb type to its +er variant (as I did with the 
temporal adverbials in (55) above), we see that, in fact, the contribution of er is much 
less for locative proforms than for the other two types of locatives. These data are 
provided in (60). The Wilcoxon signed rank-test shows that the difference in 
judgments of sentences with a locative proform without er and those of sentences with 
a locative proform without er, is significant (p-value <0.01). The difference between 
judgments of sentences with a locative adverb with er and those of sentences with a 
locative adverb without er, is also significant (p-value <0.01). Finally, the difference 
in ratings of test items with a locative PP and er and test items with a locative PP 
without er, is also significant (p-value <0.01). 
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(60)  
 Mean +er Mean -er Difference 
Locative 
proform 

4.22 3.80 0.42 

Locative adverb 4.62 2.53 2.09 
Locative PP 4.56 2.75 1.81 

Table 5. Grammaticality judgments for locative adverbials compared 
to er. 

 
The table in (60) shows that sentences with a locative adverb or PP, are rated much 
higher when er is present. However, this difference cannot be found in sentences with 
a locative proform (0.42). That is, the presence of er contributes only slightly to the 
grammaticality of sentences with hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’. This suggests that the 
locative proform itself is able to satisfy the EPP. As discussed in section 3.2.2, it seems 
as if locatives are capable of satisfying the EPP. Based on the results thus far, this 
appears to be true only for the locative proforms; locative adverbs and locative PPs 
behave similarly to the temporal adverbials. Given these results, and the extremely 
small contribution of er to the grammaticality of impersonal passive constructions 
with a locative proform, I conclude that locative proforms are capable of satisfying 
the EPP.  

I have now considered the effect of temporal adverbials (section 3.3.3.1) and 
locative adverbials (section 3.3.3.2), in the following section I focus on 
negative/positive adverbs and other types of adverbs. 
 
3.3.3.3 Negative/positive and other type of adverbs 

Finally, we investigated the effect of negative/positive adverbs and other types of 
adverbial expressions. We saw above that temporal adverbial expressions are not good 
candidates for satisfying the EPP, neither are locative adverbs and locative PPs. 
Locative proforms, however, do appear to be able to satisfy the EPP. In this section, I 
look at other adverbs, namely positive/negative adverbs (wel ‘indeed’, niet ‘not’) and 
other types of adverbs (phonologically heavy PPs such as dankzij de band ‘thanks to 
the band’, ondanks het weer ‘despite the weather’, vanwege de ramp/het feest 
‘because of the disaster/the party’) to determine their effect in impersonal passive 
constructions. In (61) and (62), I provide two example sentences with their mean 
rating.  
 

(61) Werd niet gefeest? 
was not partied 
‘Was there no partying?’ 
 
Mean rating: 1.20 
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(62) Werd vanwege de ramp geprotesteerd? 
was because.of the disaster protested 
‘Was there protesting because of the disaster?’ 
 
Mean rating: 2.90 
 

It can be seen in (61) that when er is absent and instead a negative adverb is inserted, 
the sentence is rated as ungrammatical (1.28). When a prosodically heavy PP such as 
vanwege de ramp ‘because of the disaster’ is used (62), the sentence receives a higher 
rating, namely 2.90, which is marginally better than 1.28, but still ungrammatical. The 
overall means of the negative/positive adverbs and the other type of adverbial 
expressions are provided in the table in (63). 
  

(63)  
 Mean rating Standard deviation 
No adverbial 1.25 0.72 
Negative/positive 
adverb 

1.41 0.92 

Other PP 2.36 1.38 
                      Table 6. Grammaticality judgments for negative/positive adverbs and        
                      other type of adverbs.  
 
The negative/positive adverbs have a low rating, which is quite close to the scores of 
the No Adverbial Condition; the Other PP adverbial type is slightly better, but still 
nowhere as good as the locative proforms. This suggests that these adverbial 
expressions are unable to satisfy the EPP.  
 When we compare the ratings of the sentences with negative/positive adverbs 
and other type of adverbial expressions, to their +er counterparts, the same picture 
emerges. That is, when er is added to these sentences the ratings are much higher, 
indicating that er satisfies the EPP, and not the adverbial expressions. The table in 
(64) gives the mean grammaticality judgments for the sentences with 
negative/positive adverbs and other PP’s, with and without er.  
 

(64)  
 Mean +er Mean -er Difference 
Negative/positive 
adverb 

4.66 1.41 3.25 

Other PP 4.27 2.36 1.91 
                      Table 7. Grammaticality judgments for negative/positive adverbs and        
                      other type of adverbs compared to er.  
 
It can be observed that when negative/positive adverbs and prosodically heavy PPs 
are used instead of er, the sentences are rated as ungrammatical (1.41 and 2.36 
respectively). When er is added, however, the grammaticality increases considerably 
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(to 4.66 and 4.27 respectively). From this, I conclude that neither negative/positive 
adverbs nor prosodically heavy adverbial expressions are able to satisfy the EPP.  
 
3.3.3.4 Summary  

Putting these results together, we find the following cline of grammaticality, for 
sentences in which er is absent (65). I give an example of each variable in (66). The 
cline ranges from ungrammatical (e.g. the negative/positive adverbs with a mean of 
1.41), to degraded (e.g. locative PPs with a mean of 2.75), to fairly acceptable (e.g. 
locative proforms with a mean of 3.80).  
 

(65) Ordering of adverbials based on mean judgment: 
No adverb (1.25) > Negative/positive adverb (1.41) > Temporal 
proform (1.88) > Temporal adverb (1.96) > Other PP (2.36) > Locative 
adverb (2.53) > Temporal PP (2.60) > Locative PP (2.75) > Locative 
proform (3.80) 
 

(66) No adverb: 
Werd gezongen? 
was sung 
‘Was there singing?’ 
 
Negative/positive adverb: 
Werd niet nagedacht? 
was not thought 
‘Was there no thinking?’ 
 
Temporal proform: 
Wordt nu geklapt? 
is now clapped 
‘Is there clapping now?’ 
 
Temporal adverb: 
Wordt morgen geruzied? 
is tomorrow argued 
‘Will there be arguing tomorrow?’ 
 
Other PP: 
Werd dankzij de band gelachen? 
was thanks.to the band laughed 
‘Was there laughter thanks to the band?’ 
 
Locative adverb: 
Werd binnen schoongemaakt? 
was inside cleaned 
‘Was there cleaning inside?’ 
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Temporal PP: 
Werd tijdens de lunch geapplaudiseerd? 
was during the lunch applauded 
‘Was there applauding during lunch?’ 
 
Locative PP: 
Werd aan het strand gevoetbald? 
was at the beach soccer/played 
‘Was there soccer playing at the beach?’ 
 
Locative proform: 
Werd hier hardgelopen? 
was here run 
‘Was there running here?’  
 

These data are also depicted in the graph in (67). I calculated the significance of the 
differences between these variables with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The 
difference between judgments of sentences with a locative adverb without er and 
those of sentences with a temporal PP without er is significant (p-value <0.01). This 
also holds for the difference between judgments of sentences with a locative adverb 
without er and those of sentences with a locative proform without er (p-value <0.01). 
Also, the difference in ratings between temporal PPs without er and locative PPs 
without er is significant (p-value <0.01). Similarly, this applies to the temporal PPs 
without er in comparison to locative proforms without er (p-value <0.01). The 
difference between judgments of sentences with a locative PP without er and those of 
sentences with a locative proform without er is also significant (p-value <0.01). 
However, the difference in ratings of test items with a locative adverb without er and 
those of test items with a locative PP without er, was not significant (p=0.26). This 
means that the difference in judgments of sentences with a locative adverb and those 
of sentences with a locative PP, could be based on chance.   
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(67) Average grammaticality rating of sentences with different adverb 
types when er is absent.10 

 
 
Taking the standard deviation into account, this graph shows that for some people 
locative PPs, temporal PPs and locative adverbs are also able to satisfy the EPP. If we 
represent the results of the comparison between er and adverbial in the form of a cline, 
the following result emerges (68):  
 

(68) Ordering of adverbials based on difference between +er and –er: 
No adverbial (3.44) > Negative/positive adverb (3.25) > Temporal 
proform (2.79) > Temporal adverb (2.53) > Locative adverb (2.09) > 
Temporal PP (1.93) > Other PP (1.91) > Locative PP (1.81) > 
Locative proform (0.42). 

 
These data show that in impersonal passive sentences, in which er is absent, other 
elements are able to satisfy the EPP. However, not every type of adverbial is 
suitable.11 It can be seen in (67), that negative/positive adverbs, temporal proforms, 
and temporal adverbs receive a mean judgment lower than 2; other PPs, locative 
adverbs, temporal PPs and locative PPs are also judged as ungrammatical (ranging 
from 2.36 to 2.75). In fact, only the locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are 
rated as grammatical. In section 3.4, I argue that this is due to the fact that Io in Dutch 
has a locative feature, which can be valued by these locative proforms (recall from 
Chapter 2 that hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ and er have a locative feature within their 
internal structure). Temporal proforms and adverbs, and negative/positive adverbs 
cannot satisfy this feature, and are rated as ungrammatical. The grammaticality scores 
                                                           
10 In an earlier version, negative/positive adverb was termed low adverb, I now use 
negative/adverb since this reflects the content of this variable more accurately.  
11 These results show that Holmberg’s analysis discussed in section 3.2.1 needs to be adjusted 
for Dutch. Holmberg (2000) shows that in Icelandic any overt category in spec,IP can satisfy 
the EPP, however, as we see here, this does not apply to Dutch since negative/positive adverbs 
and temporal proforms receive very poor judgment scores.  
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of locative adverbs, temporal PPs and locative PPs are subject to variation; for some 
speakers these XPs are grammatical, for others they are not.  
 Among the different adverbials we have tested, the locative proforms stand out, 
both when ordered according to mean rating (65), and according to the contribution 
of er to the grammaticality of the sentence (67). These results corroborate the 
hypothesis that locative proforms can be used to satisfy the EPP.  
 The correlation tests that I ran, show that there is a correlation between the 
presence of er in these test sentences, and the presence of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 
(the correlation coefficient measures the dependence between two variables). I found 
a weak correlation between sentences without an adverb with er, and sentences 
without an adverb with hier ‘here’ or daar ‘there’ (r=0.15; df=2011; p<0.01). This 
means that our informants judged sentences without an adverb and with er, similar to 
those without an adverb and with hier ‘here’ or daar ‘there’. It thus seems that hier 
‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can fulfill the same function as er.  

There is also a weak correlation between sentences with er and sentences with 
a locative adverb (r=0.20; df=2011; p<0.01). I take this to mean that participants 
judged sentences without an adverb with er similarly to those with a locative adverb 
without er. This indicates that locative adverbs can also fulfill the same function as 
er. 

I found no correlation between test items without an adverb with er and test 
items with a locative PP without er (r=0.03; df=2011; p-value=0.16). This result 
suggests that there is no relation between the judgments of sentences with er and 
sentences with a locative PP (without er).    
 
3.3.3.4 Recapitulation 

In the sections above, I presented the results of our questionnaire. Here, I briefly 
summarize the most important findings. We received usable data from 671 
participants, which amounted to 36,234 rated test sentences. We set out to answer the 
following research questions: (i) Can locative elements satisfy the EPP in Dutch?; (ii) 
Can other types of adverbs satisfy the EPP, and if so, what elements?; (iii)  Is expletive 
er  always obligatory? In section 3.3.3.2 it was established that expletive er is present 
in impersonal passive constructions in order to adhere to the EPP restriction. 
Furthermore, we looked at various types of adverbial expressions, both temporal and 
locative, in order to see whether these are suitable EPP candidates. The results show 
that negative/positive adverbs, temporal proforms, temporal adverbs and other PPs 
are unable to satisfy the EPP. Locative adverbs, temporal PPs and locative PPs are 
grammatical for some speakers, but on average they are judged as ungrammatical. 
The locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’, and er stand out and are rated as 
grammatical by all informants. We thus established that er and the locative proforms 
hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are crucial in satisfying the EPP.   

The expletive pronoun er and the distal and proximate locative proforms have 
in common that they have a similar internal structure and each project a locative 
feature, as was shown in (1)-(2). Apparently, this locative feature enables them to 
satisfy the EPP. In the next section I explain why this is so, that is, we argue that there 
is an unvalued locative feature on Io, which can be satisfied by hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ 
and er (and for some speakers by locative PPs and locative adverbs). 
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3.4 Locative feature on Io 

We have demonstrated that, in Dutch, distal and proximal locative proforms, and to a 
certain extent locative PPs and locative adverbs, are capable of satisfying the EPP. In 
this section, we propose that such elements are able to enter into an Agree relation 
with Io, because this head carries a [+/- locative] feature. In developing this approach, 
we follow Ritter and Wiltschko (2009), who argue that Io in some languages may have 
a locative head instead of temporal content. Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) suggest that 
this explains why languages like Halkomelem (a Salish language spoken in 
southwestern British Columbia), in which auxiliaries mark a [+/- distal] distinction, 
rather than a distinction between present and past tense. We show that a variant of 
their system, in which Io can be sensitive to both temporal and locative content 
simultaneously, is able to derive the pattern of EPP satisfaction in Dutch. In order to 
do so, I first discuss Ritter and Wiltschko’s proposal in the next section (3.4.1).  
 
3.4.1 Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) 

Much generative work assumes that one of the functions of Io is to host tense 
morphology, since many languages obligatorily express tense in finite sentences. An 
example follows in (69) for Dutch, where every finite sentence needs to have a verb 
which is marked for tense.  
 

(69) a. Lea gaat naar school 
                           Lea go.PRES to school 

    ‘Lea goes to school.’  
 
b. Lea ging naar school. 
    Lea go.PAST to school 
    ‘Lea went to school.’  
 
c. *Lea gaan naar school. 
 Lea go.INF to school 
 

The examples in (69)a and (69)b are grammatical since these are marked for present 
and past tense respectively. The sentence in (69)c, however, is ungrammatical since 
the tense morphology is absent here.  
 One major question in syntactic theory is whether this tense information is 
universally present, i.e. marked in every language. It is well-known, for example, that 
there are languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, which do not use any tense 
morphology at all. Several different approaches to this issue can be found in e.g. 
Matthewson 2005; Sybesma 2007; Lin 2010. A different but related matter is whether 
the content of Io might vary across languages. Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) argue that 
Io is not universally instantiated with tense morphology. Instead, they propose that Io 
universally serves to ‘anchor’ the event in the utterance, but that this can be achieved 
along a variety of dimensions, such as tense, location, or person. I focus here on their 
claim that Io may have locative content, which has important ramifications for Dutch.   
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 The claim that Io may be a locative head is motivated by data from Halkomelem 
Salish. This language is generally considered to be a language without tense (e.g. 
Matthewson 2005) since tense is not marked on the verb, instead tense information is 
optionally marked with adverbials. However, Halkomelem Salish does have a set of 
distal and proximal auxiliaries which mark location, as in (70) and (71).   
 

(70) lí qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò.  
AUX.DIST dance he  
‘He is/was dancing there.’                         (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009:154) 
 

(71) í qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò. 
AUX.PROX dance he 
‘He is/was dancing here.’                                                      (Ibid.) 
 

In these examples tense is not marked, instead in (70) the auxiliary lí expresses distal 
location, i.e. that the dancing is taking place (far) away from the speaker. Similarly, 
in (71), the auxiliary í specifies proximate location, i.e. that the dancing occurs close 
to the speaker. This is the inverse of Dutch, where auxiliaries express present (72) and 
past tense (73), and distal/proximate information is marked by optional modifiers.  
 

(72) Ari heeft (hier/daar) gedanst. 
Ari have.PRES here/there danced 
‘Ari has danced (here/there).’  
 

(73) Ari had (hier/daar) gedanst. 
Ari have.PAST here/there danced 
‘Ari had danced (here/there).’ 
 

On the basis of these patterns, Ritter and Wiltschko propose that Io universally 
functions to anchor the event (expressed by the verb) to the utterance, but that Io can 
be sensitive to various dimensions, including tense, location or person. Halkomelem 
Salish expresses the relation between the location of the event and the location of the 
utterance, i.e. whether the event takes place far away from the speaker or close to the 
speaker; whereas Dutch marks the relation between the time of the event and the time 
of the utterance, i.e. whether the event took place before the utterance (past tense), or 
not (present tense).  
 To formalize this, Ritter and Wiltschko argue that Io encodes a relationship of 
coincidence between the event and the utterance. This relation is marked by means of 
a coincidence feature, which they label [+/- coin] (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009:157). A 
coincidence feature expresses whether the two variables coincide or not (74). 
 

(74) Ritter and Wiltschko’s coincidence feature: 
[+coin]: The location/time of the event coincides with the location/time 
of the utterance. 
[-coin]: The location/time of the event does not coincide with the 
location/time of the utterance. 
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In Dutch, where Io is expressed by tense, [+coin] represents present tense (the event 
time and utterance time are the same), [-coin] gives a past tense or future tense 
interpretation (the time of the event and the time of the utterance are different). If Io 
is locative, as in Halkomelem Salish, [+coin] gives a proximal interpretation (the 
location of the event and the location of the utterance coincide), while [-coin] results 
in a distal interpretation (the location of the event does not coincide with the location 
of the utterance). We use Ritter and Wiltschko’s [+/- coin] feature to explain how the 
EPP in Dutch can be satisfied by locative proforms. To this end, we modify their 
analysis in a way suited for my purposes. I discuss our implementation of their 
analysis in the next section (cf. Alexiadou and Carvalho 2017, who argue that Io is 
specified for location in Brazilian Portuguese). 
  
3.4.2 Implementing Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) 

We adopt Ritter and Wiltschko (2009)’s proposal here, but we recast the [+/- coin] 
feature as separate tense and location features, which we call [T] and [Locative] 
respectively. Instead of a [coin] feature on Io, we propose that the I-head has two 
features, namely [T] and [Locative], which are valued through agreement. In Dutch, 
Io carries a T-feature, and in Halkomelem Salish a Loc-feature. Following Pesetsky 
and Torrego (2004), we take these features to be interpretable but unvalued on Io, with 
uninterpretable but valued versions of the same feature contributed by the verb.  
 In Pesetsky and Torrego’s (2004) proposal, tense information ends up on Io via 
an Agree relation between Io and the verb. That is, Io probes V for its valued Tense 
feature, and checks the uninterpretable features of V. This is illustrated in (75). 
 

(75)           IP 
 
   I              VP 
 [iT:  ]     

          V 
                  [uT:val] 
 
 
 
In this view, the tense value of the clause originates within the verb but is interpreted 
at Io. As we saw above (cf. (70)-(71)), tense is not marked in Halkomelem Salish, 
instead location is obligatorily expressed. We propose that the locative information 
ends up on Io as in (75), where instead of a Tense feature, Halkomelem Salish has a 
locative feature on Io and on the verb. The feature [Locative] comes in two values:     
[-Locative] and [+Locative]. As in (75), the feature on Io is interpretable but unvalued, 
and the feature on V is uninterpretable but valued. Via an Agree relation with the verb, 
the unvalued locative feature on Io gets valued, this is depicted in (76). 
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(76)           IP 
 
  I       VP 
[iLoc:  ]     

          V 
                  [uLoc:val] 
 

 
 Although this view is similar to Ritter and Wiltschko’s proposal, it departs from 
theirs in one important respect. In particular, the featural content of Io remains constant 
in Ritter and Wiltschko’s view, that is, according to them Io always carries an unvalued 
[+/- coin] feature. The difference between Dutch and Halkomelem Salish is then 
whether the verb contributes temporal or locative information. In our view of their 
account, however, both Io and the verb carry specifically temporal and locative 
features. This has two consequences. First, our proposal allows for mismatches 
between Io and Vo. It should in principle be possible for Io to appear with a Tense 
feature while the verb only contributes a locative feature (and vice versa).12 I will 
make crucial use of these properties in the next section, where I extend the analysis of 
Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) to Dutch.  
 
3.4.3 Feature content of Io in Dutch 

Following Ritter and Wiltschko (2009), we propose that Io does not only express tense, 
but that it can also express other properties, such as location. In formal terms, we 
claim that Io can have Tense features ([T] features) or locative features ([Locative] 
features), which are interpretable but unvalued. This feature gets valued through an 
Agree relation with the verb which carries an uninterpretable but valued T-feature or 
locative feature. In this section I focus on Dutch and, in specific, on the content of 
Dutch Io.  
 Dutch obligatorily expresses tense on Io as we saw in (69) above. In terms of the 
view of Io that I have been discussing here, Dutch is then a language in which Io and 
V come with a Tense feature. However, as we have seen in section 3.3.3, Dutch has 
in common with Halkomelem Salish, its sensitivity at the level of Io to information 
about location. That is, expletive er and the locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar 
‘there’ are able to satisfy the features on Io. In Halkomelem Salish, the locative 
information is expressed instead of tense information, but in Dutch it appears by 
means of er, hier ‘here’ or daar ‘there’. The question is then how to capture this 
similarity within the confines of the system suggested above.  
 We propose that Dutch and Halkomelem Salish are only similar at the level of 
Io. Specifically, we suggest that Io in both Dutch and Halkomelem Salish, comes with 
an unvalued but interpretable locative feature. Dutch differs from Halkomelem Salish, 
however, in two ways: first, Io also carries a Tense feature; second, the verb only 

                                                           
12 One way of ruling these mismatches out could be to say that the failure to value/check 
unvalued/uninterpretable features causes the derivation to crash, so that such systems are not 
possible. However, it will be crucial in our approach to the EPP effects in Dutch, that a failure 
to agree does not induce ungrammaticality (Preminger 2011).  
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comes with information about Tense. Thus, Io in Halkomelem Salish only has a 
locative feature, while Dutch Io has both a Tense feature and a locative feature. 
Furthermore, the verb in Halkomelem Salish is equipped with locative information, 
whereas in Dutch the verb only has information pertaining to Tense. Consequently, in 
Dutch, temporal and locative information is both mismatched and not in 
complementary distribution. This proposal is presented schematically in (77).  
 

(77)                      IP 
 
           vP                 I                  
                              [iT:  , iLoc:  ] 

   VP          v               
 
    V                                      
[uT:val] 
                                          
 
 

As can be seen in the tree in (77), Io in Dutch has two features, a locative feature and 
a Tense feature. The latter gets valued via an agree relation with V. The result is a 
partially valued Io, since only one of the two features is valued. Dutch Io does not 
acquire a value for its locative feature from the verb, instead, valuation of the locative 
feature has to come from a different source.  
 We suggest that this is where locative proforms (hier ‘here’/daar ‘there’) and 
expletive er come in. In particular, we propose that Dutch Io can value its locative 
feature from a different source, namely R-expletives, since these pronouns have the 
requisite locative feature, as was argued in Chapter 2 (section 3.3). In this view, the 
locative feature may originate in various places: on the verb, in languages such as 
Halkomelem Salish, and on pronouns like hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ or er, as in Dutch. 
As a result, alongside an Agree relation between Io and V, Io will enter into an Agree 
relation with any locative proform present, attracting them to spec,IP and valuing the 
locative feature on Io. These Agree relations are illustrated in (78).13 
 

                                                           
13 Under the assumption that v is a phase head, the VP-complement will be sent off to the 
interfaces, whereby Io cannot engage in a probe-goal relation with the Tense feature on V. 
However, V moves to v and in Io the features on [V+v] are accessible since the head of the 
complement of Io is accessible according to the PIC (Phase Impenetrability Condition).  
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(78)               IP 
 
er                I’ 
LOC 

[uLoc:val]   vP                I                                     
                                    [iT:  , iLoc:  ] 
                v’ 
                                    
                  VP 
                                                             
                    V                             
                [uT:val] 
 
              

In (78), Io agrees with the verb to value its Tense feature. It subsequently values its 
locative feature. In order to do so, it engages in an agree relation with the expletive 
pronoun er in spec,IP. This explains why locative proforms and er (and for some 
speakers locative adverbs, temporal PPs14 and locative PPs) can appear in spec,IP in 
Dutch: they satisfy the locative feature on Io. 
 We have now seen that locative proforms and er are able to value the locative 
feature on Io. We maintain that this Agree relation between a locative proform and Io 
is necessary for EPP reasons. We propose that the locative feature on Io is in fact one 
of the specific realizations of the EPP. The EPP can be satisfied in several ways in 
Dutch. We propose that Dutch Io carries unvalued Tense and locative features, as well 
as unvalued Phi-features. Finite verbs always come equipped with a uT feature, which 
can value the unvalued Tense feature on Io. In Dutch, this triggers V-to-I movement 
(with V-to-v movement as an intermediate head movement step). Importantly, we 
propose that this head movement step is not sufficient to satisfy the EPP, since the 
EPP requires an overt XP in spec,IP. The Agree relation between T and the verb and 
the ensuing head movement of V is depicted in (79). 
 

                                                           
14 One could think of time as another way of expressing location, albeit on another dimension: 
not on a spatial axis, but on a temporal axis.  
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(79)                            IP 
 
          vP                        I’  
 
                   v’              V                I              
                                                     [iT:  , iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

           VP              v   

 

             V 

        [uT:val]                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen in (79), Io agrees with the verb and thereby gets its iT feature valued, 
subsequently, movement of the verb to Io follows. We also see that Io has two further 
probes, uPhi and iLocative. Subject DPs are able to value the Phi-features on Io; the 
locative feature on Io is spelled out as er, whereby the EPP is satisfied, an example 
hereof is given in (80).  
 

(80)             IP 
 
   er             I’ 
[iLoc:val] 

       vP               V+I       
                      [iT:  , iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                            v’ 

        

                  VP          V+v             
 
                                          V   
 
 
 Importantly, we propose that the satisfaction of the EPP is obligatory, but that a 
probe on Io may remain unvalued. This is in line with Preminger (2011) who argues 
that a failure to agree fully does not induce ungrammaticality. The Tense feature on 
Io is almost always valued, i.e. there are no examples to be construed in which the 
locative and Phi-features are valued, and T is not. But there is variation concerning 
the valuation of the locative and Phi-features on Io. This enables us to account for the 
fact that, although Dutch has an EPP effect, it allows for sentences without a locative 
proform, and sentences without a nominal. Consider the sentence in (81). 
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(81) Huilt hij? 
cries he 
‘Is he crying?’ 
 

In this example there is no locative proform, hence the locative feature on Io cannot 
be valued. The other features on Io (iT, uPhi), however, are satisfied, as can be seen in 
the derivation in (82). 

 
(82)          CP 

 
            C’  

        
                  huilt            IP 

 
              DP            I’ 
              hij                  
          [iφ:val]   vP                I         
                      [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

             DP             v’       huilt 
       hij          

          [iφ:val]  VP               v             
                          huilen  
                                              V 
                                           huilen                                                                                                                                
 
                                                       

 
The T-feature on Io is valued via an agree relation with the verb.15 The unvalued φ-
feature on Io probes downwards and agrees with the DP-subject in spec,vP, thereby 
valuing its features. Next, the DP-subject gets pulled up to spec,IP to satisfy the EPP 
on Io (which was defined as the requirement that spec,IP is filled). What remains is an 
unvalued locative feature on Io, which does not lead to a crash of the derivation. In 
impersonal passive constructions with the expletive pronoun er (83), there is no DP 
to value uφ and move to spec,IP. However, iLoc can be valued by er, which satisfies 
the EPP (84). In the absence of a DP, uφ remains unvalued, but again, the failure to 
agree does not induce ungrammaticality (cf. Preminger 2011).  
 

(83) Werd er gehuild? 
was EXPL cried 
‘Was there crying?’  

 

                                                           
15 The verb then moves to C’ in order to satisfy the wh-feature on the C-head, I omit this 
movement from this derivation for reasons of presentation.  
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(84)                  IP 
 
        er                 I’ 

                          [iLoc:val]      
                      vP                 V+I                     

                              [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                                   v’   
              
                            VP            v+V 

 

                             V 
 
 
 
We see this exemplified in (84), where Io agrees with the expletive pronoun er. The 
Tense feature of Io is valued by the finite verb. Io then looks for an appropriate goal to 
value its φ-features and locative features. In the absence of a nominal with φ-features, 
the locative feature on Io is spelled out as er in its specifier, thereby adhering to the 
EPP (I discuss the details of this derivation in Chapter 4). The finite verb is marked 
for singular (werd ‘was’), due to default agreement. The result is a grammatical 
sentence, despite the fact that the Phi-features of Io remain unvalued.16  
 This model also lets us explain why sentences without a DP, locative proform 
or er, are ungrammatical (85). 
        

(85) *Werd gehuild? 
was cried 
 

In the derivation of this sentence, there is no goal for uφ or iLoc to be valued on. Only 
the Tense feature on Io is satisfied, the Phi-features and locative features remain 
unvalued. As we have seen previously in (80), (82), and (84), failure to agree does not 
induce ungrammaticality. However, in (85), spec,IP remains empty, i.e. there is 
nothing to satisfy the EPP, which does lead to ungrammaticality.  
 Note that the expletive pronoun het ‘it’ is not allowed in impersonal passive 
constructions (86). This is due to the fact that het ‘it’ has referential properties and is 
in need of a theta-role.17 Since passive verbs do not assign a theta-role, het ‘it’ cannot 
occur in these contexts.  

                                                           
16 I take the presence of these features to be universal; which features need to be checked is 
however subject to language variation. Thus, in Dutch minimally two features need to be 
checked, while it seems that in Halkomelem only the locative feature needs checking. However, 
it could also be that other processes take place in this language which affect the feature checking 
mechanism in this language. I will not go further into this issue here. 
17 Recall from Chapter 1 that even het ‘it’ in the raising construction in (ii) is not an expletive 
element since it requires a theta-role (cf. Ruys 2010).  
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(86) *Het werd gedanst. 
it was danced 

 
I am now in a position to answer the research question of this chapter, listed in 

(3), and repeated in (87). 
 

(87) What is the external distribution of R-expletives? 
 

I assume that the locative feature on Io is not only present in impersonal passive 
constructions, but that uLoc is an inseparable feature on Io. This leads me to establish 
that the syntactic function of expletive er (and other forms of the R-expletive) is to 
value the locative feature on Io.  
 
3.4.4 Er takes precedence 

It was argued in the previous section (3.4.3) that Dutch Io has three unvalued features: 
a Tense feature (iT), Phi-features (uφ), and a locative feature (iLoc). It was shown that 
either uφ or iLoc may remain unvalued. One question that arises is what happens when 
both an indefinite DP and a locative proform are present. We propose that, in such 
instances, whether the EPP is satisfied by a DP or locative proform is optional. We 
see this in (88). 
 

(88) a. [C’ Heeft [IP een man [vP daar [vP gehuild]]]]? 
 has a man there cried 
 ‘Has a man cried there?’  
 
b. [C’ Heeft [IP daar [vP een man gehuild]]]? 
 has there a man cried 
 ‘Has a man cried there?’  
 

In (88)a the DP-subject een man ‘a man’ is in spec,IP and satisfies the EPP; in (88)b, 
the locative proform daar ‘there’ is merged in spec,IP to adhere to the EPP restriction, 
either way the result is fine. It thus makes no difference whether the EPP is satisfied 
by a DP or a locative proform. Note however, that there is a semantic difference 
between (88)a and (88)b. In (88)a, een man ‘a man’ gets a specific reading, while the 
subject in (88)b is interpreted as non-specific. Recall from Chapter 1 (section 5.4), 
that Diesing (1992:21) argues that different readings of the subject are due to its 
syntactic position; if the subject is interpreted at the IP-level at LF, it gets a generic 
reading, whereas if the subject is interpreted at the VP-level at LF, it gets an existential 
reading.  

If we add expletive er to the example in (88), the results change (89).  

 

                                                           
(ii) Het blijkt dat Anniek gaat verhuizen. 
 It seems that Anniek goes move 
 ‘It seems that Anniek will move.’ 
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(89) a. [C’ Heeft [IP er [vP daar [vP een man gehuild]]]]? 
        has EXPL there a man cried 

    ‘Has a man cried there?’ 
 
b. [C’ Heeft [IP er [vP een  man [vP daar [vP een man gehuild]]]]]? 

    has EXPL there a man there cried 
 ‘Has a man cried there?’ 
 
c. *Heeft daar er een man gehuild? 
 has there EXPL a man cried 
 
d. *Heeft daar een man er gehuild? 
 has there a man EXPL cried 
 
e. *Heeft een man er daar gehuild? 
 has a man EXPL there cried 
 
f. *Heeft een man daar er gehuild? 
 has a man there EXPL cried 

 
If er is present, it needs to follow the finite verb in Co (89)a-b, in these examples daar 
‘there’ has an adverbial function. We know from (88) that both the DP-subject and 
daar ‘there’ are able to satisfy the EPP, however, if er is inserted, the DP and daar 
‘there’ obligatorily follow the expletive pronoun (89)c-f. This is because the insertion 
of er is a last resort operation. If there is nothing else to satisfy the EPP on Io, er is 
merged in spec,IP. Since er carries the requisite locative feature, but no extra material 
such as a proximate or distal feature (in the case of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’), it is 
the most appropriate candidate to satisfy the EPP. In (89)c-f either daar ‘there’ or the 
subject DP is in spec,IP, hence er cannot be merged in this position.  

Another question that arises is what happens when expletive er and a DP-subject 
co-occur. Again, the optionality we saw above in (88) disappears and only er is 
allowed to satisfy the EPP (90). 
 

(90) a. [C’ Heeft [IP er [vP een man gehuild]]]? 
 has ER a man cried 
 ‘Has a man cried?’  
 
b. *Heeft een man er gehuild? 
 has a man ER cried 
 

In (90)a, both er and a DP-subject are present; er is in spec,IP for EPP reasons and the 
DP follows the expletive pronoun; the result is fine. In (90)b, however, the order of er 
and the DP is reversed, and the sentence becomes ungrammatical. As we saw earlier 
this is due to the fact that the insertion of er is a last resort operation. In (90)b, the DP 
is in spec,IP, excluding the possibility of er to be merged in spec,IP.  
 The same is true when er and daar ‘there’ co-occur. Both these elements are 
able to satisfy the EPP, as we saw above (e.g. daar ‘there’ in (88)b and er in (89)a, 
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but when er and daar ‘there’ are both present, er again takes precedence over the 
locative proform when it comes to satisfying the EPP (91).  
 

(91) a. [C’ Werd [IP er [vP daar gehuild]]]? 
was ER there cried 

    ‘Was there crying there?’ 
 

b. *Werd daar er gehuild? 
 was there ER cried 
 

If daar ‘there’ is used as an adverbial and remains in the vP, as in (91)a, er is merged 
in spec,IP in order to satisfy the EPP. If, however, daar ‘there’ moves to spec,IP (for 
reasons of EPP), er cannot be merged in that same position.  

In this chapter, I have argued that er is present in impersonal constructions so 
that it can value the locative feature on Io. This begs the question how this analysis 
applies to other types of expletive constructions, such as presentational sentences and 
existential clauses (which were discussed in Chapter 1), since it is not obvious why er 
is merged in these constructions. That is, it remains to be investigated why, in those 
configuration, the subject does not move to spec,IP to value the relevant features on 
Io. In Chapter 4, I discuss these issues and show how er enters the derivation.  
 
3.5 Conclusion 

Above, I argued that in Dutch, Io does not only carry tense information but also 
information about location. That is, in addition to unvalued Tense and Phi-features, Io 
also has an unvalued locative feature, uLoc. This feature can be satisfied by an 
expletive pronoun endowed with a locative feature, such as the R-expletives in (92)-
(93).  

 
(92)             ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  
    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
               I                LP 

                                      [LOC] 
               r             PLACE 
 

(93)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   
 

                              C         ΣP 
[hi]/[dɑ] 
[PROX] [DIST] Σ            IP 
  
                                   I                LP 
                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 
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When Io agrees with an expletive pronoun in its specifier, the locative feature on the 
I-head is valued and the EPP is satisfied. It was argued that the EPP in Dutch requires 
that some overt element is present in spec,IP. In line with Preminger (2011), I 
proposed that an unvalued feature does not cause the derivation to crash, 
consequently, a feature may remain unvalued. We see this in Dutch, where Io has three 
features: uT, uPhi and iLoc, of which one may remain unvalued. This is exemplified 
by the clauses in (94) and (95), and their derivations in (96) and (97) respectively. 
 

(94) ... dat een kind lacht. 
that a child laughs 
‘that a child is laughing.’ 
 

(95) ... dat er een kind lacht. 
that EXPL a child laughs 
‘that a child is laughing.’ 

 
(96)               CP 

    
                      C’ 
 
             dat                IP 
 
                       DP               I’ 
                    een kind 

                                            [iφ:val] vP                  I 
                                                                            lacht 
                                              DP                  v’   [iLoc:  ,iT:  ,uφ:  ] 
 
                                         een kind   VP             v 
                                          [iφ:val]                   lachen 
                                                           V          [uT:val] 
                                                        lachen 
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(97)               CP 
    
                       C’ 
 
             dat               IP 
 
                        er                 I’ 
                  [iLoc:val] 

                                                        vP               I 
                                                                         lacht 
                                              DP               v’   [iLoc:  ,iT:  ,uφ:  ] 
 
                                           een kind   VP            v 
                                             [iφ:val]                 lachen 
                                                               V         [uT:val] 
                                                         lachen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In both (96) and (97), the Tense features on Io are satisfied by the verb. In (96), the 
Phi-features on the I-head are valued via agreement with the DP-subject in spec,vP. 
The DP-subject then moves to spec,IP in order to satisfy the EPP. The locative features 
on Io remain unvalued, which does not lead to a crash of the derivation. In (97), all 
three features of the I-head are valued. The unvalued Tense feature probes downwards 
and agrees with the verb (V) in v; the Phi-features on Io are valued through an agree 
relation with the DP-subject; the locative feature on the I-head gets valued by er in 
spec,IP. More precisely, in order to value the locative feature on Io

, er is inserted as a 
last resort operation. In the next chapter, I discuss the derivation of various types of 
expletive clauses in more detail. 
 
 
 



Chapter 4 
 

A movement derived approach to expletive er 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, we saw that there are several types of R-expletives in Dutch. In addition 

to the expletive pronouns er, the locative pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can be 

used as expletive pronouns. Furthermore, the phonologically reduced pronouns d’r 

and ’r can function as expletive pronouns. These R-expletives are illustrated in (1)-

(5). 

 

(1) ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

  

(2) ... dat hier een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(3) ... dat daar een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(4) ... dat d’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

(5) ... dat ’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’ 

 

It was argued that these expletive forms have internal structure, and that their internal 

structure is related. The expletive forms all have the functional projection r as a base, 

which projects a locative feature; daar ‘there’ and hier ‘here’ also project a CP-layer, 

which contains the referential features (proximate/distal) of hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’. The syntactic structures of the R-expletives are given in (6)-(7). 
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(6)            ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 

               I                LP 
                                          r 

                                   [LOC]          PLACE 

 

(7)               CP                                              Internal structure of hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST]    Σ            IP 

  

                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 

  

The structures in (6)-(7) account for the fact that hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r and 

’r can all function as expletive pronouns: their internal structure contains the same 

basic structure; hence they can be used in a similar manner. More in particular, they 

each have the IP r as their base, which carries a locative feature, making these 

pronouns suitable to satisfy the unvalued locative feature on Io (as was argued in 

Chapter 3). 

In this chapter, I address the third research question of this dissertation, as 

presented in (8). 

  

(8) Research question III: 

How are clauses containing R-expletives in spec,IP derived? 

 

To do so, I first focus on wh-subject extraction clauses. In these clauses, expletive er 

is obligatorily present. An example follows in (9). 

 

(9) Wie komt *(er)? 

who comes EXPL 

‘Who is coming?’ 

 

In expletive constructions, the subject remains low in the clause, and hence er is 

necessary to satisfy the EPP (cf. Chapter 1). In impersonal passive constructions, there 

is no overt subject and er is used to satisfy the locative feature on Io (cf. Chapter 3). 

In wh-subject clauses, the wh-subject is able to satisfy the EPP in spec,IP. This raises 

the question why er is necessary in (9). Er seems to be redundant in wh-subject 

clauses, since the wh-subject can adhere to the EPP-requirement on Io. In this chapter, 

we will see that, in fact, there is variation among speakers concerning the need for er 

in wh-subject extraction contexts. It appears that some speakers need er in sentences 
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such as (9), whereas other do not. I will demonstrate that for those who need er, it is 

the expletive pronoun that satisfies the EPP. In particular, I argue that er values the 

locative feature on Io. For those speakers who do not need er, a copy of the wh-subject 

pronoun remains in spec,IP for EPP reasons.  

  In order to determine when er is necessary in wh-subject clauses, I administered 

a questionnaire focusing on the occurrence of er in these syntactic contexts. I describe 

this questionnaire in section 4.2. In section 4.3, I present my analysis of the results of 

the questionnaire and argue that er is the spell out of the locative feature on the I-head. 

In section 4.4, I extend this analysis to other expletive constructions.  

 

4.2 Questionnaire1 

In standard Dutch, when the wh-subject is questioned, as in (10), the expletive 

pronoun er needs to be inserted.2 This is not the case when the wh-object is extracted 

(11). 

 

(10)  Wie lacht *(er)? 

 who laughs EXPL 

 ‘Who is laughing?’  

 

(11)  Wat koopt zij (*er)? 

 what buys she EXPL 

 ‘What is she buying?’  

 

In (10), we see that expletive er may not be omitted. In (11), however, we see the 

reverse, that is, when the wh-object is extracted, er may not be present.3 This 

restriction also applies to contexts where the wh-object has not moved, such as in situ 

wat ‘what’, for example in echo questions (12)-(13). In these contexts, expletive er is 

only allowed if the subject is questioned (12).     

                                                           
1 The questionnaire is joint work with Heidi Klockmann, see for an earlier publication of our 

results (Wesseling and Klockmann 2015).  
2 The er we find in wh-extraction contexts is expletive pronoun er since it expresses no semantic 

meaning. That is, er is not a locative pronoun, because it does not refer to a location (note that 

location can be expressed by er in wh-questions but this is not the default interpretation of er 

in these contexts). It is also not prepositional er, because there is no preposition of which it 

could be a complement, nor is er here quantificational er due to the lack of a quantifier. It thus 

follows that the er in wh-sentences is expletive er.  
3 Note that er can be present in wh-object clauses, but only if it is related to the (indefinite) 

subject and not to the wh-object. This is illustrated below, where the wh-object of the expletive 

construction in (i) is questioned in (ii).  

(i) Er zal niemand van ons ooit zoiets zeggen. 

 EXPL shall no.one of us ever such.a.thing say 

 ‘No one of us would ever say such a thing.’  

(ii) Wat zal (er) niemand van ons ooit zeggen? 

 what shall EXPL no.one of us ever say 

 ‘What will no one of us ever say?’  
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(12)  Gisteren lachte er WIE? 

yesterday laughed EXPL who 

‘WHO laughed yesterday?’  

 

(13)  *Gisteren kocht zij er WAT? 

yesterday bought she EXPL what 

‘Yesterday she bought WHAT?’  

 

In order to investigate when er is needed in wh-subject questions, we decided to 

administer a questionnaire. Our aim was to determine what the conditions were for 

having er in wh-subject questions. We wanted to establish in which syntactic contexts 

er was obligatory and when er was optional. If we know when er is needed (and when 

not), we are in a position to answer to research question of this chapter introduced in 

(8) above. In this section, I present our questionnaire (its design and content in section 

4.2.1 and 4.2.2), and its results (section 4.2.3).  

 

4.2.1 Methodology 

In order to capture the variation in the distribution of er in wh-questions, we created 

a written questionnaire. We aimed at answering the following question: 

 

 (ii) What is the distribution of er in wh-subject questions? 

   

To answer this question successfully, we controlled for the following factors: 

transitivity, embedding, definiteness of the object (in transitive clauses). I discuss the 

test sentences in detail in section 4.2.2. 

  The questionnaire consisted of 84 test sentences and 5 control sentences, and 

was presented as an online judgment task. The sentences were presented without any 

context. The control sentences were ungrammatical sentences, which we included to 

make sure that the participants did not fill in the questionnaire automatically, i.e. 

without having carefully read the sentence. For each sentence, we asked the 

participants to give their judgment. They could rate the sentences on a Likert scale, 

ranging from 1 to 5. The lowest score was 1, which indicated that the speaker “would 

never say it like this”; the highest score was 5, which implied that the participant 

“would say it like this”. Since we are explicitly not interested in whether the speaker 

perceive the test sentence as “good” or “bad”, or as “ungrammatical” or 

“grammatical”, we did not use such terms. In other words, to avoid eliciting normative 

judgments from the speakers, we asked them whether they “would say it like this”, 

not whether they approved of a sentence. This indirect formulation, prevents speakers 

from answering too much from a normative perspective (cf. Cornips and 

Jongenburger 2001a,b). The values in between were paraphrased as follows: 2 = in 

between 1 and 3; 3 = fairly reasonable (Dutch: matig); 4 = in between 3 and 5.4  

                                                           
4 We administered this questionnaire earlier (Spring 2014) than the questionnaire on impersonal 

passive constructions (Spring 2015), as described in chapter 3 (section 3.1). We made a few 

different choices in the design of the latter questionnaire, such as omitting the paraphrases for 

the values 2, 3 and 4, so as to influence the speaker as little as possible (cf. 3.1 of chapter 3). 
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 On the first page of the questionnaire we provided instructions for the 

participants. On the second page we asked for background information such as gender, 

age, place of birth and where they grew up, whether they lived abroad longer than a 

year and whether they spoke any dialects. On the consecutive pages, the test sentences 

were presented, per page we listed seven to eight sentences. The participants could 

take as much time as needed to rate the sentences. We made three different versions, 

to ensure that the order of the sentences would not have any effect on the results. 

 We posted the online questionnaire in Spring 2014, on social media, hosted on 

the platform Survey Monkey®. In addition, it was included in the newsletter of a 

Dutch Linguistics Society (Genootschap Onze Taal). The link to the questionnaire 

was available for a period of two weeks. After that time, we closed the survey. 

 There were 555 people who responded to the questionnaire. We excluded 136 

of them because (a) their native language was not Dutch (6 participants); (b) they did 

not provide native language information (2 participants); (c) they did not fully 

complete the questionnaire (128 participants). This left us with 419 Dutch native 

speaking participants who adequately filled in the questionnaire. I discuss the content 

of the questionnaire in the next section, the results are presented in section 4.2.3. 

 

4.2.2 Test sentences 

With this questionnaire, we wanted to capture the distribution of er in wh-subject 

questions. We manipulated a number of factors in the clause from which the subject 

was extracted, including: 

 

(14)     a. Embedding (42 main clauses, 42 embedded clauses). 

 b. Transitivity (60 transitive clauses, 24 intransitive clauses). 

 c. Definiteness of the object in transitive clauses (24 indefinite DP      

         objects, 24 definite DP objects, 12 definite pronominal objects).  

 

Let me elaborate on each of these factors, starting with (14)a. In English there is a 

subject-object asymmetry concerning the possibility of subject extraction across a 

complementizer. In so called that-trace effect sentences (Perlmutter 1968; Chomsky 

and Lasnik 1977, Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, among others), the wh-subject may not 

be extracted over a complementizer, while wh-objects can. This is exemplified in (15) 

and (16). 

 

(15)  Who do you think (*that) came?5 

 

(16)  Who do you think (that) he kissed? 

 

In (15), the wh-subject cannot cross the complementizer or more specifically, the 

complementizer may not be overt, however, this restriction does not apply to objects 

(16). The object can move across the complementizer, which may be either covert or 

                                                           
5 But see Sobin (1987) who shows that there are Midwestern dialects in which subject extraction 

across the complementizer is allowed.  
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overt. We wanted to see whether embedding also played a role in subject extraction 

clauses in Dutch, which is why we tested wh-movement from main clauses and 

embedded clauses, to see whether this made a difference. The examples in (17) and 

(18) illustrate the test sentences with wh-subject movement within a main clause and 

wh-subject extraction from an embedded clause, respectively. 

 

(17)  Wiei bakt (er) ti een taart?6 

 who bakes EXPL a cake 

 ‘Who is baking a cake?’ 

 

(18)  Wiei denk je dat (er) een taart ti bakt? 

 who think you that EXPL a cake bakes 

 ‘Who do you think is baking a cake?’ 

 

In order to have a wide variety of syntactic contexts, we also tested whether 

transitivity played a role in the need for er. Related to this, we varied the type of the 

object in the transitive clauses. We included indefinite objects, definite objects, and 

definite pronominal objects, in order to test whether this made a difference.  

 In (19) and (20), we see an example of test sentences where the effect of 

transitivity is tested. In (19), we have the transitive verb bakken ‘to bake’, and in (20), 

the unaccusative verb komen ‘to come’.  

 

(19)  Wie bakt (er) een taart? 

   who bakes EXPL a cake 

   ‘Who is baking a cake?’ 

 

(20)  Wie zal (er) komen? 

 who will EXPL come 

 ‘Who will come?’ 

 

The effect of the definiteness of the object on extraction of the wh-subject was tested 

with sentences like the ones exemplified in (21)-(23). In (21) the wh-subject is 

extracted from a transitive clause with a definite pronominal object.  

 

(21)  Wie slaat (er) jou? 

 who hits EXPL you 

 ‘Who is hitting you?’ 

 

Similarly, in (22) and (23), the wh-subject is fronted within clauses with a definite and 

indefinite object, respectively. 

 

                                                           
6 The wh-word is base generated within the vP, t indicates the trace which signals the base 

position of the wh-word.  
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(22)  Wie bakt (er) de taart? 

 who bakes EXPL the cake  

 ‘Who is baking the cake?’ 

 

(23)  Wie bakt (er) een taart? 

 who bakes EXPL a cake  

 ‘Who is baking a cake?’ 

 

For each set of conditions listed in (14), we tested three sentences, with different 

lexical items. We then compared sentences with er to sentences without er.  

 We also included five control sentences in the questionnaire, to ensure that 

respondents judged the test sentences knowingly. These control sentences were ill-

formed, in order to confirm that people read a sentence before judging it; in other 

words, to check that respondents did not automatically approve of every sentence. The 

content of our questionnaire has now sufficiently been described. In the next section 

(4.2.3), I discuss the results of my questionnaire. 

 

4.2.3 Results  

Since we had a large group of respondents (N=419), we decided not to focus on 

individual differences, but analyzed the mean judgment scores. By considering the 

average scores of the entire research population, the tendency across these speakers 

becomes apparent. We thus focus on the mean judgment scores, and not on the scores 

of the individual speaker, consequently, individual tendencies are not taken into 

account.  

 

4.2.3.1 Effect of embedding 

When we compare the judgments of main clauses to those of embedded sentences, we 

see that er is more frequent in embedded clauses than in non-embedded sentences.  

 The graph in (24) shows the judgments of intransitive non-embedded wh-subject 

questions, with and without er. An example of such a test sentence is given in (25).    
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(24)  Graph 1. Judgments on intransitive main clauses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                             Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

(25)  Wie juichte (er)? 

 who cheered EXPL 

 ‘Who cheered?’ 

 

To make the data more insightful and to enable statistical analyses, we converted the 

judgment responses 1 to 5, into a dichotomous scale of “grammatical” and 

“ungrammatical” (similar to our procedure in Chapter 3). We grouped the values 4 

and 5 together and assume that these values indicate that a sentence is grammatical. 

Vice versa, the values 1, 2 and 3 are taken together, and signify that a sentence is 

ungrammatical. The values 4 and 5 are at the higher end of the scale, 1 and 2 are at 

the lower end, the value 3 is in between. If a sentence is judged as acceptable, the 

respondent will assign it with a 5 or 4. Likewise, if a sentence is unacceptable, the 

participant will assign it with a 1 or 2. If a participant is in doubt, (s)he is likely to 

mark the sentence with a 3. Since doubt is clearly different from acceptable, we 

grouped the value 3 together with 1 and 2. That is, we take 1, 2 and 3 to mean not 

acceptable, and thus not grammatical, and 4 and 5 to indicate that a sentence is 

grammatical (see for this grouping also section 3.3 of Chapter 3). If we apply this 

dichotomous scale to the data in (24) above, it follows that intransitive main clauses 

without er are accepted by 73.4% of the participants and rejected by 26.6%. It thus 

seems that for the majority of the informants a wh-subject question without er, is 

acceptable.  

 Graph 2 in (26), presents the judgments of intransitive embedded clauses, also 

with and without er. In (27) an example of such a sentence is shown. 
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(26)  Graph 2. Judgments on intransitive embedded clauses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

(27)  Wie denk je dat (er) luistert? 

 who think you that EXPL listens 

 ‘Who do you think is listening?’ 

 

If we convert the data in (26) into a dichotomous scale, it follows that only 39.4% of 

the participants accept wh-subject extraction from an intransitive embedded clause, if 

er is not present. If we compare this with extraction from a non-embedded clause (24), 

we see that er is needed by 26.6% of my participants in main clauses, but when 

extraction takes place from an embedded clause, 60.6% of the speakers need  

er.7 We take this to mean that the need for er is stronger in embedded clauses.  

 We also see this in transitive clauses. That is, transitive main clauses with 

displacement of wie ‘who’ without er (29), are judged better (i.e. more acceptable) 

than sentences where wh-extraction takes place from transitive embedded sentences 

without er (31). The data in the graphs in (28) and (30) show this. 

                                                           
7 It is possible that information structure plays a role. Norbert Corver (p.c.) notes that if there is 

a contrastive focus relation, as in (iii)-(iv), the absence of er seems more acceptable.  

(iii) Wie denk je dat luístert?  

 who think you that listens 

 ‘Who do you think is listening?’ 

(iv) Wie denk je dat níet luistert? 

 who think you that not listens 

 ‘Who do you think is not listening?’ 

I did not include information structure as a variable in my questionnaire and hence I cannot test 

this claim. I leave this issue for further research. 
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(28)   Graph 3. Judgments on transitive main clauses without er. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

(29)  Wie las een boek? 

who read a book 

‘Who read a book?’ 

 

(30)  Graph 4. Judgments on transitive embedded clauses without er. 
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(31)  Wie denk je dat een cadeau geeft? 

Who think you that a gift gives 

‘Who do think gives a gift?’ 

 

The graphs in (28) and (30) reveal that embedded clauses without er, receive worse 

ratings than main clauses without er. If we convert this into two values, namely 

ungrammatical (values 1/2/3) versus grammatical (values 4/5), we get the table in 

(32). 

 

(32)  

 Main clause  Embedded clause 

Pronominal object 98% 56.4% 

Definite object 94.7% 59.7% 

Indefinite object 85.5% 40.5% 

Table 1. Transitive clauses without er, judged as grammatical. 

 

We see that when the subject is extracted from a main transitive clause with a definite 

pronominal object (without er), the sentence is accepted by 98% of the informants. If, 

however, the subject is extracted from an embedded transitive clause, with a definite 

pronominal object (without er), the sentence is accepted by 56.4% of the speakers. 

The acceptability also drops for the other types of objects (definite and indefinite). 

Overall, we can say that when the subject is extracted from an embedded clause, 

without er, the acceptability decreases with almost fifty percent. 

 In this subsection I looked at the effect of embedding when it comes to the need 

of er when a wh-subject is extracted. We saw above that speakers allow the subject to 

be extracted from a main clause more easily than from an embedded clause, this holds 

for both intransitive verbs and transitive verbs. These results are summarized in the 

table in (33). 

 

(33)    

 Main clause Embedded clause 

Intransitive Transitive Intransitive Transitive 

Pron. 

object 

Def.       

object   

Indef. 

object 

Pron. 

object 

Def. 

object 

Indef. 

object 

No 

er 

73.4% 98% 94.7% 85.5% 39.4% 56.4% 59.7% 40.5% 

 

er 94.6% 21.5% 44.1% 86% 74.9% 15.1% 25.8% 58.6% 

  Table 2. Wh-subject movement in clauses without er and with er, judged as     

  grammatical. 

 

It follows from the table in (33), that er is not necessary for all speakers, when the wh-

subject is extracted from an intransitive clause. We see that 73.4% of our respondents 

accept such sentences, without er being present. However, if the wh-subject is 

extracted from an intransitive embedded clause, the need for er increases, as then 
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barely forty percent of the speakers accept the sentence. We also see this in transitive 

clauses: if the wh-subject is extracted from a transitive clause, a similar picture 

emerges. If the wh-subject is extracted from a transitive main clause, er is allowed to 

be absent by at least 85.5% (depending on the type of object) of the informants (cf. 

(33)). Yet, when wh-subject extraction takes place from an embedded transitive 

clause, this figure drops to around 50% (40.5% for indefinite object, 59.7% for 

definite objects, 56.4% for definite pronominal objects).  

 We conclude that when a wh-subject is extracted from an embedded clause, it 

is less acceptable to omit er than when the wh-subject is displaced within a main 

clause. In the next section, I focus on the effect of transitive clauses, as opposed to 

intransitive clauses (section 4.2.3.2).  

 

4.2.3.2 Effect of transitivity  

We tested the effect of transitivity by including intransitive and transitive sentences 

in my questionnaire. An example of an intransitive test sentence follows in (34), a 

transitive test sentence is given in (35).    

 

(34)  Wie juichte (er)? 

 who cheered EXPL 

 ‘Who cheered?’ 

(35)  Wie las (er) een boek? 

 who read EXPL a book 

 ‘Who read a book?’ 

 

For the transitive sentences, we tested three types of objects: indefinite objects (36), 

definite objects (37), and definite pronominal objects (38). 

 

(36)  Wie at (er) een koekje?                                             Indefinite object 

 who ate EXPL a cookie 

 ‘Who ate a cookie?’ 

 

(37)  Wie at (er) het koekje?                                                Definite object 

 who ate EXPL the cookie 

 ‘Who ate the cookie?’ 

 

(38)  Wie zocht (er) haar?                                Definite pronominal object 

 who sought EXPL her 

 ‘Who looked for her?’ 

 

Intransitive sentences, these are rated better with er than without er. This holds for 

both main clauses, and embedded clauses (39). The graphs in (24) and (26), repeated 

in (40) and (41), illustrate this.  
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(39)  Wie denk je dat (er) schaatst?            

who think you that EXPL skates 

‘Who do you think is skating?’ 

 

(40)   Graph 5. Judgments on intransitive main clauses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

(41)  Graph 6. Judgments on intransitive embedded clauses. 
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We see that both in intransitive main clauses (34) and intransitive embedded sentences 

(39), the presence of er is preferred. That is, intransitive main clauses with er, are 

accepted by 94.6% of the speakers; intransitive embedded sentences with er, are 

judged as grammatical by 74.9% of the participants. We would expect these numbers 

to be the same for intransitive main clauses and intransitive embedded sentences, since 

in both types er is present. The result that intransitive embedded sentences with er are 

rejected by more people than intransitive main sentences with er, probably has to with 

the fact that, in general, embedded sentences are more difficult to parse. 

 When we compare these results to transitive sentences (36)-(38), we see that er 

is less accepted when a sentence is transitive. That is, for many speakers er cannot co-

occur with an object, although this is affected on the type of object. Whether the object 

is indefinite (36), definite (37), or definite pronominal (38), has an effect on the 

grammaticality in sentences where er is present. The graphs in (42) and (46) illustrate 

this.  

(42)  Graph 7. Judgments on transitive main clauses with er. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

                                                                   Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

We see in (42) that transitive main clauses with er are accepted by more than 85% of 

the speakers, if the object is indefinite (36). However, if the object is definite (37) or 

definite pronominal (38), the acceptability rate drops considerably, to roughly 40% 

and 20% respectively.  

In transitive embedded sentences (43)-(45), er is accepted even less: with an 

indefinite object (43), a little more than 60% of the speakers allow er, but with a 

definite object (44), or definite pronominal object (45), er is allowed by less than 25% 

and 15% of the participants respectively (cf. (46)). 
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(43)  Wie denk je dat (er) een portemonnee vond?           Indefinite object 

who think you that EXPL a wallet found 

‘Who do you think found a wallet?’ 

 

(44)   Wie denk je dat (er) de portemonnee vond?               Definite object 

who think you that EXPL the wallet found 

‘Who do you think found the wallet?’  

 

(45)   Wie denk je dat (er) hem slaat?               Definite pronominal object 

who think you that EXPL him hits 

‘Who do you think hits him?’ 

 

(46)   Graph 8. Judgments on transitive embedded clauses with er. 
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In section 4.2.3.3, I focus on the effect of the type of pronoun in detail, here it is 

important to see that when a sentence is transitive, the judgments change. That is, 

whether a sentence is intransitive (34), (39) or transitive (36)-(38), (43)-(45), has an 

effect on the distribution of er.  

If we omit er, the acceptability raises, which is shown in (47) and (48). 
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(47)  Graph 9. Judgments on transitive main clauses without er. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

(48)   Graph 10. Judgments on transitive embedded clauses without er. 
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In (47), we see that transitive main sentences with an indefinite object (36) are judged 

as grammatical by more than 80% of the speakers, and even more speakers accept 

these sentences if the object is definite (37) or definite pronominal (38). The same can 

be observed in transitive embedded sentences (cf. graph 10 in (48)). That is, transitive 

embedded sentences without er are accepted by 40% to 60% of the participants, 

depending on the type of pronoun. These figures indicate a decrease in 

grammaticality, because, as we saw earlier, embedding causes these sentences to be 
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judged as less grammatical. Generalizing, we can say that in both transitive main 

sentences and transitive embedded sentences, the absence of er is preferred.  

 The data above show that intransitive sentences are rated higher when er is 

present (this holds for both main clauses and embedded clauses), whereas transitive 

sentences are rated higher when er is absent (both in main clauses and embedded 

clauses). This indicates that transitivity has an effect on the distribution of er: in 

intransitive clauses er is preferred, while in transitive clauses the absence of er is 

favored. In the next section, I zoom in on the type of object when it comes to wh-

subject extraction.  

 

4.2.3.3 Type of object 

For the transitive sentences, we tested three types of objects. We asked for judgments 

on sentences with wh-subject movement in transitive clauses containing an indefinite 

object (49), definite object (50), or definite pronominal object (51). These object types 

are illustrated in the test sentences in (49)-(51). 

 

(49)  Wie las (er) een boek?                                                 Indefinite object  

 who read EXPL a book 

 ‘Who read a book?’ 

 

(50)  Wie las (er) het boek?                                                     Definite object 

 who read EXPL the book 

 ‘Who read the book?’ 

 

(51)  Wie belde (er) jou8?                                    Definite pronominal object 

 who called EXPL you 

 ‘Who called you?’ 

 

The judgments of these main clause sentences are presented in the graph in (52). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 The second person singular pronoun needs to be the strong pronoun jou ‘you’ in this example. 

If we use the weak pronoun je ‘you’, the pronoun is ambiguous between subject and object, as 

is illustrated in (v). 

(v) Wie belde je? 

 who called you 

 ‘Who did you call? / Who called you?’  
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(52)  Graph 11. Judgments on transitive main clauses with er. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                  Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

If we convert the data in (52) above into a dichotomous scale (i.e. 1/2/3 = 

ungrammatical, and 4/5 = grammatical), we get the table in (53).  

 

(53)   

 % Grammatical % Ungrammatical 

Indefinite object 86% 14% 

Definite object 44.1% 55.9% 

Pronominal object 21.5% 78.5% 

Table 3. Judgments on transitive main clauses with er. 

 

We see that the combination of er and a definite object, or definite pronominal object, 

is rated worse than er and an indefinite object. Put differently, when the object is 

indefinite, er may be present. However, if the object is definite or definite pronominal, 

test sentences with er are rejected by the majority of the participants. We also see this 

in embedded clauses, as is illustrated by the graph in (54). 
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(54)  Graph 12. Judgments on transitive embedded clauses with er. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

The data in (54) show a similar picture as in (52). Er and an indefinite object may co-

occur according to almost 60% of the speakers, whereas the combination of er and a 

definite object, or definite pronominal object is rejected by more than 70% of the 

participants. This is illustrated in the table in (55).  

  

(55)   

 % Grammatical % Ungrammatical 

Indefinite object 58.6% 41.4% 

Definite object 25.8% 74.2% 

Pronominal object 15.1% 84.9% 

Table 4. Judgments on embedded clauses with er. 

 

The type of object does not have an effect on the grammaticality when er is absent: if 

er is absent, all types of objects are accepted. This is shown in the table in (56).  
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(56)  Graph 13. Judgments on transitive main clauses without er. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            Unacceptable < > Fully acceptable 

 

We see that when er is absent, wh-subject extraction from a transitive main clause is 

accepted, irrespective of the type of object. For definite pronominal objects (51), the 

acceptance level is nearly 100%, for indefinite pronoun this is a bit lower (49), 

although still more than 80% of the speakers find such sentences acceptable.  

 If the wh-subject is extracted from an embedded sentence when er is absent, the 

type of object does appear to play a role. As we can see in the graph in (57), embedded 

clauses with a definite pronominal (58), definite object (59), or indefinite object (60) 

are judged as grammatical by approximately half of the respondents. 

  

(57)  Graph 14. Judgments on transitive embedded clauses without er. 
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(58)  Wie denk je dat (er) hem slaat?               Definite pronominal object 

  who think you that EXPL him hits 

  ‘Who do you think hits him?’   

 

(59)   Wie denk je dat (er) de portemonnee vond?               Definite object 

who think you that EXPL the wallet found 

‘Who do you think found the wallet?’  

 

(60)   Wie denk je dat (er) een portemonnee vond?           Indefinite object 

who think you that EXPL a wallet found 

‘Who do you think found a wallet?’  

 

If the object is definite pronominal, 55% of the participants judge the sentence as 

grammatical, for definite objects this is 60%, for indefinite objects this drops to 40%. 

We thus see that in embedded sentences, it makes a difference whether wh-subject 

extraction takes place from a sentence with a definite pronominal, definite or 

indefinite object, if er is absent. We already saw above (section 4.2.3.1), that it is more 

difficult to extract a wh-subject from an embedded clause, than from a main clause. 

The fact that the grammaticality judgments are lower in (54) and (57) than in (52) and 

(56), may thus also be due to embedding.   

 In this section, I looked at the effect of the type of object in transitive clauses. 

In main clauses, the type of object has an effect on the occurrence of er. That is, wh-

subject extraction can take place in main clause sentences with er, if the object is 

indefinite (49). If the object is definite (50), or definite pronominal (51), the result is 

rejected by more than half of the respondents. If er is absent, wh-subject extraction 

can take place with any kind of object. In the case of wh-subject extraction from a 

transitive embedded clause without er, almost half of the speakers reject such 

sentences. If er is present, wh-subject extraction cannot take place with definite 

objects (59), or definite pronominal objects (58) (25% and 15% are rated as 

grammatical, respectively), and to a limited extent with indefinite objects (60) (60% 

is judged as grammatical). This effect may also have to do with the fact that extraction 

from embedded sentences is disliked by many speakers, perhaps irrespective of the 

type of pronoun. 

 We thus see that the type of object affects the possibility of the presence of er 

in main clauses. That is, er is allowed to co-occur with indefinite objects, but not with 

definite objects, or definite pronominal objects.  

 

4.2.3.4 Summary of results 

The goal of the questionnaire presented above was to examine the distribution of er 

in wh-subject extraction contexts. It turns out that there is much variation in the need 

for er in these constructions. For many people er is not necessary when a wh-subject 

is extracted, whereas for others the absence of er results in ungrammaticality. I 
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manipulated three factors to see whether they affected the presence of er.9 The results 

are repeated in the table in (61). 

   

(61)     

 Main clause Embedded clause 

Intransitive Transitive Intransitive Transitive 

Pron. 

object 

Def.       

object   

Indef. 

object 

Pron. 

object 

Def. 

object 

Indef. 

object 

No 

er 

73.4% 98% 94.7% 85.5% 39.4% 56.4% 59.7% 40.5% 

 

Er 94.6% 21.5% 44.1% 86% 74.9% 15.1% 25.8% 58.6% 

  Table 5. Wh-subject movement in clauses without er and with er, judged as     

  grammatical. 

 

When we compare main clauses to embedded clauses, we see that extraction of the 

wh-subject from embedded sentences without er, is rated worse than wh-subject 

movement in main clauses without er. This result is schematically represented in (62)a 

(where > indicates ‘is rated better than’).   

 

(62)  a. [ whi .. ti ]    > [whi .. [CP ti ]] 

    

 b. [ whi .. er .. ti ]    > [ whi .. ti] 

 

     [ whi .. [CP er .. ti ..]]   > [ whi .. [CP ti ]] 

 

 c. [ whi .. ti .. obj ]   > [ whi .. er .. ti .. obj]  

 

     [ whi .. [CP ti .. obj]]   > [ whi .. [CP er .. ti .. obj]] 

 

 d. [ whi .. er .. ti .. indef.obj]  > [ whi .. er .. ti .. def.obj]

        [ whi .. er .. ti .. pron.obj] 

 

     [ whi .. [CP er .. ti .. indef.obj]]   >      [ whi .. [CP er .. ti .. def.obj]] 

              [ whi .. [CP er .. ti .. pron.obj]] 

     

                                                           
9 Note that we did not manipulate the form of the wh-pronoun, we used the wh-pronoun wie 

‘who’ throughout. Perhaps the results would be different for sentences featuring, for instance, 

a complex wh-subject such as welke vrouw ‘which woman’, wie van jullie ‘who of you’. The 

discourse status of these D-linked wh-phrases may play a role, in the sense that these types of 

wh-phrases show a different syntactic behavior. I leave this issue for further research.  
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If we focus on intransitive sentences versus transitive sentences, the results show that 

intransitive sentences (main clauses and embedded clauses) with er are rated higher 

than intransitive sentences without er. This is shown in (62)b. 

 In transitive clauses, this is reversed: in both main clauses and embedded 

transitive sentences the absence of er is preferred, cf. (62)c. But if we consider the 

type of object, the results change slightly, as can be seen in (62)d. For the transitive 

sentences, we tested three types of objects: indefinite DPs, definite DPs, and definite 

pronominal objects. It was shown that in main clauses, er and an indefinite object may 

co-occur, this is not the case for definite objects and definite pronominal objects; if 

the object is definite or definite pronominal, the presence of er is rejected by most 

speakers. The same is true in embedded sentences, that is, wh-subject extraction may 

take place from embedded sentences with er, only if the object is indefinite. If the 

object is definite or definite pronominal, such sentences are judged to be 

ungrammatical. These results are illustrated in (62)d. Since the test sentences were 

provided without any contexts, it is difficult to establish why the type of object 

influences the presence of er. To determine the exact cause of this interaction, more 

specific research is required. 

 The table in (63) (also) summarizes the findings above. 

 

(63)   

Main Embedded Intrans.               Trans. 

   Indef. 

obj. 

Def. 

obj. 

Pron. 

obj. 

+/- er + er + er + er - er - er 

              Table 5. Overview of results of questionnaire.10  

 

The requirement of having er displays cross-speaker variation. Also, the external 

syntactic environment of er plays an important role for its (un)acceptability. In the 

next section, I argue that there are different strategies to satisfy the EPP, which results 

either in the presence or absence of er.  

 

4.3 Deriving wh-subject clauses with and without er  

The data discussed in the previous section, can be summarized into two main findings, 

these are presented in (64).11 

 

 

                                                           
10 Key to Table 5: +/- er = er may be present or absent; + er = the presence of er is preferred; - 

er = the absence of er is preferred. 
11 We also found an interaction between object type and the need for er. In transitive wh-subject 

movement sentences, er is needed if the object is an indefinite DP, while er must be absent if 

the object is a definite DP or definite pronominal DP. It remains to be established what the 

relation is between the object and the presence of er, unfortunately, I have to leave this further 

research.  
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(64)  a. Sentences displaying main clause wh-subject movement receive  

higher grammaticality judgment scores than sentences displaying 

wh-subject extraction from an embedded clause. 

 

b. There is variation in the need for er in wh-subject extraction 

    clauses. For some speaker er is obligatory in such clauses, while             

    for others er may be absent.  

 

The result reported in (64)a, is explained by the fact that speakers short distance 

movement in main clauses over long distance movement from embedded clauses. As 

Diessel (2008) states, language users prefer linguistic structures with a short 

dependency domain. This is indeed what we see in the results of the questionnaire 

discussed above. That is, I propose that the result in (64)a is due to the fact that wh-

constructions involving subject extraction from an embedded clause are mentally 

more difficult to parse than wh-constructions involving subject movement within a 

main clause. Note that in some languages long distance extraction is not allowed at 

all, e.g. Northern varieties of German (Haider 2010), and Russian (Khomitsevich 

2007:134ff.) 

The variation in (64)b, can be explained if we take into account the syntactic 

function of er. In the previous chapter it was argued that er functions to satisfy the 

locative feature on Io. We saw that the I-head has three types of features: a Tense 

feature (iT), Phi-features (uPhi), and a locative feature (iLoc). It was also shown that 

these features do not need to be valued exhaustively; if one of these features remains 

unvalued, the derivation does not crash. However, it is essential that some element 

moves to spec,IP to satisfy the EPP on Io. If the EPP is violated, the derivation crashes. 

As is shown in the previous section, for some speakers er needs to be present in wh-

subject extraction sentences, for other speakers er may be absent. I argue that this is 

due to the fact that there are two ways to satisfy the EPP in wh-subject extraction 

clauses. I discuss these strategies below. 

 First, consider the derivation of wh-subject clauses without er (65), illustrated 

in (66).  

 

(65)  Wie werkte? 

 who worked 

 ‘Who worked?’  
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(66)      CP [wh] 

 

wie             C’ 

 

        werkte             IP 

 

                       wie                  I’   

                     

                                    vP                I 

                                                      werkte 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  werkte 

                                     V   

                                  werken 

 

 

 

 

 

In (66), the Tense feature on Io is valued on the verb in v. Verb movement from Io to 

Co follows due to the V2 restriction of Dutch. The Phi-features on Io are satisfied 

through agreement with the wh-subject in spec,vP. The locative feature on Io remains 

unvalued, which is allowed (Preminger 2011). The wh-subject wie ‘who’ moves from 

spec,vP to spec, IP in order to satisfy the EPP. It then proceeds to spec,CP to value the 

wh-feature on Co. We see in this derivation that the copy of wie ‘who’ satisfies the 

EPP.  

 Now, I turn to the derivation of a wh-subject extraction clause with er (67), 

which is given in (68). 

 

(67)   Wie werkte er? 

 who worked EXPL 

 ‘Who worked?’  
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(68)        CP [wh]  

 

wie             C’ 

 

        werkte             IP 

 

                       er                  I’   
                  [iloc:val] 

                                    vP                I 

                                                      werkte 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  werkte 

                                     V   

                                  werken 

 

 

 

 

 

As in (66), the Tense feature on Io is valued via agreement with the verb in v. Io checks 

its Phi-features against the Phi-features of wie ‘who’. The I-head then still has its 

unvalued locative feature. Er is merged in spec,IP as a last resort in order to value the 

locative feature on Io.  

Since er has internal structure, it cannot be merged with (i.e. adjoined to) the 

finite verb in Io, for instance, as has been suggested by some scholars for the subject 

in Italian (69); see e.g. Borer (1986) and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1998).  

 

(69)   Compra un gelato. 

 buy.3.SG an ice.cream 

 ‘She buys an ice cream.’ 

 

We expect that there are languages in which the locative feature is spelled out on the 

finite verb. Recall from Chapter 3, that this prediction is borne out. In Halkomelem 

Salish, for instance, location is expressed on the verb. I give the relevant examples in 

(70)-(71). 

 

(70)  lí qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò.  

  AUX.DIST dance he 

  ‘He is/was dancing there.’                    (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009:154) 
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(71)  í qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò. 

AUX.PROX dance he 

              ‘He is/was dancing here.’                                                         (Ibid.) 

 

In Dutch, the locative feature on the I-head is not expressed in the finite verb as in 

Halkomelem Salish; due to the internal structure of er, it is spelled out as an XP in 

spec,IP. This locative feature can only be spelled out if there is no subject in spec,IP. 

If there is a subject in spec,IP, there is simply no room for er to be realized. This 

explains why er is restricted to expletive constructions, impersonal passive 

constructions and wh-subject clauses; in these contexts the argumental subject is not 

in spec,IP, which enables the licensing of the locative feature on Io by expletive er in 

spec,IP.  

 We thus see that there are two ways of deriving wh-subject extraction sentences 

in Dutch: (i) by movement of the wh-pronoun from spec,vP to spec,CP via spec,IP, 

where it satisfies the EPP, resulting in the absence of er (66); (ii) by moving the wh-

pronoun from spec,vP to spec,CP in one go, whereby er is merged in spec,IP to value 

the locative feature on Io, resulting in the presence of er (68). This is similar to 

Holmberg’s analysis of the optionality of Stylistic Fronting in Icelandic (Holmberg 

2000). He argues that there are two ways to extract a subject. Either, the extracted 

subject moves to spec,CP via spec,IP, in which case the subject checks Io’s features, 

or, the subject moves directly from spec,VP to spec,CP. In the latter case an overt 

element close to spec,IP moves to check the relevant features on Io.  

The two strategies of satisfying the EPP are reflected in the results summarized 

in (64)b. We saw that for some speakers er is needed in wh-subject extraction 

sentences, whereas for others the absence of er in such clauses is fine. Apparently, 

these two groups of speakers allow different ways of satisfying the EPP: for some er 

is in spec,IP, while for others (a copy of) the wh-pronoun satisfies the EPP. I take this 

difference to be caused by parametric variation. That is, there are two ways of deriving 

a wh-subject clause in Dutch (one in which er is present, and another whereby er is 

absent). The proposed parameter is concerned with the movement of wh-subject 

pronouns, resulting in two movement options. Either the wh-subject moves directly 

to spec,CP, or the wh-subject first moves to spec,IP and then continues to spec,CP.  

 

4.4 Deriving expletive clauses with er  

In the previous section, we saw that there are two strategies in deriving wh-subject 

clauses in Dutch. One way is to move the wh-subject pronoun from its base position 

(spec,vP) to spec,IP, where it satisfies the Phi-features on Io. The Tense feature on the 

I-head are valued by the verb in vo. The wh-pronoun then moves further to spec,CP in 

order to value the wh-features on Co, whereby a copy of the wh-pronoun is left in 

spec,IP, which satisfies the EPP. In this derivation the Tense feature and Phi-features 

on Io are valued, but the locative feature on Io is not. Following Preminger (2011) who 

argues that legitimate syntactic representations can contain unvalued features, this is 

allowed. The result is a wh-subject question without er. Another way to derive a wh-

subject question in Dutch, is to move the wh-subject pronoun wie ‘who’ from spec,vP 

to spec,CP in one go. In this derivation, the Tense feature on Io is valued on the verb 

in vo. The locative feature on Io is valued by er in spec,IP, since this position is 
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available. The Phi-features on Io remain unvalued which is unproblematic under 

Preminger’s approach to valuation.  

In this section, I extend my analysis to the expletive constructions discussed in 

the previous chapters. I will answer the research question of this chapter cited in (8) 

and repeated in (72). 

 

(72)  How are clauses containing R-expletives in spec,IP derived? 

 

In Chapter 1, I discussed expletive sentences such as the one in (73).  

 

(73)  ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst.  

    that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

    ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’  

 

I argue that the expletive pronoun er values the locative feature on Io. I present the 

derivation of (73) in (74).  

 

(74)      CP 

 

                   C’ 

 

        dat                IP 

 

                    er                 I’   

               [iLoc:val]    

                              vP                I 
                                           [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 
                    DP                v’      poetst 

 

              een vrouw   VP             v 

                                       [uφ:val]                      poetst   

                                                  DP             VP              

                                                                                        

                                           haar tanden    V  

                                                                poetsen 

                                                          

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

Recall from Chapter 3, that the I-head has three unvalued features: iT, iLoc and uPhi 

(which need not be valued exhaustively, cf. Preminger 2011). The Tense feature on Io 

gets valued via agreement with the finite verb. The Phi-features on Io are satisfied by 

agreement with the DP-subject. The locative feature on Io is valued by er, whereby 
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the EPP is satisfied (in Chapter 1 the EPP was defined as the requirement that spec,IP 

is filled by some element). The locative feature on Io can also be valued as hier ‘here’, 

daar ‘there’, d’r and ’r. In Chapter 2, I presented the internal structure of these R-

expletives, which showed that these pronouns have a similar syntactic configuration, 

as can be seen in (6)-(7) above. An example of daar ‘there’ in an expletive 

construction is given in (75). Its derivation is given in (76). 

 

(75)  ... dat daar een vrouw haar tanden poetst.  

    that there a woman her teeth brushes 

    ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth there.’  

 

(76)         CP 

 

                   C’ 

 

        dat                IP 

 

                   daar                 I’   

               [iLoc:val]    

                              vP                I 
                                           [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                    DP                v’      poetst 

 

              een vrouw   VP             v 

                                       [uφ:val]                      poetst   

                                                  DP             VP              

                                                                                        

                                           haar tanden    V  

                                                                poetsen 

                                                          

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

The Tense feature of the I-head is satisfied by the finite verb; its Phi-features are 

valued by the DP-subject is spec,vP; its locative feature is valued by daar ‘there’. The 

locative proform and er can also co-occur, as is shown in (77) and (78).  

 

(77)  ... dat er daar een vrouw haar tanden poetst.  

    that EXPL there a woman her teeth brushes 

    ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth there.’  
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(78)         CP 

 

                   C’ 

 

        dat                IP 

 

                   er                  I’   

               [iLoc:val]    

                              vP                I 
                                           [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 
                    CP12           vP      poetst 

 

                  daar      DP              v’ 

                                 

                         een vrouw   VP           v 
                                                   [uφ:val]                     poetst 

                                                          DP              V 

                                                              
                                                          haar tanden    poetsen                              

                                            

                                                                 

                                                          

                                                                           

 

 

The Tense feature on Io is valued by the finite verb and its Phi-features by the DP-

subject in spec,vP. The locative feature is satisfied by er. In (77), the locative proform 

daar ‘there’ functions as an adjunct. Apparently, when daar ‘there’ is in the 

numeration as an adjunct, it cannot satisfy the locative feature on Io, since er is still 

merged. At this point, I do not have an explanation for this. We do see, however, that 

there is a difference in meaning between daar ‘there’ as an R-expletive (75) and daar 

‘there’ as an adjunct (77).  Note that if daar ‘there’ values locative feature on Io, er 

can no longer occur since the locative feature is already valued by daar ‘there’ 0. 

  

(79)  ... *dat daar er een vrouw haar tanden poetst.  

    that there EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 

The examples above show that an R-expletive values the locative feature on Io. The 

locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can also enter the derivation as an 

adjunct. In Chapter 1, I distinguished three types of expletive constructions: 

impersonal, presentational and existential constructions. I discuss the derivation of 

each of these expletive constructions below.  

 

                                                           
12 The internal structure of hier ‘here’ is a CP in the terms of Cardinaletti and Starke (1999), cf. 

Chapter 2 for an explanation of these labels. 
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4.4.1 Impersonal constructions 

Impersonal passive constructions typically lack an overt subject (due to the passive 

voice), an example follows in (80).  

 

(80)  Werd er gehuild? 

was EXPL cried 

‘Was there crying?’  

 

Due to the absence of an overt subject, some other element needs to occupy spec,IP 

to satisfy the EPP. In the previous chapter, we saw that er, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 

occur in spec,IP in impersonal passive constructions. I argue that the locative feature 

on Io is valued by er (or a variant hereof). The derivation of (80) is given in (81). 

 

(81)         CP    

 

                      C’  

 

          werd               IP 

 

                          er             I’ 

                     [iLoc:val] 

                                  VoiceP              I  

                                                        [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                                          Voice’      werd 

 

                                                           vP            Voice                       

                                          werd 

                                             v’           

             

                                    VP             v 

                                                  gehuild 

                                      V 

                                   huilen 

 

 

The Tense feature on Io is valued via agreement with the verb. The Phi-features remain 

unvalued. The locative feature on Io is valued by er, as a last resort mechanism.  

Our results showed that in addition to er, the locative proforms hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’ are accepted in impersonal passive constructions. Whether er is merged 

or a locative pronoun, is dependent on semantic considerations of the speaker (the 

proximate locative pronoun hier ‘here’ is used to express location close by, while the 

distal locative pronoun daar ‘there’ is chosen to convey a distal meaning). An 
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example of the proximate proform hier ‘here’ in an impersonal passive construction 

is given in (82), and its derivation in (83).  

 

(82)  Werd hier gehuild? 

was here cried 

‘Was there crying here?’  

 

(83)         CP    

 

                      C’  

 

          werd               IP 

 

                         hier             I’ 

                     [iLoc:val] 

                                  VoiceP              I  

                                                        [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                                          Voice’      werd 

 

                                                           vP            Voice                       

                                          werd 

                                             v’           

             

                                    VP             v 

                                                  gehuild 

                                      V 

                                   huilen 

 

 

Similar to (81), the Tense feature on Io is valued by the finite verb, its Phi-features 

remain unvalued (since there is no overt subject), and its locative feature is valued by 

hier ‘here’. The locative proform hier ‘here’ and er can also co-occur, as is shown in 

(84) and (85). 

 

(84)  Werd er hier gehuild? 

 was EXPL here cried 

 ‘Was there crying here?’  
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(85)         CP    

 

                      C’  

 

          werd               IP 

 

                         er             I’ 

                     [iLoc:val] 

                                  VoiceP              I  

                                                        [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                                          Voice’      werd 

 

                                                           vP            Voice                       

                                          werd 

                          CP13           vP 

                         hier 

                                                      v’           

                                  

                                             VP             v 

                                                           gehuild 

                                              V 

                                          huilen 

 

The Tense feature of the I-head is satisfied by the finite verb, the Phi-features remain 

unvalued, and the locative feature is valued by er. The locative proform hier ‘here’ is 

inserted as an adjunct, expressing proximate location. Observe that the expletive 

pronoun er and the locative proform hier ‘here’ can only occur in this order, as is 

shown by (86).  

 

(86)  *Werd hier er gehuild? 

was here EXPL cried 

 

In (86), the locative feature on Io is valued by hier ‘here’, consequently, there is no 

room for expletive er to also be merged.  

 

4.4.2 Presentational constructions 

Presentational constructions introduce a referent to the discourse and enable the 

possibility of making this referent available for predication later in the discourse. In 

presentational sentences, the lexical subject stays within the vP, and an expletive 

pronoun is merged in spec,IP. An example follows in (87). 

 

                                                           
13 Cf. footnote 12.  
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(87)  … dat [IP er [vP een kat voor het raam zit]]. 

that EXPL a cat before the window sits 

‘that there is a cat in front of the window.’  

 

In (87), the DP-subject does not move to subject position, instead the expletive 

pronoun er is merged in spec,IP. The insertion of an adverbial element such as 

vandaag ‘today’, shows that the lexical subject is indeed lower in the clause (88).  

 

(88)  … dat [IP  er vandaag [vP een kat voor het raam zit]].  

that EXPL today a cat before the window sits 

‘that there is a cat in front of the window today.’ 

 

That er is in subject position is demonstrated by (89), which shows that no XP is 

allowed to intervene between the complementizer and expletive er. This shows that 

er needs to be directly adjacent to the complementizer, thus in spec,IP.  

 

(89)  … *dat vandaag er een kat voor het raam zit. 

that today EXPL a cat before the window sits 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the I-head carries an unvalued locative feature. 

As the derivation proceeds, the Tense feature on Io is valued by the finite verb and its 

Phi-features are valued by the DP-subject. Since this subject remains within the vP, 

something else is needed in spec,IP. Expletive er is merged in this position, where it 

values the locative feature on Io.  The derivation of (87) is given in (90).   
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(90)      CP 

 

                   C’ 

 

        dat                IP 

 

                    er                 I’   

               [iLoc:val]    

                              vP                I 
                                           [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 
                    DP               vP        zit 

 

                 een kat     PP                v’  
                                       [uφ:val]                         
                                                 voor het raam VP             v 

                                                                                              zit 

                                                                              V’  

 
                                                                                   V 

                                                                            zitten  

 

The Tense feature of Io is satisfied via an agree relation with the verb in v. The locative 

feature on the I-head is licensed by expletive er, which is merged in spec,IP as a last 

resort operation. In order to value its Phi-features feature, the I-head agrees with the 

lexical subject in spec,vP. This explains why we get plural marking on the verb, if the 

lexical subject of a presentational sentence is plural, as in (91).  

                    

(91)  dat er drie katten voor het raam zitten. 

 that EXPL three cats before the window sit.PL 

 ‘that there are three cats in front of the window.’ 

 

It can be seen in (91) that the verb agrees in number features with the lexical subject.  

This agreement relation is obligatory. That is, if an unvalued feature can be valued by 

agreeing with some element, this agree relation must take place. One of the features 

on Io may remain unvalued, but only if there is no XP that can satisfy its unvalued 

features. This criterion rules out agreement mismatches, such as (92). 

 

(92)  ... *dat er drie katten voor het raam zit. 

                                that EXPL three cats before the window sit.SG 

 

Note that er can only be spelled out if spec,IP is empty. If the DP-subject for instance 

moves to this position, there is no room for er and the expletive pronoun cannot be 

merged (93).                                                                                                                                                               

 

(93)  ... *dat een kat er voor het raam zit. 

     that a cat EXPL before the window sits 
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4.4.3 Existential constructions 

Typically, existential constructions can be distinguished from other expletive 

constructions on the basis of the verb: existential sentences are constructed with (a 

finite form of) the verb zijn ‘to be’ (expressing existence), while expletive 

constructions may contain any verb. Similarly to other types of expletive sentences, 

in existential sentences, the expletive pronoun er is in spec,IP, and the lexical subject 

stays in the vP. An example of an existential sentence is given in (94). 

 

(94)  ... dat er een kind op het feest is.  

     that EXPL a child on the party is 

    ‘that there is a child at the party.’ 

 

If we apply the same tests as above, it follows that the lexical subject is not in spec,IP. 

The insertion of the adverb vandaag ‘today’ shows that the DP subject een kind ‘a 

child’ remains within the vP (95).  

 

(95)  … dat [IP er vandaag [vP een kind op het feest is]]. 

                        that EXPL today a child on the party is 

      ‘that there is a child at the party today.’ 

Furthermore, (96) shows that er is in the canonical subject position since no element 

may occur between er and the complementizer. Expletive er needs to directly follow 

the complementizer, which indicates that er is in spec,IP.  

 

(96)  … *dat vandaag er een kind op het feest is. 

      that today EXPL a child at the party is 

 

My analysis predicts that er values the locative feature of the I-head. In existential 

sentences, the subject remains within the vP (as we saw above), and er is merged in 

spec,IP. The derivation of (94) is illustrated in (97).  
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(97)       CP 

 

                    C’ 

 

        dat                IP 

 

                    er                 I’   

               [iLoc:val]    

                              vP                 I 
                                            [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 
                  DP                 vP         is 

 

              een kind      PP              v’  
              [uφ:val]                          

                                               op het feest VP            v 

                                                                                   is 

                                                                               V’  

                                                  

                                                                          zijn 

 

 

 

 

Io values its Tense feature through an agree relation with the verb in v. The Phi-

features on the I-head are valued by way of agreement with the lexical subject. The 

locative features on Io are valued by er in spec,IP. Note that the locative PP op het 

feest ‘at the party’ is not able to value the locative feature on Io (98).  

 

(98)  ...*dat een kind op het feest is. 

    that a child at the party is 

 

We saw in Chapter 3 that there is much variation in the judgments of impersonal 

passive sentences that contain a locative PP but no er (2.75 on average, with a standard 

deviation of 1.48). We took this to mean that for some speakers locative PPs can 

satisfy the locative feature on Io, while others reject sentences with a locative PP and 

no er. I have not investigated existential sentences in detail via a questionnaire, 

consequently, these constructions with a locative PP and no expletive pronoun need 

to be considered in a future study. For now, it can be observed that er is obligatory in 

(94), which I argue to be a last resort mechanism to value the locative feature on Io.  

  

4.4.4 Interim summary 

Above, I have argued that the locative feature on Io is licensed by expletive er, which 

is inserted in spec,IP as a last resort operation. In order to answer the research question 

presented in (72), I considered the derivation of various types of clauses in which an 

R-expletive occupies spec,IP: wh-subject clauses, expletive clauses, in specific 

impersonal passive constructions, presentational constructions and existential clauses.  
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 There are two ways to derive a wh-subject clause. First, the wh-subject moves 

from spec,vP to spec,CP via spec,IP. In this case an R-expletive cannot be inserted 

since (a copy of) the wh-subject pronoun wie ‘who’ occupies spec,IP. The Tense 

feature on Io is valued by the finite verb, and the Phi-features on Io are satisfied by the 

wh-subject pronoun. Another way of deriving a wh-subject clause is to move wie 

‘who’ from spec,vP to spec,CP in one go. In this case the Tense feature of the I-head 

is again valued by the finite verb, and its Phi-features by the wh-subject pronoun. The 

locative feature on Io is valued by an R-expletive. 

 We saw that in expletive clauses, presentational clauses and existential clauses, 

the Tense feature on Io is valued by the finite verb, and the Phi-features of the I-head 

are satisfied by the DP-subject in spec,vP. The locative feature on Io is valued by er 

(or another R-expletive). The proximate and distal locative proforms hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’ can co-occur with er, d’r and ’r, in which case the former function as 

adjuncts. If the locative proforms value the locative feature, other R-expletives are 

excluded.  

Impersonal passive constructions are derived in a similar manner. The Tense 

feature is valued by the finite verb, the Phi-features of the I-head remain unvalued, 

however, since the subject is absent. The locative feature on Io is valued by an R-

expletive.  

  

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I investigated the variation concerning the need for er in wh-subject 

questions. In Dutch, when the wh-subject is questioned, expletive er needs to be 

present. However, this need is subject to variation and it appears that er is not 

obligatory for all speakers. In order to establish to what extent er is needed, we set up 

a questionnaire.  

 Our questionnaire showed that extraction from embedded clauses is more 

difficult than from main clauses, furthermore, we found that er is preferred in 

intransitive clauses. Overall, we see that there is individual variation concerning the 

requirement of er. For some speakers, er is obligatory in wh-subject extraction 

sentences, while for others the presence of er is optional.  

 I argued that the optionality of er in wh-subject questions is due to variation in 

the way the features on Io are valued. In Chapter 3, it was shown that Io in Dutch, 

carries a Tense feature, Phi-features, and a locative feature, which need to be valued. 

It was also demonstrated that they need not be valued exhaustively. There are two 

ways in which the features on Io can be valued. In both cases, the Tense feature is 

valued by the finite verb and the Phi-features are satisfied by the wh-subject. The 

difference lies in the realization of the locative feature: either a copy of the wh-subject 

occupies spec,IP, in which case an R-expletive cannot be realized (leading to the 

absence of er), or, the wh-subject moves directly to spec,CP (skipping spec,IP), 

whereby an R-expletive values the locative feature in spec,IP (resulting in the 

presence of er). 

 We also saw that R-expletives value the locative feature in expletive clauses, 

impersonal passive clauses, presentational clauses and existential clauses, thereby 

answering the research question of this chapter.  
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 In the next chapter, I conclude and briefly consider the implications of my 

analysis for other types of er. Furthermore, I look at R-expletives from the perspective 

of variation.   

   

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Chapter 5 

 

Conclusion 
 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, I investigated the syntactic properties of R-expletives in Dutch, and their 

external distribution. I set out to answer the following research questions: 

 

(1) Research question I:  

What is the internal structure of R-expletives? 

 

(2) Research question II: 

What is the syntactic function of R-expletives? 

 

(3) Research question III: 

How are clauses containing R-expletives in spec,IP derived? 

 

In this chapter, I summarize the main findings of this thesis, and explore the 

implications of my analysis for other types of er. In the previous chapters, it was 

shown that there is variation with respect to the distribution of R-expletives, in this 

chapter, I investigate the repercussions of my analysis for other types of variation. 

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 2, I outline the most important results 

of the previous chapters. In section 3, I discuss other types of er (locative er, 

prepositional er, quantitative er), and how my analysis relates to their distribution. In 

section 4, I consider the predictions my analysis makes with respect to other 

dimensions of variation (macro-variation, micro-variation, diachronic variation). 

Finally, in section 5, I point out the most important discoveries of this thesis.  

 

5.2 Internal and external properties of R-expletives    

In Chapter 1, I discussed the syntactic properties of Dutch expletive clauses. I give an 

example in (4). 

 

(4) ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’  

 

In (4), the expletive pronoun er is in the position directly adjacent to the 

complementizer, and the lexical subject is lower in the clause. That the DP-subject 

een vrouw ‘a woman’ is lower in the clause, is shown in (5), where the additional 

adverbial element gisteren ‘yesterday’ occurs between the nominal subject and the 

subject position (spec,IP).  
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(5) ... dat er gisteren een vrouw haar tanden poetste. 

    that EXPL yesterday a woman her teeth brushed 

    ‘that a woman was brushing her teeth yesterday.’   

 

That er is in spec,IP follows from the fact that er needs to be directly adjacent to the 

complementizer, as is demonstrated in (6). 

 

(6) a. ... dat er een vrouw haar tanden met tandpasta poetst. 

   that EXPL a woman her teeth with toothpaste brushes 

   ‘that a woman is brushing her teeth with toothpaste.’  

 

b. ... *dat haar tanden er een vrouw met tandpasta poetst. 

    that her teeth EXPL a woman with toothpaste brushes 

 

c.  ... *dat met tandpasta er een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

     that with toothpaste EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

 

We see that no element is allowed to intervene between the expletive pronoun and the 

complementizer, which shows that er is in the canonical subject position (spec,IP). 

Generally, expletive pronouns are considered to be meaningless elements. Therefore, 

I set out to research why er is necessary in expletive constructions such as (4).  

 In addition to er, the expletive pronoun can also be spelled out as d’r and ’r, as 

in (7). 

 

(7) ... dat d’r/’r een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that EXPL a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth.’  

 

Furthermore, the locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can be used as 

expletive pronouns, in which case their respective proximate and distal locative 

meanings, are additionally expressed (8). 

 

(8) ... dat hier/daar een vrouw haar tanden poetst. 

that HIER/DAAR a woman her teeth brushes 

‘that a woman is brushing her teeth (here/there).’  

 

In expletive constructions in which the proximate/distal meaning of hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’ is incompatible with the meaning of the sentence, these pronouns are 

ungrammatical (9).  

 

(9) ... dat *hier/*daar/er/d’r/’r 26 letters in het alfabet zijn. 

    that HIER/DAAR/EXPL 26 letters in the alphabet are 

 ‘that there are 26 letters in the alphabet.’  
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I refer to these different realizations, i.e. hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r, ’r of the 

expletive pronoun as R-expletives. 

In Chapter 2, I focused on the internal structure of R-expletives. I followed the 

main stream of literature that assumes that pronouns are not heads but maximal 

projections with an articulated internal structure (Cardinaletti 1994, Wiltschko 1998, 

Cardinaletti and Starke 1999, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002, Van Koppen 2005, 

Gruber 2013). Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) distinguish three types of pronouns: 

strong pronouns, weak pronoun and clitic pronouns (10).  

 

(10)         Pronouns 

 

                       Strong          Deficient 

 

                                                           Weak           Clitic 

 

On the basis of its syntactic, morphological, phonological and semantic properties, a 

pronoun can be categorized as a strong pronoun, weak pronoun or clitic pronoun. I 

applied the diagnostics put forward by Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) to Dutch R-

expletives to investigate their categorical nature. The results are summarized in Table 

1 in (11).  

 

(11)  

 Strong pronouns 

hier + daar 
Weak pronouns 

 er, d’r, ’r 
Syntax/ 

morphology 
Can occur in peripheral 

positions. 

Can occur in a coordination 

structure. 

Has more 

morphophonological material 

than weak pronouns. 

 

 

 

Cannot occur in peripheral 

positions. 

Cannot occur in a coordination 

structure. 

Has less morphophonological 

material than strong pronouns. 

 

Satisfies V2; i.e. can occupy 

spec,CP of main clause.1 

Allows interjection to occur 

between C and weak pronoun.2 

Phonology/ 

Prosody 

(e.g. liaison) 

Not applicable. 

 
Not applicable. 

 

Semantics + Own semantic range. - Own semantic range. 

        Table 1. Grammatical properties of hier, daar, er, d’r, and ’r. 

 

                                                           
1 Note that these properties also apply to hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’, however, they only appear 

in this column since they function as distinguishing characteristics between weak pronouns and 

clitic pronouns (cf. Chapter 2, section 2.2; 3.2.2).  
2 See footnote 1. 
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The grammatical properties of these R-expletives imply that hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ should be categorized as strong pronouns, and er, d’r and ’r as weak pronouns. 

I present their internal structure in (12) and (13) respectively. 

 

(12)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST] Σ            IP 

                   [ə] 
                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 

 

(13)             ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
               I                LP 

                                          r 

            [LOC]          PLACE 

 

We can see in (12), that the pronouns hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’ have the lexical 

projection LP as their base. Following Kayne (2005), I proposed that LP hosts a silent 

noun PLACE. I assume that existence is intrinsically linked to place, and that the 

existential pronoun expresses location of existence via the covert noun PLACE. The 

observation that existence is in some way tied to location, is captured by the locative 

feature in the functional projection IP, which hosts the phoneme [r]. Since R-

expletives are related to location, it follows that that the locative feature is present in 

all expletive forms. According to Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) a subset of functional 

(i.e. non-referential) material is in IP. Consequently, the locative feature is projected 

in IP.  

The weak pronouns er, d’r, ’r project the LP PLACE, just like hier ‘here’ and 

daar ‘there’. This projection is merged with IP, which carries a locative feature. The 

prosodic properties of these expletive pronouns reside in ΣP. The Σ-head can be filled 

with /ɛ/ (resulting in er), /də/ (which spells out as d’r), or /ə/ (culminating in ’r). Er 

and d’r are interchangeable, they differ only in phonological form (cf. Chapter 1, 

section 5.3). The combination of /ɛr/ and /dər/ is illegitimate, that is, /dɛr/ is not a 

potential spell out (with the exception of the form /dɛr/ in the fixed expression her en 

der ‘here and there’ and in the archaic word herwaarts ‘hither’).  

The structure in (12) shows that the strong pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 

also contain an LP and ΣP. The ΣP of hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ is filled with a 

schwa ([ə]), but this sound is overruled by the strong vocals [i] and [ɑ], respectively. 

In addition to these two projections, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ project a referential 

CP-layer, containing the referential properties of these R-expletives. In particular, hier 

‘here’ expresses that the point of reference is close to the speaker (proximate), while 
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daar ‘there’ indicates that the point of reference is not close to the speaker (distal). 

The R-expletives hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, d’r and ’r are related, given that they 

all have a locative feature and project the same LP PLACE.  

In Chapter 3, I argued that the locative feature of Dutch R-expletives satisfies 

the locative feature on the I-head. Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) show that languages 

differ with respect to the properties Io encodes. They argue that Io is not universally 

endowed with tense morphology. Instead, they propose that the I-head anchors the 

event in the utterance, and that this can be done by different anchors, in particular 

tense, location, or person. In Halkomelem Salish, for instance, tense does not anchor 

the event (and is hence not expressed on the verb), but location does, see (14)-(15).  

 

(14) lí qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò.  

AUX.DIST dance he  

‘He is/was dancing there.’                         (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009:154) 

 

(15) í qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò. 

AUX.PROX dance he 

‘He is/was dancing here.’                                                      (Ibid.) 

 

In (14) the auxiliary lí expresses distal location, i.e. that the dancing is taking place 

(far) away from the speaker. Similarly, in (15), the auxiliary í specifies proximate 

location, i.e. that the dancing occurs close to the speaker. This is the inverse of Dutch, 

where auxiliaries express present (16) and past tense (17), and distal/proximate 

information is marked by optional modifiers.  

 

(16) Iris heeft (hier/daar) gedanst. 

Iris have.PRES here/there danced 

‘Iris has danced (here/there).’  

 

(17) Iris had (hier/daar) gedanst. 

Iris have.PAST here/there danced 

‘Iris had danced (here/there).’ 

 

Halkomelem Salish expresses the relation between the location of the event and 

the location of the utterance, while Dutch encodes the relation between the time of the 

event and the time of the utterance. In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that in Dutch, Io not 

only expresses tense, but that it can also express location. I implemented this by 

arguing that Io has Tense features, Phi-features, and a locative feature. The Tense 

feature on Io is almost always valued but there is variation concerning the valuation 

of the locative and Phi-features on Io. This is illustrated in (18). 

 

(18) Werd er gehuild? 

was EXPL cried 

‘Was there crying?’  
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In impersonal passive constructions with the expletive pronoun er (18), there is no DP 

to value uφ and move to spec,IP. However, the locative feature on Io can be valued 

via the locative feature of er. In the absence of a DP, uφ remains unvalued but the 

failure to agree does not induce ungrammaticality (cf. Preminger 2011). I present the 

derivation of (18) in (19). 

 

(19)             CP    

 

                      C’  

 

          werd               IP 

 

                          er             I’ 

                     [iLoc:val] 

                                  VoiceP              I  

                                                        [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                                          Voice’      werd 

 

                                                           vP            Voice                       

                                          werd 

                                             v’           

             

                                    VP             v 

                                                  gehuild 

                                      V 

                                   huilen 

 

 

The Tense feature on Io is valued via agreement with the verb. The Phi-features remain 

unvalued, and he locative feature on Io is valued by er, as a last resort mechanism. The 

questionnaire Coppe van Urk, Heidi Klockmann and I distributed among speakers of 

Dutch showed, that in addition to er, the locative proforms hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ 

can also be used in impersonal passive constructions. This is not surprising, if we 

consider the internal structure of these pronouns. The structure in (12) shows that 

these R-expletives project a locative feature, which is necessary to value the locative 

feature of the I-head.  

 In Chapter 4, I showed how R-expletives enter the derivation. I argue that er 

values the locative feature on Io. I presented our survey concerning wh-subject 

questions, which seem to require an R-expletive (20). 

 

(20) Wie lacht er? 

who laughs EXPL 

‘Who is laughing?’  
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One of the results of our questionnaire was that the R-expletive is not obligatory for 

all speakers. I argued that the optionality of er in wh-subject questions is due to 

variation in the way the features on Io are valued. Following Holmberg (2000), I 

proposed that there are two ways in which the subject can move to spec,CP in Dutch 

main clauses: either the wh-subject moves from spec,vP to spec,CP and skips spec,IP, 

in which case, the locative feature on Io is valued by er as a last resort mechanism, or 

the wh-subject pronoun moves from spec,vP to spec,CP via spec,IP, leaving no room 

for er to be merged. The derivation of (20) is illustrated in (21) with er, and in (22) 

without er.  

 

(21)           CP [wh]  

 

wie             C’ 

 

        lacht             IP 

 

                       er                  I’   
                  [iloc:val] 

                                    vP                I 

                                                      lacht 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  lacht 

                                     V   

                                  lachen 

 

 

 

 

 

In (21), the Tense feature on Io is valued via agreement with the verb in v, verb 

movement from Io to Co follows due to the V2 restriction of Dutch. Io checks its Phi-

features against the Phi-features of wie ‘who’. The I-head then still has its unvalued 

locative feature, whereby er is merged in spec,IP. 
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(22)           CP [wh] 

 

wie              C’ 

 

        lacht                IP 

 

                       wie               I’   

                     

                                    vP                I 

                                                      lacht 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  lacht 

                                     V   

                                  lachen 

 

 

 

 

 

In (22), the Tense feature on Io is valued on the verb in v. The Phi-features on Io are 

satisfied through agreement with the wh-subject in spec,vP. The locative feature on 

Io remains unvalued, which is allowed (Preminger 2011). The wh-subject wie ‘who’ 

moves from spec,vP to spec, IP in order to satisfy the EPP. It then proceeds to spec,CP 

to value the wh-feature on Co.  

 In this section, I have outlined the main findings of this thesis, which answer the 

research questions listed in (1)-(3). So far, the focus has been on expletive er (and its 

variants), this raises the question which consequences my analysis has for other types 

of er. In the next section, I consider the impact of my analysis for these types of er.  

 

5.3 Other types of er  

In addition to expletive constructions and wh-subject clauses¸ the pronoun er can be 

used in other syntactic configurations: in prepositional phrases, in locative 

constructions, and in quantificational phrases. This begs the question how the internal 

structure of er presented in Chapter 2, relates to these other uses of er. In this section, 

I discuss each type of er in relation to my analysis of expletive er.  

 

5.3.1 Prepositional er 

Prepositional er functions as the complement of a prepositional head, as in (24) (cf. 

Van Riemsdijk 1978; Bennis 1986). Note that er (and its other variants) needs to 

precede the prepositional head, while other arguments must follow the P-head. Bennis 
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(1986:21) argues that the different orientation of R-complements3 and non-R-

complements follows from Case Theory, on the assumption that the preposition 

assigns case to the right and that R-expletives inherently resist case (Chomsky 1981; 

Ruys 2010). 

 

(23) Bernard zit in het weiland (*er)op het hekje.4 

Bernard sits in the field ER.on the gate 

‘Bernard sits on the gate in the field.’  

 

(24) Bernard zit in het weiland erop (*het hekje). 

Bernard sits in the field ER.on the gate 

‘Bernard sits on in it in the field.’ 

 

In (24), the pronoun er is in complementary distribution with the complement of the 

preposition op ‘on’. In standard Dutch, er cannot be omitted when the PP complement 

is absent, as is shown in (25). Thus, either er combines with the preposition or a 

nominal complement like het hekje ‘the gate’. If op ‘on’ does not have any 

complement, as in (25), the adpositional structure (i.e. op ‘on’) is ill-formed. 

 

(25) *Bernard zit op. 

Bernard sits on 

 

In Chapter 2 we saw that expletive er has the same internal structure as d’r and 

’r, if we extend this to prepositional er, we expect that d’r and ’r can be used as a 

prepositional complement. This prediction is indeed borne out, as is shown in (26). 

The internal structure of the PP is illustrated in (27). 

 

(26) Bernard zit in het weiland d’r/’r op. 

Bernard sits in the field D’R/R on 

‘Bernard sits on it in the field.’ 

 

                                                           
3 R-complements refer to a set of pronominal elements that are characterized by the phoneme 

/r/, which is not found with other pronouns (Bennis 1986:19).  
4 The PP in het weiland ‘in the field’ excludes the possibility of interpreting er as a locative 

pronoun.  
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(27)                          PP  

 

                ΣP                P 

                                    op 

        Σ                IP                                                               

[ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
                   I                LP 

                                              r 

                [LOC]          PLACE 

 

Since expletive er can also be replaced by hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ (with its 

respective proximate and distal features), my analysis also predicts that prepositional 

er can be realized as hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’.5 Again, this is what we find (28). 

The syntactic structure of the PP is given in (29).  

 

(28) Bernard zit in het weiland hierop/daarop. 

Bernard sits in the field here.on/there.on 

‘Bernard sits on this/that in the field.’ 

 

(29)                         PP 

 

              CP                P                                  

                                                         op 

                           C            ΣP 

                      [hi]/[dɑ] 

                      [PROX] [DIST]  Σ              IP 

  

                           I                LP 

                           r 
                        [LOC]            PLACE 

 

We thus see that the various spell outs of the expletive R-pronoun argued for in this 

thesis, can also be incorporated in the analysis of prepositional er.  

 Furthermore, the locative feature that is inherent to R-expletives (cf. the internal 

structures in (12) and (13)), is also present in prepositional er. This fits with the 

locative nature of prepositions. Generally, prepositions refer to a location or direction 

                                                           
5 Note that also strong and weak personal pronouns can appear as prepositional complements, 

instead of DPs, as is shown in (i) and (ii). 

(i) Hij zit op je/jou. 

 he sits on you.WEAK/you.STRONG 

 ‘He is sitting on you.’ 

(ii) Hij praat tegen je/jou. 

he talks to you.WEAK/you.STRONG 

 ‘He is talking to you.’ 
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in space (e.g. in, over, across, out), whereby the complement of a preposition specifies 

this location (‘the reference object’ in Jackendoff 1983). In our case, prepositional er 

refers to the location of the P-head. However, prepositions can also be used in a non-

locative sense. This is illustrated in (30), where op ‘on’ does not indicate a location.  

 

(30) Bernard rekent erop/hierop/daarop/d’r op/’r op. 

Bernard counts ER.on/here.on/there.on/D’R.on/’R.on 

‘Bernard is counting on it.’ 

 

In this example, prepositional er (and its formal variants) does not specify a location, 

but rather, it refers to the DP which is counted upon (e.g. a blessing, support, money 

etc.). Although the locative interpretation of er is backgrounded, it is not completely 

absent. This can be illustrated most clearly if we use hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ as 

prepositional complements, as in (31)-(32) 

 

(31) Bernard rekent hierop. 

Bernard counts here.on 

‘Bernard is counting on this.’ 

 

(32) Bernard rekent daarop. 

Bernard counts there.on 

‘Bernard is counting on that.’  

 

The different translations in (31) and (32) illustrate that there is a semantic difference 

between hierop ‘here on’ and daarop ‘there on’. I propose that this is due to the fact 

that these pronouns do not express their own location, rather, they refer to the location 

of the prepositional head. In the examples above this is difficult to establish since the 

predicate rekenen op ‘count on (something)’ is generally not linked to a location. 

Consider instead the example in (33)(30).6 

 

(33) Ik zwaaide ermee. 

I waved ER.with 

‘I waved with it.’ 

 

In (33), prepositional er does not refer to a location, but rather to the DP with which 

the waving takes place (e.g. a hand or flag). Also here, the various spell outs of er are 

grammatical (34).  

 

(34) Ik zwaaide hier/daar/er/d’r/’rmee. 

I waved here/there/ER/D’R/’R.with 

‘I waved with it.’ 

 

                                                           
6 I thank Jeroen van Craenenbroeck (p.c.) for bringing this example to my attention.  
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In (34), the proximate/distal pronouns (hier ‘here’/daar ‘there’) refer to a location, 

however, not to the location of the waving event, but rather to the location of the 

referent with which the waving takes place (for instance, the flag that is here/there). 

This also holds for the other prepositional R-pronouns in (34) (er, d’r,’r), but this is 

less obvious since their locative meaning is less specified (i.e. they each project a 

silent noun PLACE, but not a specific location). In these examples prepositional er (and 

its variants) are the modifier of a noun. This is schematically represented in (35), 

where NOUN stands for an empty noun, and hier ‘here’/daar ‘there’/er/d’r/’r specify 

the location of that covert noun.  

 

(35) [[NOUN + hier/daar/er/d’r/’r] mee]  

 

We thus see that even in seemingly non-locative contexts hier ‘here’, daar, ‘there’, 

er, d’r, and ’r still express their locative feature.  

 

5.3.2 Quantitative er 

Quantitative er appears in complementary distribution with the complement of a 

quantifier (see for an extensive investigation of quantitative er in Dutch dialects 

Kranendonk 2010, Bennis 1986). In (36), the quantifier, in this case the cardinal 

numeral vier ‘four’, has no complement, which renders the sentence ungrammatical. 

 

(36) *Mijn oma kocht [QP vier [ø]]. 

my grandmother bought four 

 

If, however, there is a nominal complement to the quantifier, as in (37), the quantified 

noun phrase is well-formed.  

 

(37) Mijn oma kocht [QP vier [NP boeken]]. 

my grandmother bought four books 

‘My grandmother bought four books.’ 

 

Instead of a nominal complement, quantitative er may also fulfill this role (38). As 

shown in (39), er cannot co-occur simultaneously with a nominal complement. 

 

(38) Mijn oma kocht er vier.  

my grandmother bought ER four 

‘My grandmother bought four (of them).’ 

 

(39) *Mijn oma kocht er vier boeken.7  

my grandmother bought ER four books 

 

                                                           
7 Note that quantitative er is intended here; locative er would be grammatical in this example. 
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Kranendonk (2010:60) argues that quantitative er pronominalizes part of the DP. He 

furthermore proposes that quantitative er, due to its weak-pronominal nature, moves 

out of the DP.  

 Quantitative er can only be spelled out as the weak pronouns er, d’r and ’r (40) 

and not as the strong pronoun hier ‘here’ or daar ‘there’ (42). I illustrate the internal 

structure of the QP in (41). 

 

(40) Mijn oma kocht er/d’r/’r vier. 

my grandmother bought ER/D’R/’R four 

‘My grandmother bought four (of them).’ 

 

(41)         QP 

 

 Q                ΣP                                                  

                      vier 

                                 Σ          IP 

  [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
                       I                LP 

                       r 
                    [LOC]            PLACE 

 

(42) *Mijn oma kocht hier/daar vier. 

my grandmother bought here/there four 

 

This restriction is due to the internal structure of these pronouns. As was shown in 

(12), hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ project a CP-structure (which is more than their 

weak counterparts er, d’r, ’r), which cannot be the complement of a quantifier. 

Broekhuis and Den Dikken (2012:933) argue that the complement of a quantifier has 

the structure of a constituent that is larger than a head but smaller than a full noun 

phrase, which fits with the data in (40) and (42). They illustrate this claim with the 

data in (43)-(46).  

 

(43) Jan gaf [één bewijs dat de aarde rond is] en Piet gaf er [drie [e] (*dat  

de maan om de aarde draait)].8 

Jan gave one proof that the earth round is and Piet gave ER three that 

the moon around the earth circles 

‘Jan gave one piece of evidence that the earth is round and Piet gave 

three (of them).’  

 

                                                           
8 I changed the indefinite article een ‘a’ (as in the original example) into één ‘one’ to create a 

clearer contrast with the numeral drie ‘three.  
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(44) Jan heeft [twee zwarte katten] en Marie heeft er [drie (*witte) [e]]. 

Jan has two black cats and Marie has ER three white 

‘Jan has two black cats and Marie has three white (ones).’  

 

(45) Ik heb [twee poppen met blond haar] en Jan heeft er [drie [e] met donker 

haar]. 

I have two dolls with blond hair and Jan has ER three with dark hair 

‘I have two dolls with blond hair and Jan has three (of them) with dark 

hair.’  

 

(46) Marie had [veel studenten die wilden meedoen], maar Els had er [veel 

[e] die weigerden].  

Marie had many students who wanted participate but Els had ER many 

who refused 

‘Marie had many students who wanted to participate, but Els had many 

(of them) who refused.’  

 

The data above show that the complement of the quantifier needs to have more 

structure than a head but cannot be a complete noun phrase. In (43) the interpretative 

gap e cannot refer to the nominal head alone (bewijs ‘proof), but needs to refer to the 

entire lexical projection (bewijs dat de aarde rond is ‘proof that the earth is round’). 

This is also illustrated in (44), where the quantificational complement should be 

related to the NP zwarte katten ‘black cats’, and not just to its head katten ‘cats’. In 

(45) and (46), we see that the complement of a quantifier cannot constitute a full noun 

phrase since the remnant can contain a PP (met donker haar ‘with dark hair’) or 

relative clause (die weigerden ‘who refused’). This explains why hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ cannot spell out quantitative er: their internal structure is too articulated. More 

specifically, since the syntactic structure of the strong pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar 

‘there’ equals the highest layer of the extended nominal projection, these pronouns 

are unfit to function as the complement of a quantificational head.  

 

5.3.3 Locative er 

Locative er functions to indicate a location, as is illustrated in (47). 

 

(47) Leni woont er. 

Leni lives there 

‘Leni lives there.’  

 

In (47), the verb woon ‘live’ requires an argument that expresses a location, which is 

met by locative er. In this example, er is obligatorily present; if er is omitted, the 

sentence becomes ungrammatical (48). 
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(48) *Leni woont. 

Leni lives 

 

The ungrammaticality of (48) can be analyzed as a violation of the theta criterion 

(Chomsky 1981, 1986), which states that a verb needs to assign its theta roles. In (48), 

the verb cannot assign a (locative) theta role because there is no argument (designating 

a location) available. Locative er can also appear as an adjunct, in that case it is not 

obligatorily present, compare (49) and (50). 

 

(49) Ik zie er veel vogels. 

I see ER many birds 

‘I see many birds there.’  

 

(50) Ik zie veel vogels. 

I see many birds 

‘I see many birds.’ 

 

The locative use of er follows directly from its internal structure. Since er projects a 

locative feature, it is suitable to appear in locative constructions as in (47). In addition 

to er, also the other spell out possibilities are appropriate as locative pronouns, as is 

shown in (51). 

 

(51) Mijn tante woont hier/daar/er/d’r/’r. 

my aunt lives here/there/ER/D’R/’R 

‘My aunt lives here/there.’  

 

5.3.4 Conflation of er 

A peculiar property of er is that it can have more than one syntactic function (for an 

overview see Bech 1952; Bennis 1986; Model 1991; Odijk 1993). That is, the various 

types of er discussed above can conflate. For example, expletive er and prepositional 

er can be realized by a single spell out of er, as is shown in (52). 

 

(52) ... dat eri waarschijnlijk vaak een vlieg [ei] op zit. 

that ER probably often a fly on sits 

‘that a fly is probably often sitting on it.’ 

 

In (52), er functions as expletive er since it is in subject position. The lexical subject 

een vlieg ‘a fly’ remains low, as is shown by the presence of the adverbs. The adverbs 

are merged below IP, but occur to the left of the DP-subject, hence, we can assume 

that the subject is not in spec,IP. Er also functions as prepositional er since the 

complement of the preposition op ‘on’ is empty (recall from section 5.3.1 that R-

complements occur to the left of the preposition). The er we see in (52) is thus 

simultaneously expletive er and prepositional er. Note that er in (52) can also be 

spelled out as hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, d’r and ’r (53). 
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(53) ... dat hieri/daari/d’ri/’ri waarschijnlijk vaak een vlieg [ei] op zit. 

     that here/there/D’R/’R probably often a fly on sits 

‘that a fly is probably often sitting on it.’ 

 

Expletive er can also conflate with locative er, as in (54). 

 

(54) ... dat er waarschijnlijk een tovenaar woont. 

that ER probably a sourcerer lives 

‘that a sourcerer probably lives there.’ 

 

Again, as in (52), we see that er is expletive er since it occurs in subject position. The 

nominal subject een tovenaar ‘a sorcerer’ is low as can be deduced from the presence 

of the adverb. Since er directly follows the complementizer, we can assume that er is 

in spec,IP. Er not only functions as expletive but also as locative er because it receives 

an argument role (i.e. location) from the verb wonen ‘to live’. Instead of er, the 

pronoun can also be spelled out as hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, d’r and ’r (55). 

 

(55) ... dat hier/daar/d’r/’r waarschijnlijk een tovenaar woont. 

that here/there/D’R/’R probably a sorcerer lives 

‘that a sorcerer probably lives there.’ 

 

Also expletive er and quantitative er can be spelled out by a single copy of er, 

as is illustrated in (56). 

 

(56) ... dat eri waarschijnlijk twee [ei] hun tanden poetsen. 

that ER probably two their teeth brush 

‘that two (of them) are probably brushing their teeth.’ 

 

The lexical subject consisting of a quantifier and an empty complement ([twee e]) is 

low in the clause, as can be seen from the position of the adverb. In (56), er functions 

as expletive er (in spec,IP), and as quantitative er. Er can can also be spelled out as 

the other weak R-expletives, as is illustrated in (57). 

 

(57) ... dat d’ri/’ri waarschijnlijk twee [ei] hun tanden poetsen. 

that here/there/D’R/’R probably two their teeth brush 

‘that two (of them) are probably brushing their teeth.’ 

 

If, however, we change the structure of the clause and replace the complementizer 

phrase in (56) with a main clause, as in (58), er can no longer double as expletive er 

and as quantitative er.9 In these structures, the two types of er need to be realized 

separately (59).  

                                                           
9 Note that expletive er and quantitative er can conflate in a main clause structure if er follows 

the finite verb, as in yes-no questions (iii). This could be due to adjacency, since it is 
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(58) *Eri poetsen waarschijnlijk twee [ei] hun tanden. 

ER brush probably two their teeth 

 

(59) Er poetsen eri waarschijnlijk twee [ei] hun tanden. 

EXPL brush ER probably two their teeth 

‘There are probably two (of them) brushing their teeth.’ 

 

The main clause restriction illustrated in (58) only applies if er spells out expletive er 

and quantitative er; in (52) and (54), main clause structure has no bearing on the 

grammaticality of these sentences, as can be seen in (60) and (61) respectively.  

 

(60) Eri zit waarschijnlijk vaak een vlieg [ei] op. 

ER sits probably often a fly on  

‘There is probably often a fly on it.’  

 

(61) Er woont waarschijnlijk een tovenaar. 

ER lives probably a sorcerer 

‘A sorcerer probably lives there.’  

 

A possible explanation for the ungrammaticality of (58) could be related to a locality 

effect. In the main clause in (58), the first spell out of er might be structurally too far 

away from the first copy of er (as the complement of the quantifier). However, (52) 

shows that expletive er and prepositional er can conflate, and that this single 

occurence of er can also appear in a main clause structure, as is illustrated in (60). In 

(52), the finite verb, adverbs, and nominal subject intervene between the covert 

prepositional complement and its overt spell out in spec,CP, which means that the two 

instances of er are structurally further away from each other than in (58) (where the 

covert form of er and its overt realization are impeded by the finite verb and adverb). 

This leads me to reject the proposal that the ungrammaticality of (58) is due to a 

locality effect. My analysis predicts that er in (56) and (58) is the spell out of the 

                                                           
ungrammatical to realize two instances of er next to eachother (iv). Er may be followed by hier 

‘here’/daar ‘there’, but in that case hier ‘here’/daar ‘there’ function as adverbs (v). Er cannot 

be followed by a similar weak form such as d’r (vi).  

(iii) Poetsten eri toen twee [ei] hun tanden?  

brushed ER then two their teeth 

‘Did two (of them) brush their teeth then?’  

(iv) *Poetsten er er toen twee [e] hun tanden?   

brushed ER ER then two their teeth 

(v) Poetsten er hier/daar toen twee [e] hun tanden?   

brushed ER here/there then two their teeth 

Did two (of them) brush their teeth then?’  

(vi) *Poetsten er d’r toen twee [e] hun tanden?   

brushed ER D’R then two their teeth 
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locative feature on Io. In (56), er occupies spec,IP, while in (58), er moves from 

spec,IP to spec,CP, as is shown in (62) and (63), respectively. 

 

(62)         CP 

 

                                        C’  

 

                               dat               IP 

 

                                          er                I’ 

 

                                                     vP               I  

                                                    ....                .... 

 

(63)         CP 

 

                       er               C’  

 

                            poetsen          IP 

 

                                          er                I’ 

 

                                                     vP               I  

                                                    ....                .... 

 

At this point, I have no insight to offer as to the difference in grammaticality of the 

conflation of expletive er and quantitative er in main clauses as opposed to embedded 

clauses. I leave this topic for further research.  

 Prepositional er and locative er can also conflate, as is shown in (64). 

 

(64) ... dat zij eri al jaren [ei] naast wonen. 

that they ER already years beside live 

‘that they have been living beside it for years.’  

 

Er is prepositional in (64) because the empty head of the preposition must be bound 

by er. Er is also locative since the theta grid of wonen ‘to live’ requires a locative 

argument.10 In this example, there is only one overt er, which is both prepositional er, 

and locative er. Er can also be realized as its other variants (65). 

                                                           
10 Although it could also be argued that the PP ernaast ‘next to it’ is the locative argument. 

Consider a different example, as in (vii).  

(vii) … ??dat zij [er]i naast [ei] mee woont.  

         that she ER besides with lives 

         ‘that she lives besides with it.’ 

This sentence could possibly be acceptable in the context where we are talking about a woman 

who lives in a caravan besides a fair. In (vii) er is locative er in the sense that it functions as the 
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(65) ... dat zij [hier/daar/d’r/’r]i al jaren [ei] naast wonen. 

that they here/there/D’R/’R already years beside live 

‘that they have been living beside it for years.’  

 

 The example in (66) illustrates that prepositional er and quantitative er can be 

realized by a single spell out of er.  

 

(66) ... dat ik erij [twee [ej] [[ei] over]] gelezen heb.  

that I ER two about read have 

‘that I read two (of them) about (it).’  

 

In (66), er is prepositional because the object of the stranded preposition must be an 

R-pronoun (Bennis 1986:179), a requirement that is met by er. Er is also quantitative 

because it binds the empty complement of the quantifier twee ‘two’. If these two types 

of er are spelled out by a single occurrence of er, it cannot be replaced by the strong 

pronouns hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ since quantificational er cannot be replaced by 

a strong pronoun (67). 

 

(67) ... *dat ik hierij/daarij [twee [ej] [[ei] over]] gelezen heb. 

that I here/there two about read have 

 

The clause in (66) shows that er can be extracted from the complement PP of a noun. 

In other words, er is moved from the PP [ei over], which functions as the complement 

of the quantificational phrase [twee ej]. This is unexpected since this is normally not 

possible. However, the PP in (67) can also be analyzed as being VP-internal instead 

of a complement of the DP, as in (68). In this analysis the extraction of prepositional 

er is unproblematic.  

 

(68) [VP [PP e over] [VP [QP twee e [V’ lezen]]] 

 

The final possibility of conflation of two types of er concerns that of locative er 

and quantitative er. Bennis (1986:179) discusses this example in (69) the context of a 

story about a boy who is on holiday in Italy and spends two weeks there. 

 

(69) ... ??dat hij er twee [e] heeft doorgebracht. 

   that he ER two has spent 

   ‘that he spent two (of them) there.’  

 

However, even if this context is provided, this example is still ungrammatical for some 

speakers. The grammaticality of this sentence is thus questionable (which is indicated 

by ??). Furthermore, if we replace the verb in (69) with wonen ‘to live’ as we have 

                                                           
locative argument of wonen ‘to live’, and prepositional er because it also functions as the 

complement of the preposition mee ‘with’. 
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done in the previous examples with locative er, the sentence becomes unacceptable 

for all speakers (70). 

 

(70) ... *dat Marijke er nog maar twee [e] woont. 

that Marijke ER just only two lives 

Intended meaning: ‘that Marijke has only lived there two (e.g. 

years).’ 

 

This shows that the conflation of locative er and quantitative er can conflate for some 

speakers, but even for those speakers only in specific contexts. I take this to mean 

that, in general, locative er and quantitative er cannot be expressed by a single spell 

out of er. The table in (71) summarizes the above-mentioned findings regarding 

conflation of types of er.  

  

(71)  

  Expletive 

er 

Prepositional 

er 

Locative er Quantitative er 

Expletive er   √  √  Only in 

embedded 

clauses. 

Prepositional 

er 

  √ √ 

Locative er    * 

Quantitative er     

     Table 1. Conflation of types of er.  

 

This table shows that er (and its variants) can realize various types of er. With the 

exceptions that quantitative er and expletive er cannot conflate in main clauses, and 

quantitative er and locative er cannot be spelled out by a single occurrence of er. Note 

that only quantitative er and prepositional er are in a complement position; locative 

er and expletive er are not. Prepositional heads have a spatial dimension since they 

commonly refer to a location or direction, which makes them compatible with er (and 

its variants). Quantitative phrases, however, require a nominal complement; er/d’r 

and ’r can occur as their complement, but hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ cannot since 

they project too much structure. The two restrictions we see in (71), are both related 

to quantitative er. A reason for this migh be that the quantitative head is less 

compatible with the locative feature that is projected by hier ‘here’, daar ‘there’, er, 

d’r, and ’r argued for in this thesis.  

 Above, I considered the properties of prepositional er, quantitative er, locative 

er and how these types of er can conflate. We saw that er can often be spelled out as 

other instances of this pronoun, as is predicted by the analysis put forward in Chapter 

2. In that chapter I showed that er has the same internal structure as d’r and ’r, hence 

we expect that er is interchangeable with these forms, as was shown in this section. 

Furthermore, we saw that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ have a structure that is related 

to that of er, d’r,’r, but that their structure is larger since these R-expletives also 

project a CP (which projects a distal and proximate feature respectively). Due to their 
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internal structure, hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ are only appropriate in contexts that 

allow a locative interpretation. Since quantitative constructions do not allow this, hier 

‘here’ and daar ‘there’ cannot be used as the realization of quantitative er. These 

strong pronouns are allowed in PPs (often relating to location or direction), locative 

constructions (inherently related to location) and expletive constructions (as has been 

amply shown in the previous chapters). In the next section, I discuss the predictions 

my analysis makes with respect to various dimensions of variation. 

 

5.4 Properties of variation 

Chapters 3 and 4 showed that there are two domains in which the variation of er is 

expected. First, there is variation in the use of er between speakers. Second, we saw 

that the external form of er varies. In some contexts the expletive pronoun is realized 

as er, d’r or ’r, or as hier ‘here’/daar ‘there’, thereby expressing an additional 

proximate or distal feature, respectively. In this section, I explore the variation er 

exhibits in different languages (macro variation), dialects (microvariation), and in 

through time (diachronic variation). In 5.4.1, I discuss the variation in two related 

languages, namely English and German; in 5.4.2, I consider the implications of my 

analysis with respect to variation in Dutch dialects; in 5.4.3, I briefly address the 

predictions my analysis makes concerning diachronic variation.  

 

5.4.1 English and German 

As I have shown in this thesis, the internal structure of expletive pronouns given in 

(12)-(13) and repeated in (72)-(73), is subject to variation in the sense that different 

layers of the pronoun can be spelled out: CP or ΣP.  

 

(72)                  CP                                                 Internal structure of hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST] Σ            IP 

                   [ə] 
                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 

 

(73)             ΣP                                                       Internal structure of er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 
               I                LP 

                                          r 

            [LOC]          PLACE 

 

There is no a priori reason to think that this variation is restricted to Dutch. Put 

differently, it is expected, given my analysis, that languages differ with respect to their 
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realization of the expletive pronoun. This is indeed what we see in related languages, 

such as English and German. Let me first discuss English. 

In English, the expletive pronoun is realized as there (74). 

 

(74) There is a woman brushing her teeth. 

 

Recall from Chapter 2 that Kayne (2004, 2005) proposes that the English pronouns 

here and there have an internal structure, in the sense that they are embedded within 

a larger DP with un realized determiner and noun, as is illustrated in (75) where capital 

letters represent unpronounced elements.  

 

(75) here = [DP THIS here PLACE] 

there = [DP THAT there PLACE] 

 

In English, there is used as an expletive pronoun (74). If here occurs in an expletive 

sentence, it always expresses proximity. This is illustrated in (76) where here is only 

appropriate if the intended meaning is that the letters of the alphabet are (in some way) 

close to the speaker.  

 

(76) ?Here are 26 letters in the alphabet. 

 

This is similar to Dutch, where the expletive pronoun er does not express location 

(77),  but the R-expletive hier ‘here’ does (78).  

 

(77) ... dat er 26 letters in het alfabet zijn. 

that EXPL 26 letters in the alphabet are 

‘that there are 26 letters in the alphabet.’  

 

(78) ... ?dat hier 26 letters in het alfabet zijn. 

that EXPL 26 letters in the alphabet are 

‘that there are 26 letters in the alphabet here.’  

 

These data indicate that in English there functions as an expletive pronoun, and that 

here can be used as such but only if its proximate semantics can be expressed, which 

resembles expletive er and hier ‘here’ in Dutch. I take this to indicate that the English 

expletive pronoun there is comparable to Dutch er and here to the R-expletive hier 

‘here’. However, in English we see less variation in the spell out of the expletive 

pronoun. In specific, there cannot be reduced to ere or re, while er can be realized as 

d’r or ’r. If we extend the structure of the Dutch R-expletives to English here and 

there, the internal syntax of these pronouns would be like (79) and (80), respectively.  

Note that unlike Dutch, it is not possible in English to realize part of the internal 

structure of here and there; here needs to be realized as a CP (not as ΣP or IP) and 

there can only be spelled out as ΣP (not as IP). In order to determine whether here and 

there should be categorized as a strong pronoun, weak pronoun or clitic pronoun, I 

would need to apply the syntactic, morphophonological and semantic tests described 
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in Chapter 2. This falls beyond the scope of this dissertation, I will therefore leave this 

categorization for future research. 

 

(79)                  CP                                                    

 

                              C         ΣP 

      [h] 

    [PROX]           Σ            IP 

                      [i] 

                                   I                LP 

                                  [r] 
                                [LOC]            PLACE 

    

(80)             ΣP 

 

   Σ            IP 

 [ðɛ] 
                I                LP 

               [r] 
             [LOC]            PLACE 

                                     

Assuming that the locative feature on Io in Dutch is also present in English, it follows 

that expletive there can satisfy this feature due its locative feature. In order to verify 

that Io has a locative feature throughout (i.e. also in non-expletive constructions), of 

course other syntactic configurations need to be considered, which falls outside the 

limits of this thesis.  

In German, the R-pronoun da ‘there’ can be used as an expletive pronoun (81). 

 

(81) Da putzt eine Frau sich die Zahne. 

there brushes a woman REFL the teeth 

‘There is a woman brushing her teeth.’ 

 

Noonan (2017) argues that da ‘there’ has an extended internal structure, which 

contains a silent noun place. In German, it is not possible to spell out part of its internal 

structure, as is shown in (82). 

 

(82) *A putzt eine Frau sich die Zahne. 

EXPL brushes a woman REFL the teeth 

 

A first attempt at applying the internal structure of Dutch R-expletives to German da 

‘there’ results in the sketch in (83). As noted for English there above, I first have to 

establish whether da behaves like a strong pronoun, weak pronoun, or clitic pronoun, 

which I leave for further research.  
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(83)             ΣP 

 

   Σ            IP 

  d 

                I                LP 

                a 
             [LOC]            PLACE 

                                     

In Chapter 3, I argued that Dutch Io has a locative feature. We saw that in impersonal 

passive constructions the expletive pronoun er was able to satisfy this feature. If we 

extend this analysis to German (note that German impersonal passive constructions 

are constructed with the expletive pronoun da ‘there’), it follows that expletive da is 

able to satisfy this feature on Io due to its internal structure. However, in German there 

is also the expletive pronoun es ‘it’ (84), which possibly does not have a locative 

feature since it is unrelated to a locative element and never expresses a locative 

meaning. In (84), it is unclear how the locative feature on Io is valued, although we 

saw in Chapter 3 that unvalued features are allowed (Preminger 2011). I leave the 

exact implementation of a locative feature on Io in German for future research.  

 

(84) Es putzt <sich> eine Frau <sich> die Zahne. 

EXPL brushes REFL a woman REFL the teeth 

‘There is a woman brushing her teeth.’ 

 

The different spell outs of the expletive pronoun in English and German, predict 

a different employment of these pronouns. This is indeed what we see. Recall from 

section 3 above that in Dutch, the pronoun er can also be used in non-expletive 

functions (i.e. as prepositional er, locative er, quantitative er). The internal structure 

of English there proposed in (80) is similar to that of Dutch er (13), which might 

predict that the non-expletive use of er could also be found in English there. However, 

the prepositional use of er cannot be extended to English. In (85), we see that the 

pronoun there cannot appear as the complement of a preposition.  

 

(85) *I am leaning against there. 

 

Instead, the prepositional complement should be realized by the expletive pronoun it 

(86).  

 

(86) I am leaning against it. 

  

In German, as opposed to English, the pronoun da ‘there’ can be used in a 

prepositional construction (87). 

 

(87) Ich lehne mich dagegen. 

I lean REFL there.against 

‘I am leaning againt it.’ 
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Furthermore, in English the expletive pronoun there can never occur as the 

complement of a quantifier (88) (in this example there is not intended as a locative 

pronoun). 

 

(88) Louis has <*there> three <*there>.  

 

Also in German the pronoun da ‘there’ cannot be used in a quantifier construction 

(89). 

 

(89) Louis hat <*da> drei <*da>. 

Louis has there three there 

 

These examples show that it is not possible in English and German to use the pronoun 

there/da ‘there’ as the complement of a quantifier. In other words, there is no pronoun 

available that can be used in a similar manner to quantitative er in Dutch. This might 

be due to the properties of er or to the properties of numerals.  

 What English and German there/da ‘there’ do have in common with Dutch er 

(and its variants) is their locative use. That is, under the assumption that these 

pronouns project a locative feature, we can explain why they can also be used as 

locative pronoun, as in (90) and (91).  

 

(90) Piet lives there. 

 

(91) Piet wohnt da.  

Piet lives there 

‘Piet lives there.’ 

 

The internal structure of the pronouns there and da ‘there’, and the locative feature 

that is inherent to these structures can account for these data.  

 Above we saw that the internal structure of English there (80) and German da 

‘there’ (83) is similar to that of er in Dutch. In these languages these pronouns can 

also be used in a locative construction. In German and Dutch, this pronoun can occur 

as the complement of a preposition, in English this is not possibe. Only in Dutch, the 

pronoun er (and its other pronominally weak forms) can appear as the complement of 

a quantifier. The restrictions on the non-expletive use of the pronouns there and da 

‘there’ can of course also be due to language internal reasons.  

 

5.4.2 Microvariation 

My analysis predicts that the internal structures of Dutch R-expletives can be spelled 

in different ways. More specifically, the CP can be realized as hier ‘here’ or daar 

‘there’, or the ΣP can be spelled out, resulting in er, d’r or ’r. This is indeed what we 
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see in Dutch dialects. In addition to er, there are dialects that realize the expletive 

pronoun as der and daar ‘there’ (92)-(94).11,12 

 

(92) ... of er iemand in de tuin staat.                                         Monster Dutch13 

whether EXPL someone in the garden stands 

‘that someone is in the garden.’  

 

(93) ... of der een in de tuin staat.                                       Langelo Dutch14 

whether DER one in the garden stands 

‘that someone is in the garden.’  

 

(94) ... dat daar iemand in den hof sta.                               Sint Truiden Dutch15 

that there someone in the garden stands 

‘that someone is in the garden.’  

 

There are also dialects that use the expletive pronoun ’t. This expletive pronoun is not 

related to er and can only occur in main clause structures with the expletive in clause-

initial position and the finite verb in second position (95).  

 

(95) Tzyn gisteren drie studenten gekommen.                   Lapscheure Dutch16 

EXPL.are yesterday three students came 

‘Three students came yesterday.’        (Grange and Haegeman 1989:162) 

 

(96) *Zijn ’t gisteren zijn drie studenten gekommen?          Lapscheure Dutch  

are EXPL yesterday three students came 

                           (Haegeman 1986, cited in Van Craenenbroeck 2011:4) 

 

(97) *dan ’t gisteren drie studenten gekommen zijn.            Lapscheure Dutch      

that.PL EXPL yesterday three students come are                                       (Ibid.) 

 

In inverted main clauses and embedded clauses, expletive ’t is not allowed and the 

expletive pronoun der is used (98)-(99). 

 

 

                                                           
11 These examples are taken from Barbiers et al. 2006. 
12 Monster Dutch uses daar ‘there’ as an expletive pronoun. As the complement of a quantifier, 

er is realized as er, as is illustrated in (viii) (Barbiers et al. 2006). 

(viii) […] Heeter drie rode. 

 has.ER three red 

 ‘[…] Has three red ones.’ 
13 Monster is a village in the province South-Holland in the Netherlands. 
14 Langelo is a village in the province Drenthe in the Netherlands.  
15 Sint Truiden is a village in the province Limburg in Belgium. 
16 Lapscheure is a village in the province West-Flanders in Belgium. 
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(98) Gisteren zijn der/(*’t) drie studenten gekommen.         Lapscheure Dutch 

yesterday are DER three students came 

‘Three students came yesterday.’            (Grange & Haegeman 1989:160) 

 

(99) ... dan der/(*’t) nie vele mensen woaren.                     Lapscheure Dutch  

that.PL DER not many people were 

‘that there weren’t many people.’                          (Haegeman 1992:50) 

     

We thus see that in Lapscheure Dutch the locative feature on Io can only be valued by 

der in inverted main clauses (98) and in embedded clauses (99). In regular order main 

clauses, the locative feature remains unvalued, under the assumption that ’t is 

unrelated to der and does not have a locative feature.  

Van Craenenbroeck (2011) proposes that the restriction of ’t to regular order 

main clauses is the result of T-to-C-movement in Lapscheure Dutch. In this dialect, Io 

obligatorily moves to C, whereby the features of Io are shared with Co. Thus, the EPP 

feature on Io is also present on Co. He furthermore argues that ’t is a main clause 

complementizer. In regular main clauses as in (95), ’t is in Co where it functions as a 

main clause complementizer. ’T is in this position since it spells out the C-head as a 

last resort option to satisfy the V2-restriction. In other word orders, such as inverted 

main clauses (98), and embedded clauses (99), ’t cannot be realized since the C-head 

is already filled with a finite verb and complementizer respectively. In these contexts 

expletive der is spelled out in spec,IP.   

 

5.4.3 Diachronic variation 

It has been argued that the expletive pronoun er has developed from the locative 

pronoun daar ‘there’ (Philippa et al. 2003, Van der Horst 2008:268).17 The 

development of a full pronoun (such as daar ‘there’) to a weak pronoun (such as er), 

is a common path within language change: full pronouns often change into clitic 

pronouns and finally into agreement markers (De Vogelaer 2010, Van Gelderen 

2004). For instance, in the Picardian dialect of French, the strong pronoun elle ‘she’, 

has grammaticalized to a clitic pronoun (alle) (100) and an agreement marker (i-) 

(101). 

 

(100) El mer alle-s’ro maouaise.                                                 Vimeu Picardian 

the sea 3SG.F-be.FUT bad 

‘The sea will be bad.’      (Auger 2003:5, cited in De Vogelaer 2010:223) 

 

                                                           
17 More precisely, Philippa et al. (2003) hypothesize that expletive er is a conflation of the third 

person genitive plural ending of the personal pronoun iro ‘of them’ in Old Dutch (-re or -er in 

Middle Dutch), and the unstressed form der ‘there’ of the locative adverb.  
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(101) Parsonne i-n’poroait vnir il’értcheure. 

nobody 3SG-NEG.could come him.search 

‘Nobody could pick him up.’                                                                   (Ibid.:225) 

 

Wackernagel (1892) observed that this transition from strong pronouns to weaker ones 

usually starts in the second position of the clause, the so-called Wackernagel position. 

If the weak pronoun er has developed from the strong pronoun daar ‘there’, it is 

expected that er occurs first in the second position of the clause. This expectation is 

borne out in Middle Dutch (ca. 1200-1500), where we see that the expletive pronoun 

is realized as daar ‘there’ in first position (102), and as er in all other positions (103) 

(Van der Horst 2008:969).  

 

(102) Daer is een verrader onder ons. 

there is a traitor among us 

‘There is a traitor among us.’  

 

(103) Doe seider een monic: ...  

then said.EXPL a monk 

‘Then a monk said: ...’  

 

 In the Corpus Dutch in Transition (DiT), which contains transcripts of fifteenth 

till eighteenth century Dutch (1450-1750), I found that in this period daar ‘there’ and 

er are both used as expletive pronouns. We know that in Middle Dutch daar ‘there’ 

appears sentence-initially and er in other positions, in the DiT-corpus I found varieties 

that have both daar ‘there’ and er in non-initial positions, as is shown in (104) and 

(105) respectively.  

 

(104) ‘t sij dat daer hylicxvoorwaerden sijn ofte niet.      Early new Limburgish  

it be that EXPL marriage.conditions are or not 

‘Whether there are prenuptial agreements or not.’ 

 

(105) Alss er geen genouchsame erffgoederen en zijn [...].                                Ibid. 

if there no sufficient inheritances not are 

‘If there is not a sufficient inheritance [...].’  

 

In (104), the locative adverb daer ‘there’ is used as an expletive pronoun. It does not 

function as a locative adverb, since its locative semantic properties are not expressed 

in this example (the prenuptial agreements are not located somewhere, rather their 

existence is asserted). 

I found no variety that used expletive er sentence initially. There are, however, 

varieties that did not have expletive er, but only expletive daar ‘there’ (106), which 

indicates that daar ‘there’ had not started to grammaticalize to er in these varieties. 

Three varieties of the fourteen varieties in the DIT-corpus I investigated, did not show 

any expletive use of er.  
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(106) Item indien daer clachte ghedaen ware [...].        Early New East-Flemish 

further in.case there complaints made were 

‘Further, in case there were complaints [...].’ 

 

The data above shows that in the period 1450-1750 variaties of Dutch used er as an 

expletive pronoun, but not (yet) in sentence initial position. In three varieties er could 

not be used as an expletive at all; in these varieties only daar ‘there’ was used in 

expletive constructions.  

 

5.5 Finally 

In this thesis I have shown that Dutch R-expletives have an articulated internal 

structure, and that they each project a covert noun PLACE. We saw that hier ‘here’, 

daar ‘there’, er, d’r and ’r have a similar syntactic configuration with the exception 

that hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ also project a referential CP-layer (expressing a 

proximate and distal feature respectively). Above, we saw that my analysis can be 

extended to English and German, in the sense that the expletive pronouns in these 

languages also project a locative feature. I also argued that the locative feature of the 

Dutch R-expletives is able to value the locative feature on Io, which may also be 

extended to English and German, although more work needs to be done on its exact 

implementation. 

 The Dutch pronoun er is not restricted to expletive constructions, it can also be 

used as the complement of a preposition (prepositional er), a locative adverb (locative 

er), and as the complement of a quantifier (quantitative er). Furthermore, these various 

types of er can often conflate. The internal structure of expletive er also fits with these 

other uses of er, with the exception that quantitative er cannot be spelled out as hier 

‘here’ or daar ‘there’.  

 In Dutch dialects, the expletive pronoun can be spelled out in various ways, as 

is predicted by my analysis. In these dialects the locative feature on Io is spelled out 

as daar ‘there’, er, d’r, or ’r. In older stages of Dutch only the strong pronoun daar 

‘there’ was used, which later grammaticalized to er. First er could only occur in the 

second position of the clause (i.e. the Wackernagel position), later it is also realized 

sentence initially.  

 These data confirm that the expletive pronoun in Dutch has an extended 

structure and that these pronouns project a locative feature. Furthermore, this structure 

is not restricted to Dutch. I also argued that the locative feature of Dutch er is merged 

in order to value the locative feature on Io.  
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 
 

 

Elke zin heeft een onderwerp (subject) en een predikaat. Dit kunnen we zien in (1).  

 

(1) Roos fietst op straat. 

 

In deze zin is Roos het onderwerp, en het predikaat zegt iets over Roos, namelijk dat 

ze op straat aan het fietsen is. Als het onderwerp wordt weggelaten is de zin 

ongrammaticaal, zoals we kunnen zien in (2). 

 

(2) *Fietst op straat. 

 

In plaats van het lexicale onderwerp kan ook het expletief pronomen er op de plek 

van het subject staan, zoals in (3). 

 

(3) Er fietst een meisje op straat. 

 

In dit voorbeeld staat niet het daadwerkelijke onderwerp (het meisje) op de plaats van 

het subject (spec,IP), maar het expletieve pronomen er. Over het algemeen worden 

expletieve pronomina beschouwd als betekenisloze elementen (Svenonius 2001:4). 

Dat roept de vraag op wat de functie van er is in zinnen als (3). Waarom kan er op de 

plek van het onderwerp (spec,IP) staan als het niet het daadwerkelijke onderwerp is 

en als het ‘echte’ onderwerp gewoon in de zin staat? Om deze vragen te beantwoorden 

onderzoek ik in dit proefschrift de syntactische eigenschappen van het expletieve 

pronomen er. Ik focus hiertoe op de volgende drie onderzoeksvragen die centraal 

staan in dit proefschrift: 

 

(4) Onderzoeksvragen: 

(i)   Wat is de interne structuur van er? 

(ii) Wat is de syntactische functie van er? 

(iii) Hoe worden zinnen met er in spec,IP gegenereerd? 

 

Deze vragen worden behandeld in de verschillende hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift. 

Hieronder bespreek ik kort de inhoud van elk hoofdstuk.  

In hoofdstuk 1 beschrijf ik drie soorten expletiefconstructies in het Nederlands: 

onpersoonlijke constructies, presentationele constructies en existentiële constructies. 

Onpersoonlijke expletiefconstructies hebben een onpersoonlijk werkwoord waarbij 

het onderwerp geen theta rol krijgt toegewezen. Een voorbeeld volgt in (5). 

 

(5) Er blijkt dat Marie ziek is. 

 

Marie krijgt een thetarol (agens) van het predikaat ziek (zijn) in de ingebedde zin (dat 

Marie ziek is). In de hoofdzin wordt er geen theta rol uitgedeeld omdat blijken dat niet 

kan (bovendien mag er geen theta rol krijgen). De plek van het onderwerp in de 

hoofdzin wordt gevuld door er. Een ander voorbeeld van een onpersoonlijke 
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constructie zien we in (6), waarbij we te maken hebben met een onpersoonlijke 

passiefconstructie.  

 

(6) Er wordt gelachen. 

 

In deze passieve zin is er geen onderwerp aanwezig. In plaats daarvan zien we dat er 

voorkomt op de plaats van het onderwerp. Zo voldoet er aan het EPP (het Extended 

Projection Principle), wat inhoudt dat elke zin een onderwerp heeft. Met andere 

woorden, het EPP vereist dat spec,IP gevuld is. 

 Een ander type expletiefconstructie is de presentationele constructie. De functie 

van een presentationele constructie is om een referent te introduceren in de talige 

omgeving (discourse), zodat hier later naar kan worden gerefereerd in het gesprek 

(Lambrecht 1994:177). Het referentiële DP-onderwerp is niet zinsinitieel (maar blijft 

in de vP) en het expletief pronomen er verschijnt op de eigenlijke plaats van het 

onderwerp. Een voorbeeld is gegeven in (7). 

 

(7) Er staat een vrouw in de tuin. 

 

Het onderwerp (een vrouw) staat laag (i.e. achter) in de zin en er staat op de eerste 

plek in de zin.  

 Het laatste type expletiefconstructie dat ik bespreek in hoofdstuk 1 zijn 

existentiële constructies. Dit type kan het makkelijkst van de andere soorten 

expletiefconstructies worden onderscheiden op basis van het werkwoord: existentiële 

zinnen worden geconstrueerd met het werkwoord zijn, terwijl andere 

expletiefconstructies ook andere werkwoorden mogen bevatten. Een voorbeeld van 

een existentiële constructie volgt in (8). 

 

(8) Er is een vrouw in de tuin.  

 

De term existentiële constructie wordt vaak gebruikt voor een expletiefconstructie en 

vice versa (Bennis 1986:174). In dit proefschrift maak ik geen onderscheid tussen de 

twee en versta ik onder de term expletiefconstructie een syntactische configuratie 

waarin een expletief pronomen op de plaats van het onderwerp (spec,IP) staat en 

waarin het referentiële onderwerp in de vP blijft (of afwezig is zoals in onpersoonlijke 

constructies).  

 In hoofdstuk 2 bespreek ik de interne structuur van er. Binnen de generatieve 

grammatica wordt over het algemeen aangenomen dat pronomina niet bestaan uit een 

simplex hoofd maar dat ze een complexe interne structuur hebben (Cardinaletti 1994, 

Wiltschko 1998, Cardinaletti and Starke 1999, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002, Van 

Koppen 2005, Gruber 2012). Ik baseer me in dit proefschrift op het voorstel van 

Cardinaletti en Starke (1999) (hierna C&S), waarbij ervan uit wordt gegaan dat 

pronomina kunnen worden opgedeeld in drie types: sterke pronomina, zwakke 

pronomina en clitische pronomina. Deze driedeling is schematisch weergegeven in 

(9). 
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(9)        pronomina 

 

                       sterk             niet-sterk 

 

                                                           zwak              clitisch 

 

C&S laten zien dat sterke pronomina zich anders gedragen op syntactisch, 

morfologisch, fonologisch en semantisch gebied dan niet-sterke pronomina. Niet-

sterke pronomina kunnen verder worden onderverdeeld in zwakke pronomina en 

clitische prnomina, waarbij zwakke pronomina een andere distributie vertonen dan 

clitische pronomina op het gebied van syntaxis, morfologie, fonologie en semantiek. 

Op basis van bepaalde syntactische, morfologische, fonologische en semantische 

testen kunnen pronomina worden gecategoriseerd als sterk, zwak of clitisch.  

 Bovendien beargumenteren C&S dat elk type pronomen een eigen interne 

syntactische structuur heeft. Zo projecteert een sterk pronomen meer structuur dan 

een zwak pronomen en een zwak pronomen op zijn beurt meer dan een clitisch 

pronomen. De interne structuur van een pronomen kan zijn externe distributie 

verklaren. Sterke pronomina, bijvoorbeeld, projecteren de grootste structuur en 

hebben ook het meeste morfologische materiaal.  

 Naast het expletief pronomen er kunnen ook hier en daar als expletief element 

gebruikt worden evenals de verkorte vormen d’r en ’r, zoals we zien in (10). Al deze 

vormen schaar ik onder de term R-expletieven. 

 

(10) Hier/daar/d’r/’r poetst een vrouw haar tanden. 

 

De verschillende testen die C&S uitgebreid beschrijven heb ik toegepast op de R-

expletieven van het Nederlands. Deze testen laten zien dat hier en daar moeten 

worden gecategoriseerd als zogeheten sterke pronomina en er, d’r en ’r als zwakke 

pronomina. Op basis van deze uitkomsten beargumenteer ik verder in hoofdstuk 2 dat 

hier en daar de interne structuur hebben als in (11) en er, d’r en ’r als in (12). 

 

(11)                  CP                                               Interne structuur van hier/daar   

 

                              C         ΣP 

[hi]/[dɑ] 

[PROX] [DIST]  Σ            IP 

                    [ə] 

                                   I                LP 

                                   r 
                                [LOC]            PLAATS 
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(12)             ΣP                                                     Interne structuur van er/d’r/’r                       

  

    Σ                 IP 

                   [ɛ]/[də]/[ə] 

               I                LP 
                                          r 

                                   [LOC]         PLAATS 

 

Hier en daar projecteren allebei de lexicale projectie (LP) die wordt gevuld door het 

coverte nomen PLAATS, zoals ook wordt voorgesteld door Kayne (2005) voor here 

‘hier’ en there ‘daar’ in het Engels. Ik neem aan dat bestaan vanzelfsprekend is 

gekoppeld aan locatie, dat wil zeggen, het is onmogelijk om te bestaan zonder ergens 

te zijn. Deze observatie wordt vastgelegd door het locatie-feature in IP in (11). Dit 

feature wordt geërfd van het coverte nomen PLAATS in LP. Aangezien R-expletieven 

op een bepaalde manier zijn verbonden met locatie is het aannemelijk dat dit locatie-

feature aanwezig is in alle expletieve pronomina, dientengevolge bevindt het locatie-

feature zich in IP. We zien in (11) dat hier en daar ook een ΣP projecteren, waar de 

prosodische features zitten. De ΣP van hier en daar wordt gevuld door een schwa 

([ə]), maar deze klank wordt overstemd door de sterke vocalen [i] en [ɑ], 

respectievelijk. Verder projecteren hier en daar ook een referentiële CP-laag. In deze 

laag worden de referentiële eigenschappen van deze pronomina geprojecteerd: hier 

verwijst naar een locatie dichtbij de spreker, terwijl daar naar een locatie ver(der) weg 

van de spreker verwijst. Deze eigenschappen worden respectievelijk door het prox-

feature (van proximate ‘dichtbij’) en het dist-feature (van distal ‘ver weg’) uitgedrukt. 

 De interne structuur van de zwakke R-expletieven er, d’r, ’r is vergelijkbaar met 

die van hier en daar. Ook deze pronomina projecteren een LP die wordt gevuld door 

een covert nomen PLAATS. En ook deze pronomina hebben de functionele IP-laag 

waar het locatie-feature zich bevindt. De prosodische eigenschappen van er, d’r en ’r  

zitten in ΣP. Het Σ-hoofd kan met /ɛ/ gevuld zijn (resulterend in er), /də/ (wat wordt 

uitgespeld als d’r), of /ə/ (wat leidt tot ’r). De structuren in (11)-(12) laten zien dat de 

interne structuur van hier, daar, er, d’r en ’r gerelateerd is. Bovendien is het duidelijk 

dat R-expletieven een locatie-feature hebben.  

 In hoofdstuk 3 beargumenteer ik dat het locatie-feature van deze R-expletieven 

van belang is om te voldoen aan de kenmerken van het werkwoordelijk hoofd Io. In 

dat hoofdstuk beschrijf ik een case study naar het voorkomen van er in onpersoonlijke 

passiefconstructies. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke constructie zien we in (13). 

 

(13) Werd er gelachen? 

 

De resultaten van onze vragenlijst (die is ingevuld door 671 informanten) liet zien dat 

in plaats van er ook daar mag voorkomen in zinnen als (13). Temporele elementen 

zoals gisteren of na het feest werden niet goedgekeurd als vervanger van er. De 

afwezigheid van er werd ook beoordeeld als ongrammaticaal.  

 De resulaten van dit onderzoek vormen de basis van de analyse dat Io in het 

Nederlands een locatief kenmerk heeft. Ritter en Wiltschko (2009) laten zien dat in 

het Halkomelem Salish (een taal gesproken in Noord-Amerika) het werkwoord niet 
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wordt gemarkeerd voor tijd, zoals in het Nederlands, maar voor locatie. Dat wordt 

geïllustreerd in (14) 

 

(14) lí qw’eyílex tú-tl’ò.  

AUX.DIST dansen hij  

‘He is/was aan het dansen daar.’               (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009:154) 

 

We zien in dit voorbeeld dat niet de tijd op het werkwoord wordt uitgedrukt (het is 

onbekend of het dansen nu plaatsvindt of eerder), maar dat wel de locatie van het 

dansen wordt aangeduid. Het hulpwerkwoord lí geeft namelijk aan dat het dansen ver 

weg gebeurt (namelijk daar). Ritter en Wiltschko (2009) maken hieruit op dat in het 

Halkomelen Salish geen tijd op het werkwoord uitgedrukt maar locatie.  

Ik verleg deze analyse naar het Nederlands en stel voor dat Io naast informatie 

over tijd (om het Tense feature te verzadigen), en getal en persoon (om de Phi-features 

te verzadigen), ook informatie nodig heeft over locatie om het Locatie-feature te 

verzadigen. Merk op dat dit optioneel gebeurt. Het locatie-feature kan verzadigd 

worden, maar dat hoeft niet, mits het EPP is verzadigd. Dat zien we het duidelijkst in 

onpersoonlijke passieven. De zin in (13) is grammaticaal omdat er het locatie-feature 

verzadigt (en het werkwoord het Tense feature). De zin in (15) is ook welgevormd 

omdat het subject zij de Phi-features van Io verzadigt (en het werkwoord het Tense 

feature). Bovendien verplaatst zij naar spec,IP waar het EPP wordt verzadigd. De 

derivatie van deze zin wordt geïllustreerd in (16). 

 

(15) Lacht zij? 

 

(16)          CP 

 

                   C’  

        

                  lacht            IP 

 

                   DP            I’ 

                   zij                  

                [iφ:val]   vP                 I         

                                [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                      DP             v’       lacht 

         zij          

                [iφ:val]    VP               v             

                          lachen  

                                                     V 

                                                  lachen 

 

                                                       

Het voorbeeld in (17), echter, is ongrammaticaal omdat in deze zin het EPP niet wordt 

verzadigd aangezien de positie van het onderwerp (spec,IP) leeg is.  
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(17) *Werd gelachen? 

 

Deze data laten zien dat Io naast het Tense feature en Phi-features ook een 

locatie-feature heeft dat verzadigd wordt door er. Hiermee komen we tot een antwoord 

op de tweede onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift, zoals geformuleerd in (4); de 

syntactische functie van er is om het locatie-feature van Io te verzadigen.  

 In hoofdstuk 4 presenteer ik een tweede case study, waarin het gebruik van er 

in vraagzinnen centraal staat. Uit onze vragenlijst, die is ingevuld door 419 

informanten, bleek dat voor sommige sprekers er in zinnen met wh-subject extractie 

zoals in (18), optioneel is.  

 

(18) Wie werkte (er)? 

 

Een aantal informanten vonden de vraag in (18) alleen goed met de aanwezigheid van 

er, terwijl voor anderen er hier weggelaten kon worden. In hoofdstuk 3 was 

vastgesteld dat het de functie van er is om het locatie-feature van Io te verzadigen. Als 

we dit implementeren in de vraagzin in (18), blijkt dat er twee manieren zijn om dit 

feature te verzadigen. In de eerste manier verschijnt er in spec,IP, in de tweede 

mogelijkheid is er afwezig. Ik geef de derivatie van de zin in (19) in (20). 

 

(19) Wie werkte er? 

 

(20)           CP [wh]  

 

wie             C’ 

 

        werkte             IP 

 

                       er                  I’   
                  [iloc:val] 

                                    vP                I 

                                                      werkte 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  werkte 

                                     V   

                                  werken 

 

 

 

 

 

In (20) zien we dat het Tense feature van Io wordt verzadigd door congruentie 

(agreement) met het werkwoord in v. De Phi-features worden verzadigd door de Phi-
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kenmerken van wie. Io heeft dan nog een onverzadigd locatie-feature dat wordt 

verzadigd door het locatie kenmerk van er dat wordt gemerged als een Last Resort 

operatie. Merk op dat het locatie-feature op Io leeg mag blijven, mits aan de EPP-

voorwaarde wordt voldaan. In (20) is er nodig om spec,IP te vullen en zo het EPP te 

verzadigen.  

 Voor de sprekers die geen er nodig hebben zoals geïllustreerd in (21), ziet de 

derivatie eruit als in (22). 

 

(21) Wie werkte?       

 

(22)          CP [wh]  

 

wie             C’ 

 

        werkte             IP 

 

                       wie                  I’   

                     

                                    vP                I 

                                                      werkte 

                          wie             v’     [iT:  ,iLoc:  ,uφ:  ] 

                        [uφ:val]                         

                                    VP             v 

                                                  werkte 

                                     V   

                                  werken 

 

 

 

 

 

Net als in (20) wordt het Tense feature verzadigd door het werkwoord in v. De Phi-

kenmerken van Io worden verzadigd door congruentie met het wh-subject in spec,vP. 

Het locatie-feature van Io blijft onverzadigd. Het subject wie verplaatst van spec,vP 

naar spec,IP om het EPP te verzadigen. Vervolgens verplaatst wie naar spec,CP om 

het wh-kenmerk van Co te verzadigen. In deze derivatie verzadigt dus een kopie van 

wie het EPP.  

 Uit dit onderzoek blijkt dat er in het Nederlands twee manieren zijn om zinnen 

met wh-subject extractie te genereren: ofwel er wordt geïnserteerd om aan het EPP te 

voldoen, waarbij het locatie-feature van Io wordt verzadigd, of een kopie van wie 

verzadigt het EPP, waarbij er niet meer nodig is en dus afwezig.   

 In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift verleg ik mijn analyse naar andere 

soorten er en naar verschillende niveaus van variatie (macrovariatie, microvariatie, 

diachrone variatie). De andere soorten er worden geïllustreerd in (23). 
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(23) a. Hij zit er op.                                                              Prepositioneel er 

b. Zij kocht er vier.                                                          Kwantitatief er 

c. Zij woont er.                                                                       Locatief er 

 

We zien in deze voorbeelden dat er in deze gevallen fungeert als het complement van 

een voorzetsel (23)a, als het complement van een kwantificerend hoofd (23)b, ter 

aanduiding van een locatie (23)c. In dit hoofdstuk wordt duidelijk dat de interne 

structuur van R-expletieven zoals voorgesteld in hoofdstuk 2, ook kan worden 

toegepast op de andere types er met uitzondering van kwantitatief er. Dit type er kan 

alleen worden uitgedrukt als het zwakke pronomen er, d’r of ’r en niet als het sterke 

R-expletief hier/daar.  

 Tevens neem ik expletiefconstructies in het Engels en het Duits (macrovariatie) 

in ogenschouw. In die talen worden dergelijke constructies geformuleerd met een 

locatief pronomen: there ‘daar’ en da ‘daar’ respectievelijk. Het lijkt erop dat mijn 

analyse van toepassing zou kunnen zijn op die talen, maar verder onderzoek is nodig 

om dat te bevestigen.  

 In de Nederlandse dialecten (microvariatie), zien we dat dialecten verschillen in 

welke R-expletieven worden gebruikt. Sommige dialecten gebruiken er, terwijl 

andere d’r, t’r, ’r, hier en/of daar gebruiken. Dit laat zien dat dialecten verschillen in 

welke laag van de interne structuur van R-expletieven ze uitspellen.  

 Op het gebied van diachrone variatie (variatie door de tijd heen), zien we dat in 

het Middelnederlands (ca. 1200-1500) alleen daar werd gebruikt als expletief 

pronomen op de eerste plaats in de zin. Dit is te zien in (24) (Van der Horst 2008:969). 

 

(24) Daer is een verrader onder ons. 

 

Het zwakke expletief er werd in die tijd ook als expletief pronomen gebruikt, maar 

alleen op de niet-eerste plaats, zoals wordt voorspeld door de Wet van Wackernagel 

(Wackernagel 1892). Het corpus Dutch in Transition (1450-1750) laat eenzelfde beeld 

zien: ook in deze periode zijn er dialecten die daar en er als expletief pronomina 

gebruiken, maar er komt nooit zinsinitieel voor.  

 Er is dus variatie met betrekking tot welk deel van de interne structuur van R-

expletieven wordt uitgespeld. Dit verschilt tussen talen, zoals we zien in het Engels 

en Duits, waar alleen ΣP wordt uitgedrukt (aangezien de expletiefpronomina in die 

talen geen referentiële eigenschappen zoals prox en dist uitdrukken), terwijl het 

Nederlands zowel ΣP als CP kan uitspellen. Tevens verschillen Nederlandse dialecten 

van elkaar in welk deel van de R-expletieven ze uitdrukken. Tenslotte is er een 

diachroon verschil waarbij daar lijkt te zijn gegrammaticaliseerd tot er.  
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